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By Dan Landrigan 
For Colorado Senator Gary 
Hart, campaigning in New 
Hampshire was a piece of cake. 
After speeches in the ~,f UY 
and at Phi Mu Sorority, 
which focused on the need to 
prepare the educational system 
for the future, the sorority 
presented Hart with a cake in 
lionor of his forty -sixth 
birthdav. 
Hart,"' a contender for the 
Democratic Presidential 
nomination, spoke to 
approximately 40 journalism. 
students in the MUB Monday 
,night before moving to Phi Mu. 
"'This administration, indeed 
both political parties, have not 
recognized the confluence in 
the 1970s and 80s of education 
and training with economic 
survival and security and 
growth," he sai_d. 
FRIDAY,. DECEMBER 2, 1983' 
· Presidential candidate Gary . Hart (D-Colorado) spoke at a 
news conference for a journ~lis_m class. !Scott Young photo) 
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Print services 
change ,policy 
By Reina Mensh 
- All departments at UNH 
were issued a requirement Nov. 
18 to use Hewitt Hall's Rapid 
Copy · Service instead of off 
campus copy services. , , · 
The requirement was issued 
"because of the cost 
t:fft:ctivc:nc.ss and convenience 
of co:pcentrating high volume 
copyirrg in a few locations," 
· said Phyllis Forbes, director of 
Administration Services, in a 
letter to departmental deans, 
directors, and departmental 
secretaries. 
According to Forbes · and 
Lennard Fisk, interim vice-
president for Financial Affairs 
and Administration, tbe 
University maintains Printing 
Services by paying for its labor 
costs, machine leasing, and 
head and light costs. 
"'If you take a job off 
campus, the lJ niversity pays for 
it twice," Fisk said. "It pays for 
the maintenance of the copy 
centers and for the price of the 
job." . - · 
Because of an $80,00Q_deficit 
incurred last year by Printing 
Services, prices were increased 
this year at the recommenda-
tion of Frank · Romano, a 
nationally recognized printing 
services consultant. This was 
· the first time in five years a 
price increase was inplemented. 
Five thousand dollars was 
spent for copying done off 
campus last year compared to 
the $4,000 that was ·spent at 
Printing Services, Fisk said. 
In the letter, Forbes also 
stressed that a 10 percent 
surcharge would be added to 
the bill if an outside vendor was 
required io meet pri-rHing 
dead Ii nes. The su rtharge 
'would cover the · costs of 
handling. 
According to Forbes, the 
surcharge will only be 
administered if the . "'office 
doesn't plan ahead ." 
Forbes gave this example: "If 
instead of delivering it (copy 
material) on Monday or 
Tues.day (a person) comes in at 
ten o'clock on Thursday and 
The US must produce 
qualified workers for the 
service and technology 
industries, he said. 
.. This country will increas-
ingly depend upon human 
talent, human skills, and not 
human muscles." 
Victim's paren~s 'contactUNH 
· says he needs it at two o'clock, 
.we have to take it downtown." 
She said if the deadlines are 
reasonable and Printing 
Services has to take material 
downtown, the surcharge will 
not be added . But it will be 
added in unreasonable 
circumstances. 
"'The world leadership which 
we presently enjoy in this -
emerging service and 
technology sector will not be 
sustained unless this country 
commits itself to make our 
education system, broadly · 
. defined, the best in the world," 
Ha rt said . -
Hart said he wanted to 
replace fonds cut from federal 
work-study, Pell Grant, aHd 
student loan programs and 
begin a "major na.tional 
commitment of financial 
resources and energy" to 
education. 
On the issue of defense 
spending, Hart described 
himself as one of a _ few 
By Maggie McKowen 
The U riiversity has been 
asked . t6 contact -- its insurance 
companies by the · attorney 
representing the parents of 
-Glenn David Hayes, 19,a UNH 
freshman who drowned in the 
April 10 crew accident, sajd 
UN H Oirector of Legal Affairs . 
'Tom Flygare. 
In June, Flygare .said UNH 
received a letter from Sheehan 
and Owens law firm in Lowell. 
Mass. 
That letter advised the 
. University to "inform its 
insurance companies" that the 
attornevs had been in contact. 
"So we did so," Flygare sa-id: 
Flygare said the lawyer's 
requests are "not an unusual 
way of-approaching a case like 
this ... an accident that takes 
place at the University or a 
University activity." 
The accident which occured 
on Great Bay in Newington on 
Sunday, April 10 dumped 6 
crew boats into icy waters. 
H a yes d r o w n e d w.h i 1 e 
attempting to swim to safety. 
Thirteen other crew members 
were treated arid released for 
hypothermia: 
Attorney Paul Sheehan is 
advising the parents of Glenn 
David Hayes on the adminis-
tering of t'heir son's estate, he· 
said . Sheehan was unavailable 
for comment. 
HART, page 21 Bringing a sense 
of history to MUB 
Wildcats hocker team 
defeats Cornell. 5-0. See 
sl~)l·_r, paf[e 28. 
By Nancy Ka·plan 
· Jack Leah~, remembers a 
time, when thete was . no 
Memorial Union Building. He 
also remembers why the 
Memorial Union Building is 
there today. 
The MU B was built in 1957 
as a memorial to New 
Hampshire soldiers who died in 
both World Wars and the 
Vietnam war. 
The Memorial Room of the 
MU B contains bronze plaques 
with the names of the soldiers 
who were killed. 
"There's a very solemn 
Calendar .................. page 5 as.p,ect to the building," said 
Classified •···············Page 23 , ,. ).,e,a~y, who recently .resigned 
Comics •··················Page 20 < ·a~iJ;;rculty representative to the 
Editorial •················Page 14 :. · ·M UB Board of Governors after 
Fea!ures ........... pages 17,18 i:four years. ·, 
bronze . You just multiply those 
names by names in ·otlier states. 
It's a sacred place, really, but 
sometimes yo.u might · find 
someone asleep there or a can 
of Coke on the floor." 
Leahy is of medium he'ight 
and has greyish hair. He has a 
sort of quiet sense of humor 
that's not immediately · 
apparent. Though dignified 
and possessing a sense of 
hisfory, Leahy exudes a 
comfortable formality. 
He is assistant director of the 
Thompson School of Applied 
Science and was a member of 
the class of 1944 . .. ,,, . . . 
- Leahy's presence·, on the 
Board of . Gov~r~qr~ gav\e its 
members insight to ·· why_ the 
Memorial Uni.on Building was 
LEAHY, page 25 . . , Notices•··················· page 6 ' ••bnc~ in a while, go up there 
Sports .....................• pa,ig~ J~ 1 : •-1; a·11rd look at those names in 
L.:.:::..::...::...__:__: ___ --:--_----- ---- ----- -----: 
Sheehan sent the University 
another letter in October which 
requested . a copy of. the 
President Committee's report 
on the crew accident. A copy 
was sent to Sheehan and- was 
also made available to the 
media. 
The Coast Guard report on 
the accident has not been 
released to the public. 
This is a judgement call on 
the part of Printing Services 
managers, she added. Fisk said 
it would be "'a rare event" if this 
happened . The I_O percent was 
basically an ··overhead charge." 
PRINTING, page 11 
Working at Burger King's -United . Ways Whopper Q~y, in 
Durham are (front to back) Terri May, Andy Alpert and Ur,lH. 
Physics Professor Huston. (Scott Young photo) · 
B~,,~mtP::JJ.;;': ~dtiiti''.CY~i~?ii~iiome;·~~l{Z~bsession 
.--:f 
By Lorne Milrie, , , : . ·,. around eafing. hes.aid. A binge can be come ii1 Jh<;.y arc feeling desperate. know that's always been in the back hf 
"How do I feel a'Jtfr , 1"'1; binge·. comp~nsatory. a desperate att-cmpt to, They spend so .much time -and energy my niina; . I also know l''tan th,fintait1 . 
Terrible. After I binge 'l feel terible. r make.up for everything lost. he sitid. keeping their' d.isordcr a secret they mS' weight without · binging an·a 
look at myself in tl,Jc mirror and I say~ Now, . e-ight years later. Berlin · don 'fhave time for anything else:', Shar · purgi'n,g. '.' . 
what in the hctt-l:.a,re• y<}JJ\,do.ing to, doesn)i plan a binge. it just happens. said. · - · · When a womaA .. c.oq1~_~_,·to ",.q1e 
yourself. Scared. F always rem-ember - "Each .day is a new struggle," she said. 0 f ten fa rn i I y me· m be rs or counseling center or health service f<fr 
.it. I make myself sick looking at myself "Each day I thirik I'm going to make it · roommates don't even know rhere is a help. she is given a complete physical 
and saying whaUn tlv; hell an; ,_ you •,,;" t_hr:-ongh th:c day. I may make it until problem. Shar said bulimics look . .examination. Often medical prohkms 
doing this for. I 'end up_'crying ·and J, ·, ,._ eight ·<fcfoc-k that night and something healthy a~d may he average weipJ!t ~n arc discovered. problems the woman is 
end up hating myseff. But thcri there\- unawar6of. Claus~ said. So.me of these_ 
times I' can't control it. I don't care .• · problcnis inclµde_ stpmach pain, sore 
. how much I fight. That's it.'' Bulimia is -an affliction that 'affects 20 : , . gums, pad teeth. dry mouth. cracked . 
, Melissa Berlin (not her· real name) - lips. frequent infectiqns because body 
has bulimia. When she eats too much· percent' of ' college J_VOmen, mp-re resistance is down. Anemi~t or joint 
she vomits 'to avoiq ' gai11(ng weight. problems in_ someone obsessed ·with 
Some women bing~. thcrr take specifically,. one in five. ,, ' exercise , are common ailments. she 
laxatives ·,or diuretics to colltrot ·· thcir -~~ -'.:: said. - · 
weight. · - , A more serious problem is that of 
Bulimiajs _an afflict-ion that affects ' can set me off. arid -J think what the five to IQ pounds overweight. Also. electrolyte . imbalance. Clauss said. 
20 percert of cnlkge VV0ilJCn, more hell. It's like alcoholism... they may V:0_.ITli.t two times a week or 10 Electrolytes arc substances _dissolved 
specifically. , one in five~ "· And '• the Clauss said. "People will binge for times a day. she said. Something goes in the b-lood that ensure proper nerve 
proble(Tl; i·snof-going away. University .. any reason. to wake up, to go to sleep. on and they start using their body and and m·u"scle ~(unptiol'.l. TIJ~Y. arc . .1,o .~L ~--
of New Hamp~hire nurse practiqoner· · Therc ·s 1,000 different uses for food food to cope. or they use vomiting as a through vomiting or laxative. diuretic 
Laura __ ..,.Cl9-uss said 40 percent of . just like 1,000 different uses for way of coping. Shar said. and enema abuse. A low lcvcl .. of 
women wiff have an eating dis-order of ,,.,-alcohoC~ ~ .'" ' ' - ; ,, . ' ' Refl'in 'said even at -·hci' worst sh<? ., d~ctro.f),tC potassium can lead to 
one)eind or another while in college. Bulimia is overwhelmi'ngly a fe~1ale . d~drf't vomit'n10rc than ~)nc:e' a day:" It n e Ur o-m Us CU la r . {! i St U 1: ban ces, 
Berlin began to binge whe·n she·was phenomenon. Clauss said since was a form of stress release and-i't still· includfog heart attacks. muscle 
20. She said she and a few friends, who September she has begun treating 20 is." she said: "As )ioon as I binge and - spasms/ ;and death-. , 
were all health nuts, ate -vegeta·rian women with bulimia : Four women arc get it out of n1y system. then I'm . all At first the woman is seen ·once a 
meals, jogged · and· swari:f everyday. continuing treatment begun last ye,ar. · right. l san deal with the rest of ttic :;week for-four to six weeks. or until she 
. They would gettogether1n the ~vening Altho11gh there is -.supposed to, be a . - things' I 'vc got to ~/dcaJ_ with", 8u,t· .J \zc :·is phy'sically .stable. then every oth~r 
and when they were bored or µPfight male variant of bu·limia. an obsession '' never ' ptil . all -of my cn,ergy· intc-) week foT a few mqnths. , ' . ' 
about scho.ol they ~;~;uld go 6ut-;µnd . with_ fit~ess and ~ealth, men arc not thinking about and scheduling bulimic • .. We try to reinforce new hab-its. 
binge. · . · , -, _: · :,;_, coming rn. she said. If the 20 percent . activities. Although ·1 constantly think Once a woman can stop binging .she 
.. They taught me .ho~ to s,tiek two : 1 ~- hok.1~ true the~e are, 1,103 women at about what · I can eat that day '.and·· d-oesn't· have to vomit," Claus~ said. 
fing~,rs down r:ny throat .~ndJ9s,£\ it." . , UNH ~ot:see~rng help a~ well. watch my food intake. -. Relaxation te.cJrn_i:q11cs, such as 
she ~aid. '"And _.we started do'ini!1f.:hat Jn:JDlc~.n~crlin· rs_ shm\ at_tract1ve ~nd well .. That's what i:S really hard with the , ·exercise·· for., the i-nactive. deep 
may-be once a month. It -was a kick. I · dressed. Aiter bmgmg for six years, food· It docs control -my life as far as if breathing. hot baths. talking with a 
could eat all I wanted, I could taste this . she asked her famity for help two years son1eonc asks me out for lunch friend. · or ta kjng ~ wa·lk. arc 
__ crap and not·.have to, gain .weight." . ago, She; 'b~gan seei~g a psyc_hologist without a two .d~y warning. :so J can substituti-0ns for binging,-shc said. 
For. bulimics · an obsess-ion grows and rcc~1ve~ counselmg for one }'.car. starve myself for those two days and Berlin said although she began . 
around food . and figure, said Bob .. I think it helped m~. I ftllr hc-t.ter exercise harder. I panic. I can't go 0 -ut running and swimming for.relaxation 
Congdon, UNH counseling center about myself after each time I talked to to cat. I can't deal with that. I tell them the exercise has become an.other goal 
psychologist All other facets of life him." she said. ,._.Rut I never found L ha:vc already eaten ,a,nd: witI .- iJlee( : to ·meet. and she pushes herself to the 
become insubordinate: life centers anything i·n . my background or one them afterwa_rds. I would · bke t~ be point of exhaustion. •Tvc got to find 
,. ---------1 · specific thing that set me off, O,r why I · ·"•a hip ,t.q;,do._th_1!1gs_:s~onta~eously. wa,S-flo relax." shc, s.aid~ ""It'.s. hard for 
LAl !RA CLAl lSS 
, di.d it a:11- .the 1timc. And ,whv did ·1 feel ·/" . -£haf.o-_~\a1:d -bt~:1m1cs bmgc on any . · ·me j'ust to sit. _I rarc'i·y sit amyrnorc. If 
like ·I had to keep punishing ~_)\ elf." .,' fo??:>:_!()r ;cxrrir1e,. carb<_)hydratc~.'J\ ,I'm ·bored~; and ,uptjgl:1t, f o.~)d.'comes td! ' . I 
era uss said: women d:en~• ·' the t· ~eant1t_·~buttcr. c-h1cken_s. or 1cc cream. my mind. If there's someone around or 
problem for the first few : years:"-, "' She said the ch_osc~ brngc foods n~ay something to do, I'm aU right." 
believing they can _stop their behavior represent a · torb1dder1 f(~()d ,Like Clauss said although she secs 
if they. want to. If family orJrjc;n,d:s · , c_arbohydratcs, or _a !1urtunng f?,od: · positive res u Its when treating 
recognize the symptoms the victi·m 1rke_ sweets, When :atmg. the women bulimics. the patients ca~.,. only be 
won't admit it. she said. begin to, feel o~t of ~ontrol ~nd <mee· follovied for one to four years. "'Very 
.. Finally guilt brings women · ,_n, the}' know they re gomg to binge_ they few people drop out oftrcatment;'' she 
feelings of hopelessness," Clauss said. have ~o complet~ th~. act. she_ added. said. ""rrobahly because we let them 
. .. They don't come in until they have Certam/oods will tr.1gger a binge, m know our expectations in the 
been this way for a year or more. When som_cthmg. may happe_n. ~nstcad of beginning ... People who do recover 
i~ begins to interfere with gettingangr!·andwor~mg1tthrou_gh, mayhavcrelapses,butiftheygctback 
relationships, school or social life: if they fc_el th_e- need to bmge, she said. into a program problems can be 
they think they will lose their Berlm.sa1d sfo:: was at her worst two overcome. she said·. 
boyfriend. or, flunk out of school: if yea~s ago _when s~.e cared f~r _a dying At the · counseling center the 
they can't go shopping or out to cat f~mrly _mem?er.,, I cou~dn ~. control psychologists try to get the woman to 
with friends because they're afraid to him bc1~g srck, .- she s~1d. I woul? look at her life and feelings. to put her 
be around food. When the disorder start eating and 1t was _hke I co.uldn t life in a different perspective. Shar -
interfcrcs- with performance. they stop. I would feel g~ilty about the said. Counselors try to help her realize _ 
come in." amount I ate. It wasn t bad food, -not who she is and what she -wants for 
UNH counseling center psycholo- cakes. I just ate more than normal. _, BUI IMIA 
18 
· 
gist' Cynthia Shar said when ·women And I didn't want to put on weight. I , ' page . 
EWS IN BRIEF 
-IN.TERNATIONAL Sullivan was convi-ctcd ,- _of the 1973 robbing. kidnapping and shooting 
· death or Donald Schmidt. assistant 
·Shelling cJoses ·.·>:-., m.t~1\a:1(e. r ,or the H.omcs_tead .. Flo.rida 
· , _ ~- '> ·.·.; <',HQward Johnson s. 1 he, Supreme 
airpO~t , · <<,. >>. .C'ourt -' denied Su-llivan a stay .()f 
. execution h,· a vote c)f7-2 and Sullivan 
Heavy shelling close~t Bcin11·( . 
International airport on Wed·nesday 
• acco1:ding to Administration offici·a!s. ' 
Oi•uze militia men in the S hoi1f 
Mountains. fired six shell.-; \\'hich 
' \ 
landed near the nothern part ol the 
runway while a Hungarian airli11cr was 
on its final approach. ·1 he pl,rnc 
landed safely bu_t the airport was 
ordered to close immediat·ely. 
; .:NATIONAL 
· hecamc the ·ninth mari executed since 
ihe Supreme Court I'.einstated capital 
punishment in 1976. 
Bre,ver rescued 
Poli-cc ,rescued kidnapped 
millionarc brewer Alfred Heineken in 
a predawn raid on an isnlutcd 
warch<)usc on Wedncsda\'. ;\ runsom 
c_-it'$1J.6 milli·on \\as paic(Mond,1) for . • - - ·~: ·"; ~. '!- :} 
Prison er ex ecu te··a ,' -(he return of t_lie 6_0-year-olcl ch;1 'ir'n1a1i 
of' the H'einckcn . Ifrcwcry. Pol.ice 
. Ro,bcrt A. Sullivan was exc'cuted 'in ,\ .. reported that some or the r,1nsrill}}\'HS 
Florida . State prison on Wednesday' '· ;rcc<)v~cred and 24 persons in threc'r·iJ ies 
des.rite appeals for a stay of execution. were · c1rrcst_ed , 
, I 
- •• ...J - - - - -· . ----
Reagan vetoes hill .LOCAL 
On Wednesday President : Ronald , ,.:,_, -__ , 
Reagan \'~toe.d ieg;~.latio·n ·rcqµiri~g . ,,_-1 ') ",, 
reg'tilar reports to Congress ·on hUJll c\~ , , ·1; 
New collective 
hghls prn'gress in Tl Sahador.. B.t:agan , , 
h~1d filed C\'ery six months . rcpo1't-s on _:, . 
human rights progress in the war-torn 
· nation and often Congressional aid 
\\as contingent on such reports. 
Outr~1ged members of Congress 
promised to resubmit the bill · when 
('ongress reconvenes in .January, noting 
that the bill had hroad bipartisan 
sup,pori and had passed unanimously in 
both the House and the Senate. 
Squeal rule dies 
formed 
;: A' h9w resource for lJNH lesbian 
(and gay) students is now available. 
The Lesbian Collcrtivc. a political. 
support and social organi1ation for 
UNH lesbians .' includes a speakers ; 
bureau, a S1,1pport group, homophobia 
workshops and lesbian , .ga y resource 
re1errals. More inlorm,1t1on is 
ava ilc1 hie in i·oom 126 of the M lJ B. 
WEATHER 
The Reag~tn administration. Tl~e Na tional Weather. Scrvi_ce 
_rebuffed hy lour court_s. \\ il l not i.)s.k , ., ,rr~91cts mo~_tly sunny _s~1es ~1th 
' t:heSupremc Court to revi\ e the.hir'th:.... t~µ1ppptu res in the 20s. f--riday n,~ht 
cont'rol "sLJUeal rule." Th e ' b v. ' ' wil,r ,be clear and cool with 
-·r(LJUin;d kderall.)_' funded clini~'s .t'o' tcll ;,'., ~~ri'1p.~ratures in the tec~s.' ~atu,~day 
.. par:e.nts when the1rdaughtef·snhta1,ncd . ~~1l)s 1_or a chance of flurries with highs 




By Maureen O'Neil 
Bill Kidder, associate Dean 
of Students, wants to stress the 
positive aspects of fraternity 
and sorority life. Kidder was 
chosen to be a new advisor to 
the Greek system beginning 
this month. . -
Until this change, advise-
ment of Greeks was through · 
Jeff Onore .. direcfor of Student 
Activities. He -would meet with 
heads · of -Cireek houses to 
di.scuss fire and safety 






By Michelle Evans 
New Hampshir.e Governor 
John Sununu will give the 
Commencement Address at the 
December 1983 . Commence-
. ment ceremony. . . 
An Honorary Doctor of Law 
Degree will be c-onferred on 
Sununu by Richard Morse 
chairmc!n of the U niversitY __ 
The new change will create 
more time to work with Greeks. 
according to Dean of Students 
Playing pool in the MUB games room is Jim Jones. (Rob Bossi photo) 
Gregg Sanhorn. · The Presidt~111'.~ role "We . want to have ongoing 
interaction and relations with 
~fraternities and sororities. This 
is something the Greek systehl 
has expressed an interest iri." 
Sanborn -said. ' 
Taking a look at' the p8st · 
· P a n h c 11 e n i c · C o u n c i ·l 
President -' Anne B.uchsen..: 
schuetz said she secs Kidder as 
a positive liason ·bdtween the 
Greek system and the 
University. 
·"In the past there's been a 
breakdown in communica-
tion.'' Buchsenschuetz said. 
K_idder wants to ·spend time 
getting to know members of 
fraternities ,an{! sororities. He 
also_ plans to work with alumni 
advisdrs and to 1conta.c'( th'c~ · 
national orga-ni'lations ~ of. the 
iridivid ual · houses. 
"We need to get to know one 
"' another if we're going to work 
together." Kidder said. 
"The administration is 
finally . paying a lot more 
emphasis to the system. They're 
sc~ing we're moving ahead ," 
said .John Davis. Greek system 
senate president. 
-. -In the last year the separate 
com poncnts of the G rec k 
system heca me organized 
µnder the Greek System 
Senate. It consists of the· Inter-
. Fraternity Counci~; Panhellen-
ic Council. Council on 
lJ NH / Durham rclarions. and 
· GREEK, page 8 
By .~atharine O'Connell 
The red brick and ivy tower 
of Thompson Ha'Jl has always 
been the focus of the UN H 
campus. Once students .spent a 
majority of their time inside the. 
walls of this building attend.inK 
class. 
Now ~lasses are no longer 
held in T-Halt. · It has· beco'mc: 
the administrative ce-nter 'dflhe 
GORDON HAALAND 
University and inside _the right 
tower is the office of · the 
President, probably the most 
important job on campus. 
The history of the UNH 
presidency is varied. Since 1963 
UN H has had five presic;lents 
and two interim presidents. 
T h O S e W h O f i I h! ti A f hi'e 
administrative role - brought 
with him or. her individual ' 
strengths and weaknesses. Now 
EVELYN HANDLER 
W-!ie~ the easy life's n_ot easy 
By Rich Helgms f h · b · · ·d S . . .'. . response., o t e od)'. to -·any even smc1 e. , tress alone may 
~h,s 1s the /1rst J~art of a demand. The phys1ological not be the cause but certainly 
senes on cop,ng 11•lfh study . response of the body is the aggre·vates the situation and · 
stress and test anxiety wrilfen same for different ••stress.ors." cuts down the body's natural 
hy Hall Directors in Area 1. It is ( Increased heart rate / breath- defenses. · " 
ad,'.ice given to their own ing,_ increased · muscular Di"ffere t th·. · .· k f · 
re<·1de t d h h . ·11 t . . , , d . 
n mgs wo.r or 
., n s. an t ey ope 11 w, ens1on. increase adrenal · · diffe . t · - I · b ' t th · 
he helpful to other students production and· ·sweating). The w· rlel nh pledop e,., u ~ baTsihcs · · ·· 1· 1·· I · • · . · . e a o m common. e 
p1epa11nf?. or. mas. w~y we perceive the s1tuat1on following are "Te c· d wIII det . th ff t . ·11 • n omman -
A student's life is th_e easy life . - . crn:iine c e cc it WI -ments for Managing Stress." 
All they have to do .1s go a few have on us. They are not intended to be 
class~'i. pass a few tests. and Stress should not he thought of exclusive. but rather to help 
land a_ :"good job" up_on asalwaysriegativc.infact,it .is you assess your stress 
graduation. ~ necessary part. of life. The management skills and perhaps 
Why should students care important thing 1s to manage suggest some new skills to try 
·about stress? If being a student stress. ~xamr.Ic: Papers due or out. 
is as easy for you as the opening teS{~ a roun9 corner ca !1 TEN COMMANDMENTS 
remark. perhaps it's not so ~otivate some. to re~lly get_ it FOR MANAGING STRESS 
important for you. If it doesn't 111 gear and get i:novmg while 
seem quite that casv read on others may feel its · too much 
. . ' · • · ~nd experience distress. 
Why care about stress? Stress is . . 
a part of each of our lives. The It 1f ,c;! 1stress th~t can lead to 
effect it will havcdcpc.nds upon problcrn~s,. Prolonged 9_istress 
the individual. · can 1eatj to .heart disease, . 
ulcers .. ' s troke : hypertension, 
What is stress? Stress can be hea.d::i c .hcs . '· 'backaches 
defined .- _as_ "Jhc _ -1urnsp_q:ific inso~niJ.. - co ld., . dr-ug abuse: 
Organize Thyself and take 
better control of the way you're 
spending your time and energy-
so you 5=a n hand le st ress9rs 
more efficiently. ' 
Control Thy Environment' . by · 
·controlling who· a:nd .what-·is 
STR:ESS, page_'Z · , __ 
the University isr,:iagain . 
searching for someo.ne;,to fiU ·. 
ahat difficult position'./:; 
JOHN SJJNUNI J 
John McConnell·;r,}1resident r•,·r 
from 1963-71, held the office 
when "in a sense the role of the 
president of the U nive_rsity was 
much simpler and in my 
opinion, a rriore desirable role 
than the one the president is System Board of Trustees at 
now required to play. . . the .Qecember 1.8 ceremony;. · 
"'(During my time) the Bob Keesey, .assistant in 
campus at Durham acted· admjnistrative affairs, ,said he 
fodependcntly. ,: with ,, its own expects 65 ,perceniof tbe 640 
Boa rd . of Trustees. An December d~gree ,i~ncHd~'t~s to 
a'drhit1istra~ive board . c0nsist- attend, the cer.em:Ony,, ha:S,ed_on 
ing of the ·Presidents of th~ past attendance. · ... ?-• .·-·· ·• . . 
University, Plymouth a,nd Cand,_id~tes com'pleting 
K_e en e coo.rd i na t ed the degrees m September 1983 are . 
academi.c . programs, and also invited to attend . the.-
financial appeals of ·the three cereni~~'l'lf ough only io 
campus-es. There was 1no percent'are ex·pected. 
chancellor's office nor Board of "The December ceremony is 
Trustees for the University reasonably small," Keesey sa·id. 
Svstem." · · •·There's a greater sense of -
· · It was his joh to relate to all . individual participation." 
the interest groups of the The December ceremony has 
University from scholars to few enough participants to 
performers. ··in some way, the allow for a ·•ceremony of 
President must relate to them reasonable length, and still 
a 11 . . . u n de-rs tan ding and · re~d individual names," Keesey 
recognizing each group as part · said. · . 
of the complex life of a great The Commencement p'ro-
University, and striving to gram lists student honors, but 
PRESIDENTS, page 5 _,_ GRADUATION, page 20 
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International students .reorganize on can1pus 
By Karin Reynolds 
Thc 1lnterm1tional Alliance is 
a newly formed. recognized 
organi1ation at UN H. designed 
to promote i ntcrna t ioria I 
awarene-ss .• . . 
It was first organi1cd last. 
spring hy sop~omore Andrew 
Kruss. an international studdft 
from Venezuela. 
A c c o rd i' n g t o K r u s s . 
president of the -organi1atio1i. 
the - original International 
Student Association was not 
working due to a · lack of 
interest. 
'"There were many stµdcnts 
who wanted -to be involved in 
an international group, s'o I 
qecided to orga nizc one," 
Kruss said ... At this time the 
group has approximately fifty 
payi11g mtmoers, and there arc 
more who arc intercs-tcd -in 
becori1inc. inYolved." , 
The ~rganization rccenth· 
sponsored an intcrnatiqn,il 
pot -luck dinner at Smith Hall. 
the international dorm which 
replaced Richardson House 
'this semester. 
"It worked out ·very well." 
said Kruss . "We were expecting 
20 to JO people to arrive. and 
there were about 60 who did 
show up." 
"Richardson House didn't 
work out very well as an 
international dorm. It was too 
far away· from the campus and 
there wasn't enough integra-
tion between the· American and 
international students," Kruss 
added. 
Kruss said that the 
intcrn it .ti l'1 1Htl SlUdents are 
CLASS RING SALE.S 
l>l'cemhl'r 6th · .ind 7th 
Tul'sda)· and WednesdaJ 
Outside Strafford lfoom 
Mt·n10rial l lnion 
J0:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Sponsored By 
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY 
.,..,.. •. ,. '" ,n .. -WEAR. · 
adjusting to life at UN H m~c'ii 
bdier now than when thev were 
living in the internationa f mini -
dorm. 
There· arc approximately 80 
students living in Smith Hall. · 
2J arc foreign students . These 
students come from as far awa·y 
as Nepa.I, France. Switlcrland. 
Thailand and South Africa . 
According to Knl'ss. both the 
foreign and American students 
in Smith H;1II arc hcncfitting 
from tl1e experience of living · 
toe.ether in the same dorm . 
:, am i e R o c k . · s t u d e n t 
senator. said the new 
org,111in1t1{rn will help to bring 
Amcricaq and international 
students toccthcr . 
. "The grc~up is irn\'ing ·some 
initial prohlcnis in getting 
u11e.h.'n\a\. out t11cy arc getting 
some help from the Inter-
national Students Office. And 
now that they have-Smith llall 
as a base to work out\ )f. their 
capabilities _\\'ill incrca~c." 
Rock said. 
Richard Sparr. hall d'ircctor 
at Smith f-Iall. said the group is 
growing all the ti,me. and the 1 
number of people who arc 
particjpating is increasing. 
THIS''COUPON'' 
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· ''h's a via bk g'roup. There is 
a great deal oJ interest in i-t, and 
as a new organization, it's 
progressing very well." Sparr 
said . 
The organization welcornes 
both international and 
A me r i ca n st u d c ~-ts a s 
. members, Kruss Sc}id . 
"I think the members arc 
interested in making some 
friends. They want to meet 
p e o p I e f r o m~ , d i ff c r c n t 
backgrounds," siad George 
Stcart, a freshman living in 
Smith Hall. 
Stewart spent the past year in 
Spain, and for him, living in 
Smith Hall is goqd practice for 
his Spanish . 
The orgam11ation is not 
receiving funds from the 
Student Activit v Office but arc 
cor.sidcring petitioning in the 
fututc if their fundraisers do 
not bring in enough moi1ey . 
C~mpus' buildings 
, . . . 
may get , new signs 
. / " \ 
Ry Chr1~ Heiii.enhc•r~ . i · _ (1ight _ ~,nd d:1~ ·-_J>Jw; tJwy c:in't 
UNH residence hall~ ~7irt he be ti1kc1n).ff." Ro~k said .. .. 
getting new. permanent signs While the inc:omplcte names 
hy the end of the year. after a on-the halls haven't been very 
decision has been made on noticeable. ''people on tours 
what type of ~ign: · arc alwa) s asking why the 
The new signs arc a result of letters arc missing," said Finar 
a grant by UN"H alumni to Sunde. student admissions 
replace the metal -letters which representati\'c. 
were stolen or tell off campus "It\ important 1<) freshmen 
buildings. . sine~· the\' dcm 't know the 
"We're just helping, hut we buildings.;-'sai.d.student Kristen 
·want to have new signs for fhc McGary . 
Universitv," Rock said. . Rock said the long term go.ii 
lnterini' President Ciordon for the Student Senate is to 
Haaland will ~iake the final eventually han' all lJnin4~sity 
decision on the signs. signs the same rolor. "Manv of 
Rock has recommended the the C)thcr universities have all 
type of sign Plymouth _State their signs with the same 
currently has. "They're black fornrnt. whether indoors or 
and gold, and you can sec them out.'' 
READ PERSONALS! I 
~ . 1l ' , ~ 1l 1-~ r . 
thf;:j'LW Ha':lrh1rgviimh10c 
-THE ~E\'r Ii \M~HIRE 
,\ :-: ,- .. -\~t/jd" ~;· fili\ffiIMLi\J 
1.l 
t.~1"' ~ ... i ., ~;·:· Jnsr.:;~ 
#f~ .:/F.·, /[i (;\ I')-!~: 
'")n,,_ .  >-- f'n-e1 R Ci 1t~c::_-r~. -
CA lJ ___, _ j 01 ,.. ~ l- "~ · 
..,,.,, 
'-"'" 
GET A FREE WHOPPEliWHEN · 
thf.L ll'Y'il®8Jlll'vt lh@1~@1kt!= 1o5J . 
mt ere- ~J:J~ ~.@'.W:' $ 
YOU BUYA WHOPPER: .. 
J ust wear this mask to show t_hat you "ve switched to Burger King~ 
' like the Macdonald family on TV. Okay, okay.Jf you don't 
.. want to ·actually wear, it, you.can just sort of hold it up. • 
We;!I still gi~e you~ fiee ~0BPetwhen you bu}' a Whoppei"! 
l • ·.,.. ~ 
fRlO~y, dECEmOeQ 2, 1963 
stRci:PfbRO Room , mub 
r .. ; ... 1_ • 
6 pm 
~-1 .~· 
at: -r:ns ooo,i 
) 
j 
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maintain a balance in their 
activities so the tail doesn't wag 
the dog." 
McConnell looks back o_n 
UN H fondly and said he tried 
to express himself with "'a bit of 
humor or at least a light 
. touch ... (a president) should not 
take himself too seriously." 
Jere Chase, interim president 
from 1962-63 and 1979-80, 
.said, "McConnell was friendly 
and lived the life of the 
U n iv er s i (y . " H e a Hen d e.d 
football and hockey · g~mes, '. 
Chase said . He referred to · 
McConnell as .. the old shoe 
type" - of -president, although 
always prepared to "do battles" 
for academic progress. _ 
McConnell said he is active 
a_nd -·:e"i-1-erg~t{c. -•• I believe -a 
president should be vigorous in 
his personal approach to life. It 
is not necessary to (be) an 
athlete, but a person who is 
physically active, say in hiking, 
sailing, climbing - as a 
participant, not an observer-
(is) desirable." 
- Billing himself a "conserva-
tive," McConnell said · he 
opened his home to the 
University body. 
"I believe the President, man 
or woman, should be able to 
maintain a warm, friendly 
home where faculty, students 
and neighbors can feel 
welcome," he said. 
Thomas Bonner was 
_ President from 1971 until 1974. 
· Reflecting on his time at UNH, 
Bonner said; .. The role .of a 
_ UNH president is particularly 
.,,,important- because,-t-he history 
· of the preside.l'.lcy has been one 
of- constant seizure. Ove·r the -
past forty years,_ from Arthus 
, Adams forward, there have 
been greater or lesser 
_ difficulties with the political 
nature ( of the University)." 
Bonner said he tried .. to 
revive and e_xtend and 
emphasize the service or lan-d 
grant role (of the University). It 
is a people's Uniyersity open to 
all classes of people in the 
state." 
Bonner looked out into the 
political and social spheres · in 
whic_h UNH operated. 
- The Presidency, .. required 
perserverance and the ability to 
withstand criticism." It was 
necessary to be forceful in 
representing the- needs of the 
University in relation to the 
political atmosphere of the 
state during the early 1970's. 
To extend the scope of the 
University·, Bonner developed 
new programs like the School 
of Continuing Studies . in 
Manchester. 
"I think people and stucients 
of New Hampshire deserve a 
strong state University and the 
president's role has to reflect 
that. ,It is a stronger University 
than conditions in the State 
would make it. A lot has been 
achieved with so little state 
support. It is one of the best." 
Eugene Mills succeeded 
Bonner in IJ.75 and for the first 
time the ,,role of the president 
was split. The president became 
respQJ1sible fo r the administ ra-
tion of the University and the 
responsibility of the University 
System became the domain of 
the Chancellor. 
A Psychology professor, 
M.ills was at UNH for 16 years 
b·efore he . was appointed 
P resident. 
_,- " H¢ ~came up through the 
rn•D.K S<;, " sa id r\,fo rie l Knecht , 
longti me s_ecretary to the 
< continued from page 3) 
, various presidents. searching for private and state 
As Dean of the Graduate funding. 
School, to Dean of Liberal Chase said he had to be "a 
Arts, to the vice president of jack of all trades" and 
Academic Affairs, Mills knew understand quickly, with short 
the policies of UNH intimately. briefings, many academic 
-Like all the presidents, projects. "I learned somethings 
Knecht said-, Mills had a . and had an overview of the 
definite "style" of delegating Univ~rsity n-o one else gets." 
work. Each president has done Chase did his "homework" 
things differently from how to . familiarize himself with 
they conduct meetings to how faculty research. -He said he 
they decorate the office. ..put some dollars into 
Knecht said Mills would - projects---:• such as marine 
swing his chair and ga_ze:out-the biologx. A President should 
window ont9 Main Street or "care about what people -are 
~ urkland a;s he tc;1lk_ed on the doing and ask them -about it." 
phone. / For example, he 'made 
Mills says his years at UNH personal · appointments with 
were ••_yery imgortant and faculty to find out how the 
sa f isfying :-·--,-cr held) the institution could aid them in 
leadership • of a truly research. He learned the name 
outstanding institution." of each, and his .or her project. 
.. It is a. high energy job and Chase emphasized himself as 
requires a lot of capacity to a listener who sought advice 
work with people _ to seek before making decisions. He 
resolutions to problems. One criticizes presidents who 
has to m_ake tough decisions "forget to g0 back down the 
and hold to those even if it is . line and explain why a decision 
not popular," Mills said: was made. I ·always tried to 
"The role of the president is explain my decision - they may 
defined bv the size of the not have liked what I did, but 
University:" he claimed. UNH they respe:cted me for saying _! 
was diverse and large, but srl}arl considered their advice. I never 
enou·gh "to - have satisfying tried t_o -do it all myself." 
- personal relations with faculty'., Evelyn Handler took over 
~taff and students." _ ~the presidency from Chase in 
Chase entered -as interim 1980 and remained until June 
· president for . the second time · of 1'983 .- · 
after Mills' departure. From Handler said she tried to "set 
1979-80 Chase, the oldest goals and directionsTn R~ep mg 
president in the· last 20 years, - with the perceived needs of the 
fo1:1ght ; •the battle of Trustee .·_ community and the realities of , 
approval. :• - -. life . I tried to -understand the 
A resident of Durham, m1ss1on of UNH and its 
Chase has ,,been about'campus responsibility to serve students 
for years, and now occupies an- -and state. ·I wanted to introduce 
office iri the Alumni Center and - a-nd expand the horizons 6f the 
serves· on the Board of University." _ 
Trustees . Handler said, _•; As a leader, 
He is acutely. aware of the the President must s-tay in 
deman.ds of th_e ·- ·presidency. touch with the· .lifeline of the 
.. The duties of-the President are community, the student bodv 
with the. Staie and people of and the faeulty~' and be abkto 
New Hampshire . One really inspire them to work their best. 
has to have been on the joh to It was her style to have -
really know what is involved. A breakfasts with faculty, while 
president practically has to Mills and Haaland prefer 
walk on water." dinner meetings, Knecht saia . -
During his year in office, .. Different people bring 
FRIDAY, De~ember 2 
N.H. GENTLEMEN & NOTABLES CHRIS-TMAS CONCERT: 
The Mt. Holyoke V-8 and the Yale S .O.B.'s will be joining the 
Gentlemen and the Notables for a great,evening of song. Strafford. 
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. _ 
BASKETBALL: Thompson School ·vs. Berlin Voe. Tech. College. 
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 8 p .m. · '. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE PERSPECTIVES: "Jack Kerouac: Franco 
American." Lecture by Professor Armand Chartier, URI. Film -
·•Emigration: A Franco-American Experience." Forum Room, 
library, 7-10 p.m. . 
.. THE NUTCRACKER SUlTE" GOURMET· DJNNER: .. The 
Nutcracker Suite Ballet" will' be performed by the' Seacoast _ Ballet 
Company. Gra_nite State Room, Memor-ial Union, 6:30 p.m. $14.95 
per person. _ 
UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Big Wordsand Little 
People." A ''trip through the alphabet" for children in pre-school to 
second grade. Written by Falko Schillings. Directed by Susan 
Kromp·hold. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 9:30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m. $ I 
admission. · ·-
SATURDAY, Dece_mber 3 
.. THE NUTCRACKER SUITE" GOURMET DINNER: Granite 
State Room, Memorial Uni~n, 6:3Q .p.m. 
- SUNDAY, !)ecember 4 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Can't . 'Bear' 
, Christmas Without Y ~u."Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 12 
· noon-5 p.m. · 
MUSO FILM: "La Dqlce Vita."Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 
7 & 9:30 p.m. $1 admission. 
WIND SYMPHONY CONCERT: ~tanley He.ttinger, director. 
-Johnson Theater, Paul A€ts:, ·8 p.m. 
. "' 
MANPA Y, December 5 ' : 
' , -=~~~:L.:..~;_:::-.~f _--
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, . 
~emorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m. · _ · · 
MURKLAND CLUB LECTURE SERIES ON FOREJGN 
, LITERATURES AND LANGUAGES: Professor Richard V. 
Desrosiers, Department of Spanish and Classics, will speak on 
..Oscar Wilde's Dorian Gray.and the Ideal of Platonic Love."Forum 
Room, Library, 7:30 - 9 p.m: - · 
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: "All Strings Attached ." Gray 
Sargent, guitar; Jack Bum_ei:, piano; and Marshall Wood, string 
bass. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. $3 .50 general; $2.50 
student admission._ : 
1 
· · 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, IO a.m. - 3 p.m. 
_ APOLLO ASTRONAUT LECTURE: Brigadier General Charles 
I Duke, u .S. Air:Force, serv~a,-a~ a lunar module pilot aboard Apollo 
i 16, which wa's tfie :first scientific expedition to inspect, survey, and 
_ samp_le materials in- the Descartes region of the lunar highlands . 
,Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 4 p.m. ,,.-,:: 
,: BASKETBALL: Men vs. Rhode Island .. Lundholm Gym, Field 
;_nouse; 7:30 p.rri. · , · 
: RECITA~: Larr:y Lang, trombone. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
.18 p.m. -
Chase said he lived the life of different things to the position -. • of a large institution including 
the U mvers1ty. As a sports fan based on past experiences. I is a lot going on and the job has a lot of intrinsic value. The 
president has the opportunity 
to see things done -on behalf of 
students and .faculty," he said. 
- he attended hockey, football tried to be a listener and make · a total budget -of$6 m-illionahd 
a11d baseball games. The silver crisp and foreeful decisions ·and 2500 people ." -
trophies in his office attest to show fortitude to -stick with - .. (J am) the cheerleader, the 
his athletic ability. them when the going got spokesman of the University to 
.. you have to be willing to - tough.,, ,the alumni and Legislature-
commit your life to the Chase, however, - said .. . sensitive to . building Richard Morse,chairmanof 
job ... you have to live the life of Handler was not .. the listener.,, teamw-ork ·among students, the Board of Trustees, said, 
the University to enjoy (it). In .. (A president) should not steer faculty, alumni, friends of the .. The president is .the chief 
our case it was a familv belief too much in his or her own University ,and the Legisia- ~xectitive officer of the ca·mpus 
and we got enjoyment J out of. mode . He needs to work from , ture," said Haaland . m charge of the operation of 
it," Chase said. his own plan and be able to A 1 f h . . · . . the University and the welfare ot o is time is spent lQ of all its people. He is more , 
Like Bonner, Chase Opened modifv i_t, but all presidents -meet1·ngs w"th adm ·n · t t .) 1 1 is ra ors :than an · educator and an 
his home ... A president should have made different contribu-=- · and faculty. The budget , he d • • -
be honest lo"al and 11·ve the t1·ons " ·d · 1- " f h · ,, a mmistrator. He is a leader , .) - . · . sa1 , is a so ~ part O t e JO~, _ and ambassador to the_ alumni· 
ki~d 9f.. _privl:}te __ l_ife. -people - WhenHandlerleftinJuneof d H I d t th ' an · aa an_ me~ s ·w~ -. frie-nds, ,~ and supporters of the 
resp~ct," Chase said ... You .J98J: ,_ - Gordon Haaland, donors_ f z r!.flally and in-,- U,hive·rsity. f 
-h-ave' to be able to ta!~ of the .' previously a Psychology form~lly . : ::_- ,_ ;:;: -
president with pride and trust. ·-_ prnfessor and vice president for 
He should not stand aloof. You Academic Affairs, became 
have to-feel he is a pretty good interim president. Knecht said 
person and out of that belief Haaland is probably the 
will come respect." youngest president she has 
As an engineer, Chase worked with. 
became active in academia, Haaland has changed the 
turning down a: career in wooded panelled office to suit 
ba_seball. .. Educati-0n is part of his own taste, Knecht said. He 
what the America_n scheme is has rotated the old oak -desk 
-.all about. It is a-basic ingredient diagona11y, to partially face the 
not a luxury. ( Americans) door and flagpole : His passion 
be Ii eve in th r ·e e basic for greenery is obvious in the -
ingredients: the family, the ferns and -ivy which draped the 
church and education. Youth walls between the bay 
has had a chance to develop its windows. , _ 
talents (through) the Land Like his -va rjed taste in art, 
Grant ·school...(it) has made from abstrac( · to sea and 
our country great." landscap~s ) fa·aland handles a 
- -Wh ~l@ -pn~s-iEi€Rt-, -Cl:lase- saicl , m fi ltitud1~ .ot.toles a-s-P re-si-d·ent. 
he --ga\ie-·'t1 ritolcf nt1mbers ·o{ .;.~~~ _ U Fi~ e.Isity president . 
speeches" and spent hours H.a-aland said·, "is the ma-nagcr 
While "the vice pr_esidents .of · 
Financial and Academic 
Affairs have m.ore dire ct 
contact with da)~ to day 
financial -dedsions, the initial 
allocation of inO:ney" remains __ 
with the President, Haaland 
said. 
.. It is an enjoyable job. There 
,- .. The President should 
d_i~play good judgement, 
v1s10n, and be able to look at 
th~ long ra_nge and future of the 
University. tie needs 
substantial administrative 
skills to manage the institution 
through a great many offices 
and committees." -
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NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
FINANCIAL AID FORM WORKSHOP: 
Sponsored by Underwood House - Center for 
Nontraditional Students. Carolyn Julian., from ,;. 
Talent Search, will hold a workshop for 
nontraditional students who need help with their 
financial aid forms for 1984-85 a61demic year. For 
more information and sign up. call lJ nderwood_ 
House 862-3647. 
ATHLETICS 
ATTENTION STREFl HOCKEY PLAYFRS: 
The Department <)f Recreational Sports asks y<Hlr 
cooperation by staying off of the tennis courts. 
. Playing street hockey wi.11 damage the surface. A 
safe alternative is the basketball courts located in 
East-West Park. Thank you! 
CONTRACEPTION ·· CHOICES NOT HOIT: 
Sponsored by Health Education Center. i'rese11ts 
factors tha_t affect contracepti'on choice: types of 
contn1crpt1on now available: and comrpunirntion 
a,nd responsibility in relationships. Monday. 
Decq11hrr 5. l.ounp.r. Gibbs, 9 p.m. 
BACK SCHOOi .: Sponson:d hy Health Ser\·iccs. 
Designed to educate persons with acute or chronic 
back problems to "ta kc care or their backs" and 
prevent recurrent hack injuries . Tuesday, 
· · Deccmhci- 6. Conference Room. Hood House, 3 to. 
4 p.m . 
.GENERAL 
DEADLINE FOR I.OCKER RFN[W AI.SAND 
KEY REH JNDS: MemMial Union locker renters 
must renew locke!'s ·f'orSemcstcr II or tum in their 
key fora refund by-December 19. ~o refunds.will 
be issued after rhis date and locke1:s. will be-ma"de 
available to new renters. Roori1. 32'.t:·"'.:';{..udcnt 
Activities, Memoriitl Union, 862'-1524. 
"""=•,_,~------------ - HOR TICUJ.T.U RE Cl.ll B POI NTSETTIA 
MU B INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by SAL,E: Various size pointsettias at .reasonable 
CAREER 
Career Planning and Placement. For students who .prices. Mixed nul!-i will he on sale. Frida~. find it difficult to schedule regular appointments. . DcccmbcrL, Balcony. M_cmorial Union, 10 a.m . to 
. Monday, December· 5, Balcony Tahlc. Mcmoria [" 4 p.m. 
U · I 'J() , 'J() · ACID RAIN ACTI-ON WORKSHOP: Sponsored rnon. :.1 to. :.1 p.m. b s· CI b · · . y . 1crra u . Designed .. to help ind-ividuals 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS · 
concerned· about acid rain gain information 
necessary to make acid rain a national issue. 
Saturda~'., Decemher 3. H illsborowgh / Sullivu n 
_SIMULATIONS, GAM _ES CLUB MEETING: . Room. Memorial Union . 9 a.m. to noon and I to4 
. Friday: December 2 a·nd St1turday. December J " · p.m. 
Hillsb_<frough / Sullivan Room. Memorial lJ nion. _6 · M USO Fl LM SER IFS: "I.:a Dolce Vita. "Stmdav. p.m. . ·-• .. .,: . Decemh6 4, Strafford Room. Memorial Union,.,7 
PRE-VET CLUB MEETING: A'II An.irna k.. -and 9:30 p.m. $1 admission. 
Science and Pre-Yet ,maj_or~ a-re encouraged ' te; i';_J?~l._CLU_B _M_EM_BEltS_HIP AN_~ TRIP _SI9N,· 
· · atten~ , Mon_day. Dec~mhi;r 5., ::. Room· ,: 12J; ~-· ,_,; UI ~- _All stud~nts cn~ouiaged to JOlll and sign up 
Hamtlto.Ii Sm1t-h'. 7 p.rn. · ·, ,. _·· ... · ... · .;;., .. . , ,·> fprweekcnd trips to Stowe and .lay Peak Vermont 
PROTESTANT · -STU0EN1~ ~~Jii~R,1-'TllLGi J;::xt. semester. Monday, December 5, noon to 3 
· MEETING: ·Thursday, Dcccn{bc1 8. Fofum p.rn. and Thursday: December 8. I l a.m. to I p.m .. · 
Room. Library. 7 p.m. balcony table. Memorial Union. 
; SPANISH COFFEE HOUSE: Sponsored by the WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Last meeting 
Spanish Club on Monda)\ December 5, Smith of semester, all members please attend. Monday, 
Hall Lounge, 6-8 p.m. Free admission. Everyone December 5. Room 104. Pcttcc Hall. 6:30 p.m. 
welcome. Bring a friend! FALL / SPRING , SPEAKERS SERIES -· 
FOREIGN LITERATURES AND LAN-
. SUPPORT GROUP FOR ADULT SONS AND 
D;\UGHTEJ3-S OF Ah~})HOLICS:_ ~ponsored 
by Health Education Center. Progi·,rni helps 
participants · to recognize ·and undel'stana the -
impact of alcoholism on families and friends. 
Explores the family disease concept as it relates to 
sons and daughters, A confidential informatio•n 
sharing support . group. Friday. Decembc1' · 2, . 
Underwood House, Roscm~tr)' Lane. 9:30 to l(UO 
a.m. 
BODY IMAGE: Sponsored by Health Education. 
Center. How docs the media. TV and the opposite 
sex affect t-he way we ~cc ourselves'? Sunday, 
December 4, Stant()n House. 7 p.m. · 
QUIT SMOKING CLINIC: Sponsored by Health 
Services. Healthy alternatives to smoking arc 
stressed . Participants learn relaxation techniques 
to nclp them cope with smoking cessation. 
Monday. December 5. Carroll i Belknap Room, 
Memorial Union, noon to I p.m. Must enroll in 
· advance. 
L 
GUAGES: Sponsored by Murkland 
Club/ Department of Spanish Classics. Professor 
Richard V. Desrosiers. "Oscar Wilde's Dorian 
Gray and the ldca!of Platonic Love." Monday, .. 
Deceml~r ?, [ oruriifRo()ITl, Litn'ary, 7:'30-1o9 ·p.n1 . , · 
CLASS RING SALE: Sponsored by .Senior Key. 
··$'IO depbsi( requifcd. balance due upon dclivcr~'-
Tu~sday. December 6 and Wednesday. December 
7, Balcony Table. Memorial Union. LO a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
HtJMAN11_·1_ES LECTURE SFRIES: Sponsored 
by Humanities Program . Pr·ofcssor John Voll. 
History, w.ill present a lecture on "The End of 
Antiquity." Tucsclay. Dccci11hcr 8, Room 3()3, 
James, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The public is invited . 
E_CKANKAR - A UNIV.ERSAI. TEACHING: 
Introductory talk oh karma and reincarnation. 
Tuesday, Det:ember 6, Room 202, Hamilton 
Smith, 7:30 p.m. · 
MORTAR BO.ARD · HONOR · SOCIE1·y 
l\:1EETING: Eiections and raffle drawing. 
luesday, December 6, Grafton Rc)om. Memorial 
Union, 8 p.m. If unable to attend, please contact an 
officer. . 
March of Dimes 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION 
Writ~.- lette_rs lo the l!ditor 
Hampshire 
Double spaced, · 2 pages typed. 
All -. letters must .· he signed. 
Bring to MUB room 151. 
Convenient and 
nearby for al I your 
funwear needs! 
For group or teams 
as well as individuals. 
CL~,_,) 
Big Bro.the.rs .an~d Sisters: 
Befriend, a child 
By Mike 'Salter 
Most UN H students spend 
some time away from · their 
books,_ ~ut few spend it as a Big 
Brother or Big Sister to a 
younger child. 
Volunteers begin by · 
spending a few hours a week 
with a younger child. But the 
relationship ofren develops 
into a very rewarding · and 
satisfying friendship according 
to those wh_o participate. . 
Recently, under the 
organization of Lyn White, the 
Seacoast Big ~rot hers / Sisters 
of New 1-=Jam_pshile opened a 
new recruit-rrieht office in the 
MU B and,, are now reviewing 
... ) lpplications from students 
interested in becoming 
involved in the program. ,~, 
The funding for the progn1m · 
comes mainly from donations 
from towns all over New 
Hampshire, alo"ng with various · 
-_ fund-raising events. The 
' proceeds of the recently held 
Ceres Street . Open, which 
featured costumed golfers 
putting in the streets of 
Portsmouth, went to Seacoast 
, Big B1;othcrs / Sisters. 
The Big Brother/ Big Siste·r 
program provides children in 
need of guidan_ce with someone 
a little older who can give them 
friendship they haven't been 
able to . find elsewhere. The 
agency's goal is that the 
children will gain the direction 
they need. 
Dorothy Montville, execu-
tive director of the program 
said the matches are organized 
bv social workers who 
interviews all applicants 
thoroughly and arc in close 
contact with the children. 
"The pair is chosen on the 
basis of interests. schedules. 
and the child's . needs." 
Montville said. "The time 
commitment is· only four to six 
hours a week and can include 
such activities as taking in a 
movie or something as .simple 
as taki'n·g, a wa~k in -t he:..park _. " 
The social workers · set 
individual goals for the child to 
·reach and are . constantl.y 
evaluating how well these goals 
arc met. 
"These children have • been 
burnt for some reason or other 
and arc looking for some help 
to get through a rough time," 
Montville said. "We hope to 
BIG BRO, page 13 
Ef · Care P~a~macy _ _ 
· 51 -53 Mam St. Durham, N .H. 
Tel. 868-2280 Mon.-Sat. 9-6 
Secret Santa~ are no sec_ret 
. . ~, ,i\~· \·(lt dare,. PharmacysL j 
, • >\1'~~ ~.l -
I. ; • ') 
Visit our large selection 
· of inexpensive gifts and 
free to ask for our 
helpful suggestions.· 
-also don't forget to mail 
· you'r christmas cards early. 
Spec·ial Interest :- Housing 
Opt.iQns for Sprin_g 1984 · 
·Huddleston IIall 
24~hr. Qfriet_hours 
Smith Iiall .-: International I-I ouse 
Eatc~R Hoiey,e - Creative ·Arts 
Han~i~1i~l\ - · Outdoor Experiential 
~- Living 
'Marston Ilonsc Indiddual 
J)cyclopn1cnt . 
Richardson II011sc - Politics 
Sackct 1 I I 011sc - I >]Jysical 
Awareness 
W oodn1ff I-louse - Environmental 
For more iJilforn:iation, picR up a 
brochure at, ~esidentiat Life ( Pettee House) - . 
- - - ~, ~-~;;..;...;;...~____,;.;,~---·"·...,;,,;·· ---:r ....
. - ----_.;, ___ ., -...... ,,. ·.....,·,--, _,. ---s~r-RES~s 
surrounding .you: In th _is way, . upset · stomach, lack of 
you can either get rid of concentration, , colds/"flu, 
stressors or· get support for excessive tiredness, etc. 
yourself. Remember these can be signs of 
LoveThyselfbygivingyourself potentially more s~rious 
positive feedback . Remember, di-sorders (i.e., ulcers, 
you are a unique individual _ h_y·pertension, or heart disease). 
who is doing the best you can, Feed Thyself ·- Don't Poison 
given the circumstances. Thyself Eat a balanced diet. 
Avoid high caloric foods that 
Reward Thyself by planning are high in fats or sugar. Don't 
leisure activities · into your life. depend on drugs and alcohol. 
It really helps t{) have Caffeine, while it helps keep 
so_mething to look fo_rward to. 
Exercise Thyself Your health 
and productivity depend upon 
(continued from page 3) 
-you awake, ,also makes it 
harder for some to concentrate. 
Remember, a .· twenty minute 
walk has been proved to be a 
better tranquillizer than some 
popu-lar prescription drugs. 
Enjoy Thyself It has been 
shown that happier people tend _ 
to live longer, have les-s physical 
problems, and are- more 
productive. Look for the 
humor in pieces of your life that 
sometimes don 1t make sense. 
Rich He/gins, Hdll Director ''~ certificate_ofadvancedstudy in 
in Lord Hall has a Master's counsel/mg and student 
degree in education and a development. 
your body's abilities to bring 
oxygen and food to its cells. 
Therefore, excreisc your heart 
and lungs regularly, . a 
• minimum of three -days per 
week for 15-30 minutes. This 
includes such activities as 
wa ik.ip_g., . j qggi ng., • c ychng, 
swimmi.n_g, aerobics, racquet-
ball, etc .. 
c_osA 
LINOA 
• •• ,__,. l,. 
•. i:t \_,,_ 
Relax Thyself by taking your 
mind off your stressors .and 
concentrati.ng on breathing and 
positive thoughts. Dreaming 
J>onchos · $29.95- -59.95 
S,veatcrs $34-.95- 99.95 
counts. along with meditation, 
progressive relaxation, 
exercise, listening to relaxing 
music, communication with 
friends and l_oved. qnes, et_c. -
Rest Thyself as reg~larly as 
possible. · Sleep 7-8 hours a 
J)ight. Take ,study .breaks. 
There is only so much your -
mind can absorb at one time. It 
needs time to process and 
integrate information. A 
general rule · of thumb, take a 
ten minute break every pour. 
Rest your eyes as well as your 
mind. You may even want to-
Buy· any two sweat~rs · 
and g~t $ fo off 
your total purchase. 
The New Hampshire 
bids a tearful adieu to 
Catherine Ami Saunders. 
t~ke a nap . · -
Be Aware ,of,Th'yself Be.a\vare 
of distress signals such as 
insomnia, headaches, anxiety, 
Hetzel flail's' 
48 hr. 
~ - . 
38 nanicl Street 
P01ismouth, N.II. 03801' 
603-436-8542 
To ben_efit the N. H . Kidney _l/oundation -
Register Before .Break 
Live Band, Disc Joc-kies, 
To.n.s-of Prizes 
Registratiorf1 j)arc·kets available at 




The New Hampshire 
That's right! Get_ ti:,e Lead Out! Sharpenyour pencil- . 
we're_ gonna let you WRITE YOUR OWN 
COUPON! 
How many times have you _noticed °': great discount 
on ·· a sandwich ;yo,u don't like - well, here's you~ 
















--- ---~---• COUPON --~--·--- --- -
· Buy ANY sandwich at regular price and get the second one 
FREE!• . 
_Offer good I?~~-.. 2-ll wU~ .coupon nly . 
. · ·At the Durham ldc'ation ONLY! ' . 
}!' Except -,Lobster _ 
,,lllli,,,A.. • ....-.. :1.·,•.Jat~ ...... _,.;::i.,..:,-...,t-___=~
 ..... _.,_....,."4,_,;...::....:,..,;;,.. •~·~ 
-*******************~ -----~-~--GREEK-------ll&llllllil!II:- .. -( continued from page 3) i(,v FREE . ~ ·· t . ·<::; MOVIE . TICKETS t Co,i.f•~1it <liiS,}!'itLSci'.~fee t and (unds and rush figures. system is important. 
~ : For couples participating in a . ~r2:•li~1~!/sl:~ic w~n;~l~ ;clp - ~rE~:~~::~~~E.1~k~1~i: ~~I~ ~~~ti.J:J~~£{tJ0 /s it~ 
""P': survey study. Any couple ··~ '·'1" (l~~ ·-, 9,_·ce;k \i5.t'cni, ,-:~~lrJts~.!L C _thi~ system could bernme like They want to change the ' ii(: . . - i( . ·:: ~: - . ' ~ _· ·~--· ,·Greek-_systems in the mid west image by clearly demonstrating iC. eligible. For details can: - i(_.?nc, pos~-~-b\e ' '!11~ro~~,mcn_t JS ·_ ' ~-r ,\oulh _which strongly affect that the Greek system is 
_..., .. - 2_2146 or 2_2147 k _ :" . . , .Alfc·o·q·1. r,·.· u.· t.a111.cd r.~.co._rd ke. epmg ... • -_ .. ~~~.pu.s-. .. L1fe. ·. . important. Sanborn said =".:-""'1' . . , as , . · '"Y' --· ; _ t'" . ,_ _ _. . · Sanborn said he w1ll look for "There is a tendencv to look i( . . . -- for Vicki. -~- -/ i[(}~his ·:~;:iw9uld -h~lp ·, orgini'Z.~ -,:'. \3/a,ys ot •rewarding . achieve.:. more to the, negativi than 'the { 
~ - w_ w w \lit~ w w w w w w w w )4, w. )di_· ),I_ ~.;\ :W.--.i.·;.1_. ?fo• .. ·r;nwt1q.p:.i~n;.,e~.- c.·'.h.·_.·.·.,.·ho.·,u._,-~.-e,,.·.·s :- .. ·· .. _,·m···.··.~.~.ts=_-·o_.r .. the Greek system. positive, as is with any · ~-r-r-"T~"T"-T-r-T"T-r"'"TT"T-r-r-T"T""T""T· ·,__ .~," -_-,,-· .- .-" > '. · .. ,H0_uses may be awarded for organization." · · ·_ __________ · · · · · ·,... ·, :-- .: ac~demict achievement. Kidder, who was an Acacia _, 
·~*;.. DOVER RECREATION _ DEP)(Rt'M.•·. £NT ; .: --. He __ a,Iso_ wantsy) foc_us on brother at UNH has been * ,.;,, . .:.., .. _ . *' fr~tern1txJund raising without interested in the - Greeks -, * s. Kl/ SKATTJf_:·,. ___ . ·.. s .. ··_· •. :.··;,<,i~, •.. _._,;.;.<'···'''',.JJ,:.·:.,_.-"'_,-.:.·~:, ... _;·.· ·-.,. ' . ,.,r_ ' ',,_":',,* tbhe_:·,ysr,o/alcoho!. ··GThere has since 1963 and ' considers : "* B-. ~L -· * . eeq -~:r,1/qnterest in reeks to . himself a part of the system. ~ 
· -k'.· ,._ . _ .t"'"·l,,,;-._ · * lbokjb}b this," Sanborn said. - He was a Greek advisor for . 
. -)f- DEC 2 5 t IO p M DEC' '3 9 ·t 4<P M . <)''* , . . -, :B_o.'i:h' Ki?der and Sanborn three years in , the early , * · · · · · O · ., .- ;., ... o · ·;;_-,:..:- >::, -~ * sard the_ex1stenceoftheGreek seventies . . '* Location: Dover Recreat1'<frf,(:,e-nfe( ~-~:h ''"t '.· ·-';7·: _·· _______ -'---_________ _ 
·* Lower Washington St., Dover:· N_.Ff_.:, ·.* 
~ ** *' "Sk i I quipnil'llt" . Hoch·) Skate" •X -·Count r> .hgurc Sb1c, * 
•D<rnnhill .Roller Skate" * 
•Clo thing & J\ci.·L'S\
0
0ril'', 
. New & llsed Equipment at Great Savings 
Participating Retailers: 
•alpim• aternatin• : •Pl( :-HE'S SP.O~TS ; 
•durham hike .~,- ·,,, _,,, ,~the· ~-H i,Jf :.. 
pu :s: .PIHVATE CONSIGNMENT EQUIPMENT . ' 










• WALTHAM ,•DUFONTE 
by LUCIEN PICCARD,._ 
• HAMIL TON-BUHEN 
• OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS 
FEATURING: YOUR CHOICE · 
ANALOG QUARTZ • DIAMONDS -
TWO • DIAMONDS - FOUR 
• DIAMONDS - SIX • MESH $ 3 9 9 • SPO~~;R111~itii~t~:~~g~~~ . k :, , { ~ , ~ z 
DATE• AUTOMATIC CALENDAR ~-, .. ,,, .,,,"'-.> ,.,, -'·· ... '1,_,.&. 
• ALARM-CHRONOGRAPH-L.C.D. 
• POCKET WATCHES • ELECTRICS 
Town _&-C~mpus 
6.4 Main St~, Durham 
. VISA ~ qMa.stercard, ~ AMEX-.. ~ 1' . ~: .,. l~ ~ 5.-· .:.;_ ;._:. -i: ;- ! ::: ..... . ..... ~=-- --;---.-.,..-:i-"',. - .. -:r-• .,. 
B·uy Personals by . · 
-Frida)r at 2 JJ· m .. 
Rm, 108 MllR Only $1 
For a Fine 
Breakfast Buff et 
·fl tt you. can cat 
·• 
1 ,s· ·at· .. -& S'u' n·0 •· ·"~00 1:·.·-00 - ,., : ,J• - .:- , •• '-:::1 • . - - . 
Saturday $3.95 
Sunday_$4.50 
Lowe_r Square Downtown Dover 
749-3636_ 






/ XOV CAN MAKE $15,000 to $20 000 
. .... A YEAR IN YOUR _SPARE TIME. 
$$$$$$$~$$$$$ 
ATTEND PRESENTATION 
AT NEW ENG.. 
CONF. CTR. 
MANSFIELD ROOM . 




-·a -ENERAL DUKE\ 
. IIWALKING . ON THE MOON'' 
General Duke, an Air For.ce Officer and . Astronaut, will be · visiting the . 
University" of New Hampshire . (UNH) on Tuesday, 6 December 1983, to 
· present his event_ful and rewarding experience -of ';,.Walking on the M oop." 
The presentation will be open to all University of New Hampshire faculty, staff 
and college ~tudents. It will be held fro_m 4 P.M. to 5 P.M_. at the ·Johnson 
Theatre. 
Come and listen 1to one of the few men who has "made it to the top. "You?ll only 
\ --_ be disappointed if YOU DON'T COME!! .... -. 
/. __ 
/ . 
• w •• 
. :. ,---":'f ~-.• l"l.~?ri~~;~. ;r· -~-
_ . \. iV;~- -~\-":i ~- ~ -~ f/'J1 ~/-~-: t 14 --
·- - J ...;-;-4 ·j,..\fl,._: ')t', './". ;'_, '/ 
- .. - ,_p:·f~1?-" . 3 ( 3H: ) l._~, -~ i . 
COURTESY OF YOUR UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
.• I 
-- I 
_ A great way of life. iiiii.iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..;;;-, 
( 
' . l 
·, 
PAGE TEN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1983 
Acn·>~~ frnn-1 t iw ha mbta nd 
I )o\\ Ill\\ n I-" Xl'll'I 








- Anny Hiatt -
778-1417 
Exeter, · NH 03833 
LA N E S 
OK --ir::'-i-::+:-t.iill• RS 
W :=:=:::=:::"" _,,:::~-,."-::~-flllll- B A 
- A 
' T 
~ . . --......... .. ...... 
( Looi< for mej, 1 
I SHOE, . . 
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Ragg Wool Sweaters 
Old Colony . - _ -~ 
Shetland Cardigans " --
Wool Blazers 
Century Wool and -
Wool Bl~~~ ,,_v 














































$18.99 '~j . 




. : It's easy ··----=-=-~=-,-=-~"·-·,-,.,. . Name brands So if you want to save 
iwhen yqu sh'Qp ;. .: you trust, a bundle and still shop for 
:at Sweat-erville. .. ;;:,=,-. )?like Old Colony, everyone on your list, come 
You see, Sweater>\=~-- __ ,X:::fazy Horse, · on down to Sweaterville 
:ville is a factorv out1Jf1t=,,,,,.,.... _. .,,,,,,::t'Bonnie Doone, Stan- today. 
that offers a wide selecti8fF>:,, >' ey lacker, and Century. But you'd better hurry: 
-Df top quality sweaters and And all at prices that are There's an awful lot c)f · 
clothes for the whole family. actually below "discount." Santa's these days. 
· Portsmouth, Maplewood An•., (60:J)--t:36-5521; 
_ l...arnnia / L.akepm1. Elm St., (603) 52-1 ---1660: 
\V<->lfeboro, S. Main St. , (60:3) 5_6H-:3--t00: . 
North Conwa,. Rt. 16, (603) :156-"5016; 
Stowe, YT., Mountain.Rd .. (West Pht7 . .a), (802) 25:l -8:!28; 
Hingham. 222 North St., (617) 7-t9-J2:l--t: 
West Dennis, Rf. 28. (Colonial Candle Plaza). ('117) :mH-1:388: 
Kit wry. !\-~E .. '.\1:iiiw Outl(•t '.\tall. Rt. 1. (207) -B~-5250. 
1/ 
- -· 
Comc ,and join the fun--
Sec (;Id ·fric •nd s ·and meet new ones!! 
SMITH- HALL lnTERnATIONAL 
COFFEE HOUR 
l·i--iday, Dec. 2, 4-6 p.rn. 
S1i1ith Ha II Lounge . 
· -AT THE DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE 
. . - ' . 
SUNDA~ DEC.~ /2noon-5p1T1 
DE9EMBER 5, 6; z· . /Oam-- 3pm 
. !~-.¥«--..:c~.:.c.11o11,,. ac .,n,.. a Ji l!-,,~''""··!lr~E>"' ,..•~"!z.:-,.., -:;,_~,~:~~",i;'!;,.~"'!'°'•4 -,.,,-... ,,,,,~"~"'z.r~~ ... ~~,..,;'i'>l~~.1:~,I[-, ~~$;¼,IDii.~:~•..i;~.t'.lil>:."";i:,".'i'"C<ii'~-a"!i:'•~~~,i;,,~1v~c.¥AC~3lfi:~~,~fg:;-~,~•PlMll:'-" ·•~-~,i ivr:.ff::· ~'!i\._,.,,,~~-'.51!: w..! -
. ~ . 
i -




"baa" at parties 
-Peoole aiue uou 
·Forbes also said in the letter 
that Printing Services "is 
dedicated _to a quick 
turnaround" and plans to bid 
o-n a contract for a loecd quick-
.- • J 
Cl)py s·crvicc ~"t() handle 
bverflow." 
Romano w,as hired to assess 
the stat us of Printing Services 
and make recommendations 
for ·the future. Prices · at the 
)'rinting Scr~1ccs have 
increased by only "a couple of 
cents a page" since the 
rccommc·ndation, Fisk said, 
and Printing Services is "quite 
competitive." 
· The hiring of Romano was 
well. worth what we paid for. he 
said. Fisk declined· to specify , 
the exact ammint _paid to the 
consultant hut he did say it was . 
"a csrnplc~ tl~crnsand dollars." 
The consultant's salary was 
"very modest hy ~orrnql -cost · 
for c.onsultants--a bargain." he 
said. 
Fisk said the University 
cannot afford the upkeep of 
- Printing Services without the 
business of all cl-cparimci:,ts. 
l 
H c sa id . on c mason , a 
dcpc:;1rtmcnt _ might choose off 
( continued from page l) 
unaw<}r-c · of the Printing 
Services on campus. _ 
"Anv loss of business is hard 
for us ·1-0 deal with," he said.-. 
The new requirement will let 
Printing Services "control what 
is goin-g downtown," Forbes 
-said. 
Jarvinen X-C Ski Package _ special $111 
Edsb.y.n HT 282 special ·$99 
Generator Light--Soub-itez c · _ special $8.95 
·+ Re~gularly $16.~o -
Winter Tune up complete s·pecial $19.95 
~egularly $~0.00 
Mini Tune up , , . _special $9.95_ 
Regularly $20.00 
Open Mon.-FrL from noon to 5 p.m. · 
Saturday 9'-12 
Durham Point Boarding Kennels 
· Qame Rd. Durham 
,, For Dogs ·& Cats 
(603) 659-3288 -
Featuring sump~ious accomodations- soft b~ds · 
excellent cuisi~e-daily cookie break. 
spacious ru.ns in a rural setting 
seperate cattery with a private window for each cat 
soft music and attendants · ·who provide caring su·pervision-
innoculations rnquired for your pets' protection. 
Let us care foi· your pet in a safe, 
sa~itary and serene environment. 
Cats $4.00/day 
ca m(ms s-_or.viccs. -is bcc·a use i_t· is -- ;1 • 
_,. Dogs $5.QQ/day 
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See ya in Jan. 
Guess Moo!? 
VISA® and MasterCmd® Credit Cards Now Available 
to Students through TimESAVER®'s BankActlon Programl 
No Minimum Income or Job Requirements. 
Savings account _and fees requir,ed. · Mail this ·coupon for complete 
information · · · ·• · '· · - · 
Send to : Timesaver Headquarters Building / 
Student Dept/ 12276 Wilkins Avenue/ Rockville. MD 20852 
Name ~ 
Address 
City State Zip 
Phone ( 
School Attel')ding 
Status: Fr □ Soph □ , Jr □ Sr □ Grad □ 
There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA® and 
, MasterCard® Credit Cardsl Apply .Today! 
FREE 
• • ·mov1es _1n 
the MUB PUB 
\ -
MEL BROOKS Nl&Hl . . } 
DECEMBER 3, 1983 
Another se·rvice 
in quality pr.qgra_mming 
provided by the 
Stude~t Televisi-on -Network 
•,., ~-~ ., ~ -Room 110, -.MU_B 
' '-..._ 
YOUNG FRAN:KENSTEIN . ,- --. (, . 
ffrtiH ANXIETY 
_This · double-feature presentation . 
begins at 8:00 p.m. " 
on our 
B~g Screen T.V~!··;' 
i t 
PAGE TWELVE 
.·J\ week of pink Bermuda beaches 
and warm Bermuda sun. 
Are you tough enough to take it? -
,. • ·,~··;- ..._;, 
One of our p~evk}~~-college .vititofsz'"describeq : ,-;, ,-steel band ~aterside :con~erts, even a free 
thi.? ev~nt as "a week of wretche,d e~ces~f' An }" } truise ~ "~if courtesy of the Bermuda Depart-
exaggeration perhaps, but not altogether ment of Tourism. 
inaccurate. · . What will you do with your f~ee time? · 
Your week begins with a Srn:iqay night . What won't you do! Bermuda is famed for its 
Get Acquainted bash at one~ of :our-hotels, " snorkeling and sailing, tennis and golf. For its 
clubs;0r-w.sco~-:-mee.ting old _fr~ends; makit:tg , ,, .: fine,Testaurants, discos and British _pubs. And 
new ones. The~ nexf morl)ing, tfie tough part . .• for its fabulous mopeds-everybody's favour-· 
begins. _ ite way to tour the island. 
Spending day after sun-drenched day on . Think you can ha.ndle a week of this? Talk 
soft, pink beaches. 6wimming, fanning, body-· to_your campus friends, and see your Campus 
gazing. Imbibing our specia~. li~aµons .. Enjoy-, ' _ Tr~vel Representativ,e or your Travel Agent for 
ing free beach buffetJunch~f~: calypscf a~~-{::~-;~?mplete details. '. t • .'" : i,d 
\ :-li-.f J):-: . "·· •l-t.;<:{'' ~ /., t· 
~-
... For more information, 
including a Bermuda :· '~ .: 
_College Weeks brochure, 
contact your Campus 
Travel Representative or -
your.Jrav¢1 Agent. 
. Couldnft you use a little. . . 
Beiiiiiaa 
ti l J t,A d 1 - ·. '" ,_ . 
i'2,Hf!' r s p,?,'Snft.=Y} ]Cf ,'ri\GlfFi -~,::_11:~-:e;>H\1t8/7· 1!,f'J ~<-'1, :;:~ rr 3\/J ::ftVl 3.a_1:a q 
PAG:E.THIRTEEN · THE NEW HAfYIPSHIRE r:=BIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 198~ 
/ 
Checking · out -books at th~ library (left ·to right) are Jessica , 
Roberts Helen"Strauss arid /-Terri Robert. (Rob Bossi photo) ' . . . . . " ," ',· " 
Peter C. Greid_er 
603- 431-831 
f\ ..... . ;.'_ ~ 
. ' -
-· 11.H. PIIIITINIIIII 
, ·Hats, totes! golf shirts, sweatsh.irts 
· Businesses, clubs~ organizations 
> Many styles ,available . 
No ord.er too ~mall . , 
Long sleeve·T-shirts 
with sleeve printing" 
---~-----BIG .BR 0---------:} 
( continued from pa,ge 5) 
7! . / : 
g·ive~: the- childrc1~ .·so~;~ cfoq , B,J,~C prctcndirrn w~wtrdrying;_ rides and ·. trips /i~ Boston 
while > at rhe ~fame:· time·. tcf?escapc from a Russiari' base - logither-: :· 
providing - them with older after having planted min.cs all Cindy ;\dams, a 21-year-old 
people they , look to for over the place," Rubcor said, "'Ch,ild _and Family _ Stud-ics · 
friendship." . - - . . . --Another tirhe WC spent -the . maj-oi-· meets wirl:t -het little . 
Each pair spends - tin,c ~ iri ,wh-ole day swinging at the end ·sister on Fr-idays to go bowling, . 
their own style. Steve Rubcor, of the highest rope swing I've make cookies or other 
a 26-y.car-old UN H studen_t has _ ev·er seen." activities. \, 
been a Big Brother for over two · Debbi·e Hann, a jirnior -Hann said, ''I've opened my 
year_s-. He speaks-with a twinkle celcb.rating her first year Little Sister to some new ideas 
1~ h1s _eyc of his escapades with annivcrsa-i:y with her 15-ycar- but I've been gaining a fresher 
his Little Brother. "One time old Little Sister, told of outings · perspective and outlook on life 
we were at Pease Air Force that include racq~etb~ll, bike by jos·i being_ ar?und ·her."_:. 
· . '1(!,11 Ill"! serieS oresents.·H 
Federico Fellini'.~ -
.- LA DOLCE· UIJA . 
Sunday, December 4th . 
Strafford Room 
In the MUB. 
One show ·only at,7:00 p.rTL _ 
;, Aotu:j ssio n ,:.s;$, l;OQ 
Lengthy, trend-setting film, not as ambiguous · as other Fellini 
works - rnucli _mo:re entertaining, with strong cast. Marcello . 
Mastroanni'tst'aY's as goss·ip c'olumnist who sees · life in shallow 
Rome society as .woithless but can't .change. 
- -nana_n ·with EnoHsh :_subltitles 
Attention s·ki· Bums 
.The UNH Ski Club, 
ls Now Holding ·?ign-Ups 
For Two Of Their Biggest 
Trips To: 
-Stowe Vt . 
. Trip Date:. · .. . · "· · · . 
. _ Jan 27-:-29-,-·~:r;i·ce:;'.~?9 
( includes 2 lift fr~~;: ~,,:} :~a~j;~g, ·meals) 
• - v -...:3'""':""""""---~ 
1 
. Jay Peak, Vt. 
Trip ·Date: : ~ . -
: " . . · . Feb. -2:4-26 Price $68 
(i-nciudes ·2-f!ft :tickets lodging,-:tneals) ·, 
-•~--Sign·-Vi> Now Befo,;e It's -Too Late'----'--
Wh~:o: M on \ _Jlec~ 5 12-J _ 
- -· >~' · · -+~~ >'':'-''i,, :c 'T-' h"' · . - ·,;.;::,]?\ 8 1 1 .::l · , 
•=,:.~'4 _ .; " ;;, · 1;;::,. UfS,~-':. ~ec. , , . 
\\(he;~: ~~;<· _f ~ b,r~~~l~ ~t~~~JjJ B b~lc~~,)~ 
Only- a $20 deposit required now 
SPRI 
ermuda - ·$28 
.Ft. Lauderdale - s119* 
Disneyworld - s399* · 
: / 
TRAVEL-FREEH! .. 
BE A "CAMPUS REP ••• CALL -F08 DE-TAU.S · 
The Greek new way 
/ Some changes bring impr\lVement. And this 
is the hope of the University of New 
Hampshire's Greek system. ' 
activities and their academic achievement. He 
said the Greek system is a ""learning · 
and community work. 
· Ori the more positive side, for example, 
individual houses in the Greek system may be 
· awarded for academic .acheivement. ~anborn 
said. 
-laboratory., for: its members. 
Its hope ;of stressing· the positive aspects of , 
Oreek life. is being aided by Greek system's 
newly appointed Advisor, Bill Kidder. 
Kidder has a certain interest in students and 
Gre~ks in particula.r. He is the assistant dean of 
students and was once a member of Acacia 
fraternity. 
It's easier to focus on the bad rather than the 
good aspects of fraternity life and the Dean of 
Students, Gregg Sanborn, agrees. He said, 
""There is a tendency to look more to the 
negative than the positive, as is with .. any 
He added that it is in the interest of the 
., ", _Greek system to look into fund raising without 
the use of alcohol. 
organization . ., · ·These changes arc just the beginning of a , 
plan to make the Greek system more a part of 
University life. UN H needs to feel the positive 
input this tq1 percent of the student body can 
Kidder and his associates at the Dean of 
Students office plan -to focus on fraternities' 
and sororities',involvement of alcohol in some 
Since ten percent of, the student body i's 
currently involved in Greek life, their effect 
should be felt more on campus. They serve the 




To the Editor: 
• 
To the Editor: 
I.am distressed by some of the 
comments a llegcd ly made . by 
Attorney Sullivan in the Tuesday. 
November 22nd front page story 
on legal services. 
Recently I spoke to a small 
number of UNH students with 
regard to the criminal process in 
general, and in New Hampshire in . 
. While I believe UN H Student 
parti-cular. 
I spoke for approximately one 
hour about arrests. arraignments , 
picas, frials. and the criminal 
procedure an9 law in general. 
In the issue of The New 
Hampshire that was published 
subsequent to this lecture. an 
article was printed which provided 
the writer's impressions of the 
lecture. 
:Esscntialiy. the writer's article is 
correct b.ut for some i:n.c,on--ctt ~jl r 
unfortunate juxtapositions of 
statements made by me. and taken 
out of context. 
The most glaring error is 
contained in the initial paragraph. 
and conveys the message that the 
Durham police arc using illegal 
methods to arrest and convict 
lJN H students. This statement is in 
error. 
Legal Services, funded · by the 
Student Activity Fee, is a valuable 
service. it seems to me alleged 
statements by a representative of 
Legal Services, such as "The 
Durham police want to cause 
trouble for people.'' _arc 
inappropriate. Thcv - tcnd to be 
interpreted as blanket indictments 
of all police officials. 
My experience over ·the years 
with .the Durham and UNH Police 
Departments is that they do their 
best to protect the rights of 
individuals and the · communities 
they serve. Overall, I believe they 
arc fair and helpful to people. and 
they strive . to guarantee due 
prncess rights to all parties 
involved with police matters . They 
arc obligated to uphold 
ordinances, state and federal laws, 
and in the case of the UN H police, 
University rules and regulations . 
This is not an easy task in, today's 
society. 
UNH Student Legal Services 
In the course of that talk. I 
indicated that police have used 
illegal mc~tns to cff cctuate arrest 
and prosecution . Certain US 
Supreme Court decisions 
establishing the constitutional 
rights of defendants were cited as 
illustrations of these methods ·and 
the Surpremc Court's response to 
them, SO"-calfrd "Miranda" 
warnings\ afr the result of one such · 
. and others within the community 
should continue to increase 
students' awareness of the law and 
personal rights, as suggcsred by 
case. 
However. I did not state, and did 
not mean to imply. that the 
Durham police have in my 
experience done any illegal act ·to 
effect an arrest or prosecution. The 
un fortunate . . -and incor[~~;t ;n"i 
cornnection between the historical 
· At t o rn c y S u 11 i v a n . t h ro ugh 
programs afld a'ctivitie~ which . 
involve University staff. faculty, 
students, local police, attor-
neys, and other officers of the 
courts . We should 111ot reduce the 
existing cooperation and support 
by creating adversarial relation-
ships with local a uthoritics. 
J. Gregg Sanborn 
1.M·, .11,1 \"-0eam for Student Affairs 
dcf§niti~rn of d~fcndants'ri~~t;\.a.fl9.d,,.;!J~ _lj'l ·rit \'til D. 
the~act1ons ol the _Qurham-pq11q.\ .. :.- _*:;.r1.t.lJ/} ,B.t-•, \ ln.11,er 
m ui t be corrected. · · . · 
The thrust of my remark was, 
and is ; that th_c UNH students 
must be cogni1,ant of the criminal 
laws an~ procedures: that the 
Durham p<)liec (.as well as the 
U nivcrsity police) _ arc sworn to 
· uphold the criminal laws: that the 
police arc on the alert to discover 
and arrrcst the perpetrators of 
crimes: that students. as young 
adults. must realize that they arc 
not immune from criminal process 
arid sanctions because of their 
student status: and that the 
students must use knowledge and 
common sense in order to stav 
dca·r of trouble that could 
jeopardize their futures. _ , _ . 
Mark 1-. Sullivan 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of the Hotel 
Administration Department. the 
· entire staff of the Nutcracker Suite 
would like to thank even one for 
the overwhelming respon~c to our 
dinner. Wl: regret the fact that we 
cannot ac..:ommodatc all ticket 
requests for this event. We have 
tried to the best of our ability to 
meet all possible reservation; in 
accordance with the seating 
restrictions placed upon us. Your 
·u n d c r s t a n d i n g i s g r c a t I > 
apprcciate_d ,ind we look forward 
to seeing •·yo u at future gourmet 
dinners ! ·. 
Maurect~ ', H,1\·duk Cicneral 
_ . .',~. ·,. · , . Manager 
-~ ,-.,, ·.,· - ,_, "'" -_ ·, .. '- .,. -,,-J,1,s;,1,Uoyli; .: ~ ,M,Hkt.\f. 1,llJ'- Mana!:!cr 
Saiuver 
~ 
l"o the Editor: 
In the Nov. 8 · article on my 
congressional candidacy a mistake 
was made. It should read for males 
that ''after the third child" 
sterilization would he mandatory, 
if not done voluntarilv. rather th,in 
after 2 children .' Anyc;nc interested 
in the full text of my proposed 
legislatio,n may write ry1c at Box 
472, Durham (NH ()3824 ). 
. . n • - : Tom Sawyer 
Library 
To the Editor: 
After enjoying my Thanksgiving 
break, I arrived ready to begin the 
work I had neglected all weekend . 
Much to my surprise the library 
did not open until 6:00 o.m. on 
Sunday. While the U nivcrsity 
stresses academic excellence it 
seems ironic that the library plays 
such a minor role . In addition, · I 
fail to understand why the library 
closes at 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays. Is 
the official University policy to 
encourage UN H students to get an 
early start on Saturdays? If we are 
striving for academic excellence 
let's be consistent. 
Roy Lenardson 
Conseri,atism 
· To the Editor: 
Within recent weeks. ,we have 
;devclop ct d a • grc2wing dis-
, app(•lintrnc,nt wi;t.h :r <rnr paper. For 
(:Som<.? , irc'ason, ·:51 6U:' "thi Ak- _ that the · 
.purpose of The Ne"i1· fhiinpshire is 
to elimimitc -the word "conserva-
tism" from our vocabulary. That 
even though there arc two sides to 
an issue. vou insult our 
intelligence by presenting only one 
side and expecting µs to bclil'\e it. 
rather than simply showing hoth 
'.'>ides and letting - us decide for 
ourselves. 
In the Nov. 18 "Forum Page". 
we ~cad the parady (if you can call 
it that) about"'-; UCK the sincerely 
ultra conservative klan" in which 
the author offc,< to sympathize 
with those who took it scriouslv . 
Well. we're still laughing! NZH 
because it was,funri\·. hut because 
it wasn·'t. - 1-t W,fs ·in -·~xamplc of 
poor taste , W hat we were laughing 
at. is an C\eli liigge'r '.jokc. We think 
it is humoHni_i,;" that ' )'ou were so 
hard up to print anti-conservative · 
views." that you printed that 
column. · 
Another article in the same issue 
mentions Russia, we would like to 
point out that there is no such 
country. However, there is a 
countrv that falts under your 
descripti<ln, called USSR. Could 
that possibly be what you arc 
talking about. 
In the majority of your articles 
on Grenada, we-got the impression 
that you were against Reagan's 
d_ecision to invade, despite the fact 
that the-re . was a shoot-to-kill 
curfew. _ We ca,rno.t-, help .but 
wonder what would · have 
happened if a hostage situation 
had arisen. then Reagan would 
have been wrong also. _ 
For some rcas·on or another. 
Republican presidents have a 
reputation for being "war hawks". 
and Democratic presidents have a 
reputation of being "peace doves". 
This may come as quite a shock to 
you, but the fact is that since the 
tu·rn of the century, no Republican 
president has gotten us .into a war. 
· By process of elimination we can 
safely say that it has been the 
Democrats. This goes to show that 
a strong dcfcn~c system and policy 
only helps our , chances of 
obtaining peace. and a peace 
!oving isolationist policy only 
~ncrcascs our chances of getting 






laws that dialogue cannot be 
changed. Would not sparing even 
one victim of rape in the audience 
the shock and pain of sitting 
. through a production glorifying 
something she knows as a horror 
be worth the creative effort to find 
a synonym fqr the word rape? 
Tlic U nivcrsity oJ Hawaii 
produced The Fama.Hicks and 
changed t_hc word rape to raid. 
That did not satisfy,a group whcl 
picketed the production. 
according to a story in the Nov . 18 
"National On-Campus Report". 
The lack of a~•arcncss and ; or 
. concern of thc,traUIT)~, pf r;ipc has ·, 
been highlighted once more. It is in 
the spirit of helping people to be 
more aware and sensitive to the 
needs of others that I speak out on 
this experience which I have not 
been able to put behind me. I left at 
intermission. so ·1 cannot speak 
about the rest of the production. 
.Jeanne Wetherby . 
SHARP Committee '. 
Asst. Chaplain Catholic 
Student Center 
Grades 
To the Editor: 
I mainly agree with your · 
editorial entitled "Gambling _ 
Grades" (Nov. 18). If a student is 
To the Editor: willing to make the effort and pay 
Univcrsitv Thcatrc'.S recent to _rcpea{ a course. he <~r she is. 
prod uctior:i _- of' ·'The' "fan}f/;'Jti/{.,: ~nt1tled to a _new grade to he u~cd 
showed an'i"nse·n:sitivi'{, -1 Jfia1:/cVbr _ in computing a grade-point 
creativil y wHic~l!I 1filu~'( Jad'.~i-clss.:~ ,_., average. After all. t~e grade ought . 
1 found the "Rape JJdilef"1 iri 1ict\:: to be a measure of the student's 
one a hcmi1'fib\i' ";ex p~Pi'er?ce~ _, mast~ry or __ t~e subject. n?alter. 
People were singing and dancing: It 1s suff 1c1cnt to r~tarn the. ol_d 
people were laughing and clapping grade on_ the transcript. But 1t 1s 
about a subject that is so violent not - punishment! It show~ tlfat a 
and harmfuf. I wanted to starfd~up st~dcnl wh_o encountered tro_ublc, 
and cry out, "Stop! . Rape isn't with a subJcct. ~•!_d the tenacity to 
funny." I speak from personal · overcome the d1ff 1cult_'.( .. 
experience. I have been on call for You conclude with ~hat 
two years as a rape crisis counselor students want and dcscrv<: 1s a 
and have woi·kcd with several chance. a chance to do better". The 
victims. chance to do belier meant a lot in 
Dur~ing ,thc intermission I spoke my life. It gave me the opportunity 
to the director, Joseph D. to become .a university professor. 
Batcheller. He called my attention , We professors arc not here to 
to his explanation in.the director's ji1dgc or punish students. We can 
notes which said the term.was used only judge how well a student 
in the broader scnse.of'-'aorodoe:tion : - performs in a cqursc. If a student 
sn,1tching. robhci·y, . the •ach of performs well. he or she deserves a 
carrying away by f.oroei" •,•, good grade. 
Wlw use the , won:!-'? S-tm-dcnt 
productions are no t- hound-·by ahy 
James P. Barrett 
Professor 
Forest Resources 
, J:Hfa_NEW, ·HAMP,SHIBE· ~R1PAY, DECEMB.:ER 2, -1983. , 
l)"y _Aft,,,r 
To the Editor: 
Your otherwise fine editorial on 
"The Day After" was marred by 
one serio1:1s factual error.You said : 
"Today's nuclear weapons ... have 
one million times rncire power than 
the bombs dropped on Hiro-
shima." There were· not "bombs'' 
dropped on Hiroshima. It was 
ONE bomb from ONE plane: 
am.other ONE bomb was dropped 
on Nagasaki a few davs later. 
around our Yuletide tree. Bring 
your very own gift -- the gift 
wrapped in kivc and magic! 
.Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross Blood 
· Ch,tirman 
(~hi,nes 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
I 2~30 p.m. chimes that arc at 
Thompson Hall. During class, we 
are rudely interrupted by the music 
of the chimes. 
In order to make peace with 
those in the surrounding facilities. 
I think those chimes should play 
just one song and not a continuous 
round of merry mayhem. 
Greg St. Amour 
Puppy 
To the Editor: 
sports exist. It ~eems however that 
a · prepond·c,ra nee or school~ 
incf!Jding the University of New 
Hampshire arc preoccupied with 
winning 'titles which has resulted in 
academic underachievement and 
gross finar,cial inequalities among 
the various teams. I am not 
suggesting we not strive for 
conference and national 
championships, hut rather that 
money within any · athletic 
program must be delegated equally 
and rcsp_c'ctiv.cly. 
As a four year varsity athlete in 
the· lJ NH track program, I along . 
with nw teammates have suffered 
frc1m stich financial inequality and 
remain punled as to why. Some 
facts relative to this issue arc that a 
t,tllc will in -no way guaran,.::e a 
team's expenses to be under-
written. indeed more often than 
not UNH's major athletic 
program~ lose ·tremendous 
amounts of money. •with this in 
mind. wh) ire the "lesser sports" 
continually subject to second class 
treatmc,nt. Put another way, why 
are teams that can't stand on their 
two feet financially, inherently 
r was a mcdica.1 aid man in a 
combat engineer battalion in 
Europe in August of 1945. I had 
seen the devastation wrought on 
the cities and towns of Europe by 
Allied bombers. We had heard and 
watched the waves of bombers as 
they flew overhead, night itnd day, 
to these targets . When we heard 
that ONE bomb had destroyed an 
entire city in a few minutes it was a 
sobering and frightening thought. 
And we had these thoughts even 
though we knew that this "atomic 
bomb" would end the war quic.kly 
and so get us all back hori1c. · This t·etter is·directcd to .Jennifer . 
entitled to preferential treatment. 
In times of budgetary cuts and a 
true money crunch, no program Nuclear weapons arc cnor- . 
rnouslv different from con-
vcntio~al weapons and thcmissiks 
that we a hd the Soviet Un ion ha vc 
now arc muc-h worse · than 
Hiroshima ' Nagasaki m'odcls. 
Therefore. we need to make all 
world leaders rnore aware of the 
potentially catastrophic nature of 
t~c risks they seem· all too willing 
to take. Thesci leaders mw,-i scar'c:h 
seriously for: other ' methods ot 
conflict resolution even though we 
arc distrustful and suspicious of 
each other. Both as a Christian and 
as a biologist,, ) find . nuclear war 
ahho11rciiL ihi·mfir-al': arltl· sti'icidal: 
-- Wi'lbur L Bullock 
Zoology 
Adkins who had a letter y·ou titlGd 
POLICE in the November 22nd 
.issue. 
Jennifer: am the female 
Dispatcher, not Police Officer. 
with whom you spoke wi_th Sunday 
night. When the person from Delta 
Zeta called . I inquired if she could 
keep the puppy overnight, as it 
might end up at the SPCA if we 
could not locate . the owner right ' 
· awm . The calle.r said that might 
ca u;e prnblems. w :hen I found out 
that the pu-ppy had only-been there 
a few minutes. I told the caller to 
put it outsi:dc and perhaps il -would 
) J go.Jwme _or its eJwner wduld eorne 
· look for i-t.' 18y calling- here, that 
person showed more sense and 
cc)nccrn for the puppy than you 
did. After alt you left a "IJ_ week 
old puppy" in a situation where it 
could "explore. away from home 
op a freezing cold- night". 
, As far as the Durnani and 
lJ ni\'crsity Police arc concerned, it 
To the Fdi'tor:· is their duty t,o protect people by 
Wclc<'>mc back · to all you "Care enforcing laws such as uninspcctcd 
Bears!" You're just in time for our motor vehicles and alcohol 
very special celebration of the offenses. Perhaps your friend who 
seasons ahe,id! rode at night without a bicycle 
Your Durham Red Cr.oss light would prefer spending a few 
Christmas tree will soon he days in a hospital as a patient or 
decorated. the mistletoe will be in visiting someone he may have hit. 
place and Santa will arrive to open rather than going to court. Women 
our "Can't Bear Christ mas arc afraid to walk in the dark alone 
Without You" . blood drive this all over the country. The 
Sunday, December 4th from 12 U nivcrsity is attempting to help 
noon to 5 p.m .. The bearded some of these women by providing 
gentleman will stay with us an escort service. 
through Monday. Dcccmhcr5th. I could write several 
Tuesday. December 6th and paragraphs about calls · 1 have 
Wcdncs.day. December 7th at our received concerning students who 
normal hours of 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. arc obviously insensitive to 
Each day, your MU B .will he a-nimals, humans. and campus 
transformed into a veritable property. I have also received 
fantasy land with sugar plums and many calls from some very caring 
carc)lcrs to bring hack memo1:icsto and conscientious students. 
you all-. Instead, I would like to close by 
Since this is a time for love and saying that I feel the police do not 
rem-emherance of Christmas Past. pla_,._ · nor '\\;ant . ' '. war games". A 
WC will ,quietly honor the memory ' li6}ew~it1\'f9,f I\ Yt/},?hd p/ opcrty, 
of our · former Chief Nurse , ari.cl- 1"s-Hrn1¢'1foqper~t1.on : wo.u,ld be 
"Cc;nnie" who died in October. ·: mor6'ttk~tcL 1::'J_'' 1 \. '. : ' ·,· . . 
For many years. "Connie" - Rfr~~ '.n1c1tf :'~•'kJ'.9.~ts,._1•1O.i·spatch 
worked with, praised and loved 1 • '•,· • • • · • • Supervisor 
UNH donors! It seems fitting to Durham-UNH Dispatch 
remember among those who were 
very special to her and whose lives-
she touched with kindness and 
understanding. 
The recent October emergency 
in the blood supply is now behind 
us but WC arc concerned for the 
long holidays when donors 
b~come · involved in their own 
plans and pleasures. This personal 
activit v could create another crisis 
· . f o r ) ' o u r V c r m o n t - N c w 
Hampshire Red Cross Blood 
Services! 
Please --- You of UN H who have 
led the program for 32 years -
carry on your very own tradition 
for those depending on you. Share 
your r~mem~cranc~~ with us 
NCAA 
To the Editor: 
I often asked myself what is the 
underlining ·goal of organized 
athletics in the NCAA? Is it to 
develop teams which can win 
prestigious titles for their 
respective , universities: Or is it 
designerl :to-enablc ·young adults to 
grow as individ ua.ls'as they realize 
the value of ,sportsmanship. 
comrad-er,y and , physical well 
bein~. ·IA nw•own mind the latter is 
undc;ubtedly the reason (}rganizcd 
; . _. - ,t ,· I - - • 
should be allowed to dramatically 
suffer when another continues to 
thrive. In its most simplest terms, 
no sport is more important than 
the next. 
The point is this, it is"my belief a 
truly successful athletic program is 
one that must be well rounded. I 
think it time that all schools which 
can't legitimately underwrite the 
cost of a given program, 
presumably through gate receipts 
and playoff television revenue: 
should -re-evaluate where their 
money is to be spent. IJ some 
' semblance of financial equality 
within the athletic' budget was to be 
achieved, the university and all of 
its athletes W<!Uld be the winners . 
Presently the system as a whole 
lacks consistency with NC AA 
ideals as to the purpose ot 
athletics . The significance of a New 
England or National Champion 
track man. swimmer, volleyball . 
player or any other non-
scholarship athlete wearing the 
Blue and White, is equally as 
important as · that of the major 
team champion-. I sincerely hope 
things arc to change. 
Joel Dennis 
Class of 1983 
Newton,'M assach usetts 
Granite 
To the Editor: 
and Creators of the I 983 Granite: 
I attended the University of New 
Hampshire in Durham for four 
years and resided in the same 
Universitv dorm for three of those 
four years. When I look back at my 
dorm life at UNH I reme.mber we 
were 1981 ,"AIL A-ro ,und 
Homecoming Cha'r;npf', ,wa' t@ok 
second pJac,e, ',in , )the : .,W, .interi 
Carnival Snow Sculptures, we 
were recogniz€d .by the Durham 
Red Cross for our blood 
donations, there was rollerskating, 
semi-formals and much more. 
Most importantly were the long 
lasting friendships that developed 
over the years. I served as social 
ehairman, secretar~1 and a member 
of the dorm's Homecoming 
committee, but the dorm for w~ich 
I, and many others. worked hard 
does not even exist in the 1983 
Granite. My memory will serve as 
my only source of reniembrance. 
I was a three year resident of 
Mill Road House. The only 
photographs of my d_onn .- in The 
Granite, are phqtogi;~phs labeled · 
Acacia Frate~nity: ttie, p.eo;pk in 
the pictures ar~ Ac,a_~-i!a br,others' 
not Mill Rd. Hou~e. :residents. · 
I know that this oversi~ht,. 
deepl~i. felt by others. besidt?s 
· my~elf\ for ther;e were many people 
who worked diligently to make 
' Mill Rd. House the dorm that it 
was. We struggled against many 
odds to be acknowledged as an 
equal with' the other dorms on 
campus. but- it is obvious that our 
efforts were not recognized. 
I know that Mill Rd. House will 
never be in the pages of the 1983 
Granite, but not all past residents 
of Mill Rd. House have graduated 
and I hope that those people will 
not have to experience the 
disappointment felt by me. as a 
memher of the class of 1983. 
H,Jpef'urty, in the future, the 
w>10l~ community of UNH will be 
~onsidered when compiling the 
contents of The Granite. in order 
to uphold the purpose of a 
yearbook: a resource to which one 
can reflect. 
. As a look to the future, I hope 
Stanton House and its residents 
won't be overlooked as Mill Rd. 
House has been. · 
. Heather E. Brock 
-.......1.WJi Clas~ of 1983 
Grenada 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in response to 
Nicholas Koslov's pointless letter, 
which is in fact, to borrow- one of 
his lines. "a subjective impression 
by a politically naive ( American?) 
adolescent." He spends more time 
either rambling o.n saying nothing 
or attacking Peter Spanos with 
eloquent stupidity tnan actually 
making any sense at all. 
When he says that the NLFliked 
to face American troops rather 
than the "mobile, effective and 
dangerous~' (ha,ha,ha.) ARVN 
forces in Vietnam. he demon-
, strates his loss · of touch with 
·reality. · The vast superiority of . 
1 lJ .S. · firepower and · air support 
helped our forces defeat the NLF 
and NV A in alm9st every 
engagement. The AR \IN units 
proved their effectiveness when ' 
they collapsed less than two years · 
after the U.S. withdrew in 1973. 
· One ARYN division lost more men 
in traffic accidents than in combat. 
In actuality, the-NLF preferred to 
fight ARV N units, who usually 
broke and ran when engaged by 
N LF forces. 
Then there is the part about the 
observations of U.S. reporters in 
· Havana. Of course 'the Cubans 
la-nded a planeload of geriatrics in 
Havana: they had to rescue some 
sort of credibility in .. thc world's 
eyes. Flying in the Cubans who 
had really f9ught in Grenada 
would h-avc shown the true nature 
of Cubfi: Moscow:s hired guns; · 
Those things are not even clo_se 
·to the point ( or what should be the 
point), which Mr: Koslov totally 
misses. In attempting to support 
Grenada (I assume), and 
condemning the U.S. i·nvasion, he 
ends. up defending the Cubans. If 
the Cubans - had no strategic 
interests in Grenada. as they claim, 
what were they doing · there, and 
why did they fight l\O . hard to 
defend it. especially sinc.e they had 
no real right to def end it. 
Condemning · the U.S. for finally 
doing something right, coupled 
with praising the Cubans comes off 
as rather - absurd. since in 
hindsight, the Granadans seemed · 
to prefer us over the ·Cubans. 
Trever Napier 
Not a .creature 
was stirring 
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students tor Pertormina Arts 
and PFO oresent ... 
fflUIYlfflENSCHAn·z 
Internationally acclaimed Swiss Mime Group.- M ummenschanz takes 
you on a-Journey th.rough a fantasy world peopled by both ingenious 
men and ·whimsical monsters . m-ore amazing th_an -h~,s ·e.·,~r been 
- 1 ! • [ \ .1 1 \ ' . ' I l · ~ 1 l ~ ! . ·:-. '· f ~ v. ,o/i -
._ evplved. in~· yo1;:1·_r :im~gina tion. '- · . -' · · -~:i::!,l".:}',. · 
· _-Wednesday, January 25th, 1984 
8:00 p.m. Johnso.n Theatre 
UNH Students - $6-.00 Ge_neral - $8.00 · 
Tic_~ets f OT UNH studeDts only are on sale today. 
G'eneral tickets· ,ivai1ibil1,, ~'ta.rti ng December 6th . . 
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By Gwendolin Gardner 
Author Andre Dubus visited 
the UNH campus Nov. 21, and 
read from his latest endeavor 
Voices From the Moon. 
The story, to be published in 
1984, de,als wi.th an older man 
who wiphes to marry his son's 
ex-wife. In his reading, Dubus 
explored the dilemma of this 
particular father having to tell 
his son he loves his ex-wife. · ., 
~,,. . ..'_T•'."""' .. , .. ~--
~s• · ·· · •J·\I. 
Happy Hour Series-
The reading was long and 
stylistic, using some of the 
language. of contemporary love 
st o ·r i es. 'f he'. ·ch a ra ct er s 
appeared to be stereotypical. 
Certain descriptions of 
instances in the lives of these 
individuals were characterized 
gutterally and sensually. If this 
writing is on the forefront of 
literature, the well-ma·nnered 
people and language used in 
novels such as Jane Austin's 
may never come qack into 
vogue. 
.Dolphin Striker· 
By Consuelo Congreve 
To imp r~ .s .s_,,,;;~- Y-1 s I t_~ng4 
dignitaries or in-laws, . ta·ke 
them to the Spring Hill Tavern 
bar at the Dolphin Striker on-
Bow and Ceres Streets in 
Portsmouth. . . 
The Striker Bar, as it is · 
informally called, is downstairs 
to the left of the Bow Street 
entrance . Built in the 1800\, it 
has the colonial look. The walls 
are stone, the · ceilings have 
wooden beams, and the 
nautical look is everywhere. 
The wooden bar has a brick 
r and glass ·inset with three fish 
swimming in it, which is quite 
an attraction. The h<:J.ppy hour 
_is from _4:30 to 7:30 weekdays. 
Mode! ships-and pictures of 
ships hang on the wall, along 
with an engine room gong and 
an autographed picture of the 
German tall ship the Gorch 
Fock. 
Four beers on -draught, 
served in tall . thin glasses, 
include Bass Ale. - -Five beer.s 
in. bottles include Guiness. I ne 
Striker Bar · doesn't serve 
pitchers and prices are not 
reduced for happy hour. 
The Kormosa is a ••sinfully 
de! ight ful concoction" o.f 
Korbel champagne, fresh 
squeezed orange juice, and 
Cointreau served in a medium.,. · 
.large brandy snifter. It .is mind--
roastingly good and well worth 
the slightly high price. 
The wonderful feature of the 
bar, besides the charming 
dcco_r, is the food spr-ead on 
Fridays. They have different 
course's so get there early to get 
a seat because the food is free. 
On weekdays bar snacks are 
served from 4:30 to 6:30 and 
include stuff like fresh veggies 
and w~rm pizza-like snacks. 
Most of the prop le in the bar 
were young . executive types. 
They go to wrap ·up big deals. 
At one table, the owner of the 
Timberland Corp. was meeting 
with ad executives from New 
York . The dress ranges from 
flannel shirts-to business shirts. 
The ••waitpersons", as they 
are called in liberated 
Portsmouth, are quick to bring 
STRIKER, page 24 
Dubus wore black boots, 
sagging jeans, a rolled-up-at"" 
the-sleeves corduroy shirt, a 
grayish-tan suede ve_st and a · 
ANDRE DUBUS 
Red Sox jacket. All p.roper 
dress for a relaxed afternoon ;it 
a baseball game. 
Some of Du bus' other works· · 
include The Lieutenant, 
Separa_te · Flight, and Times 
Never So Bad. · 
UNH lOves the ('('Blues'' 
By Rae Ann Hoyt 
NBC's Thursday night 
television show, the ·•Hill Street 
Blues" is a favorite on the UNH 
campus for its realism, hum0r 
romance, a.nd action. 
Travanti). Furillo fights for his 
officers, manages his dizzy ex-
wife Fay and the massive gang 
wars that erupt in his precinct 
with equal flair. 
••you gotta like Furillo," said 
viewer Scott Lincoln. •·He's 
cool and calm under pressure. 
He knows how to handle 'his 
men." , 
Furino is _no angel, however. 
He is a reformed alcoholic, and_ 
beneath his sensitive side lurks 
a hot blooded .Italian temper. 
His relationship with lawyer 
Joyce Davenport (Veronica 
Hamel) ga~e the word steamy a 
new meani.ng. The couple were 
married last year on the 
program after a year of bubble 
baths, pizza in bed, and 
·arguments about mixing 
careers with marriage. 
••1 really like the romance 
between Joyce and the Captain 
because it's a realistic touch," 
said Ka!hY Ross. 
BLUES, page 18 -
THIS -WEEKEND 
Prqfessors in both - the 
English and French depart-
ments confess to being avid 
fans. The show is a favorite at 
Acacia fraternity. English 
major Kerri Mikolaities 
watches it as a break from 
writing papers. Scott Lincoln, a 
brother at Pi Kappa Alpha 
enjoys the characterizations. 
Kathy Ros:-,, a ·social service 
major, began watching the 
show with ·her family, got r ------------~ -----------~ 
hooked . .on its blend of humor 
and realism, and became a 
devoted fan. , 
_Friday Saturday 
The "'Hill Street Blues" hit Hennessy Theater-Big Words Granite State Room-The 
the air waves in 1981 and was and L_ittle People, presented by Nutcracker Suite, Hotel. 
hailed by the New York Times the UNHtheaterforyouth,$1, Administration Gourmet 
as a hit with problems. It had a 9:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Dinne; and ballet performed ' 
cult-like following, -but was riot by The Seacoast Ballei-
dkoing weU i!1 the :atings_. NBC G ·t St t R 'T'h Company, $14.95, 6;30 p.m. J' . ept expenmentmg with its ram ;e a e , qom- !- , e J: i 
. time: s.Iot .,"rint:if~ the: 'eurren't: ' Nu.Jc(a~·_k_er-· _Si,.(if~, ;✓ H ot_tf} ': MtJB'Pub-Mel Brooks ni- litf.' ~ 
T_hursday night I0:00 P-~·) ;as. A~1:111n1str~t10,n i-~~ur,rne!_ _.,-- .STi\'N /,films Young Ftan[e/:i{; ~ 
discovered. The show fmaUy Pmn~r,~Ad baJ~J - p~f<tr~ecL '"'1steih and Bi h Anxiet , free g: ~ 
became a successful ratings by The Seacoast Ballet g . J, ' ";U jl 
. draw for NBC when it was , Company, $14.95, 6.:30 p.m. ·, · p.m. ~i Ii 
nom}nii!te_~ for a record 21 New England Center-Speci,1'. 
1
1:_; 
.. Emmys "Ul - 198:l ., and won ,·a- .. Strafford ,- Room, 'l\1UB-The Feeling, no cover. · t;· _ 
__ ,record eight. It continues to New H_amp,shire Gentlemen · ~: f 
· rack _up. a ~ogsiderab!~ amqu,nt _c1nd " 3Fe .New Hampshire ii~ · t 
of awards each year=· · · ·-- · - Notables, · plus guests, $1, 8 Catnip Pub-Stillwater Ru-9; 
. The ~h?W.)!lkes pl~ce-in-a_~ _ p.m.__ . _ ; ·~, • Banet, no cover. ¾~ 
-mner city pohce precinct. It I$ . ~ · --~- ''; ·: -~~ 
an hour ~rama. th~t falls · N·ew England Center-Special Franklin · Ballroom-Dancin~ 
so~ewhere 1.n the middle . of Feeling, no cover. , with DJ Chuck Spaulding:;, havmg the humor of, ··Barney 
Miller" and the seriousness of $1.75 --- · ,;i~ ;:i: 
'"Police Story." Each week the Catnip. P-ub-Sniff and '" 
13 continuin.g characters work Scratch, no cover. ~ ;t.lJ: .your ha;e an event rl'.-J. 
. through . ~.iknq,ti :of) :p~t;spnal I.' ,f. • ' f ,.,--It'¢~:; ·want listed in This ·We~kend.t. 
relationships and professional F kl" ,,~*e""~ . ,~. ,r 
Prob·lem' •s , , ·, ~·;· ........... , ,, 1 ·J .-- _.,, - . ran m Ba,l~-0,0m;.;..uanc1ng send.,,j!, lt 1:0 " John Ouellette 'lf, .; l . .-, r _.J • , .. , ' •• -•,, • ·, • ""'-'';.; ,. ~ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . , . .. _ . The BluesJorce i~_headed_by . w~tJ:i.c,· @r· Ch~~k Spayl4i-ng;~ "Rdom 151, MUB, or call 862f: ,. Dolpti_in""Striker.bar~ The·,rouna r1c weITTiHron11sthe fish . Capfiffir'Fr~Turii1o(ba0n\er·- '$1~75 . " .. "' '----..'--:'► .>rd:.~~-;.,, ~~- i, Aj."'- •'"'t49a_:·. ,,,.-,.~,'" . -~*-·"'""·"'."l.m'»~ $.,:, ,.\.titifk:---:t.Jf~•M11ta~~,;•· ·•ca;:&--a-a ... _. .. ........ J;A,D(!§;,@;;ll, :11-Mi•::e,/V ,.,_ ¥.,V,,1'\.~-11:.!!'i:'!!<'Y.. • ·· "•'"""..;,~ """""'~"'~ .. t~~""~'•"""'~ .:~"..a'4 .............. -,,.., .. ~,.., ,:-,;..•.,;_•~ ... .... ,'l,_;J,;~*."'~~J;Jl.-:,V"''tr ,i;;•i!(;:o."A ·-.. •....,"7,_'-i 'ii!.-: .. ;,._ -,.."i,.tJ,.:ii!!-',6. •••. ,.,,._ ·-.it..'.,,,:':,,,C ..... /ik".-'lil-'<ii.'!lll"'.J!' ' .... ·,,: 
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"Sometimes thev have to 
work_ against each other by the 
nature of ·the jobs. He's the 
police captain.and she's · the 
public defender, yet ' they still 
manage to work out things that 
cause tension in their 
relationship," Ross said. 
The show's-apparent realism 
is something that has earned it · 
high marks from ,both cr"itics 
and fans. The precinct house is 
run down, and many of the 
scenes are s·hot~ in. a 
documentary style ... Time" 
magazine lauded the show for 
showing that a police officer 
. pl~ys numerous roles it~ a day 
(continued from page 17) 
on - tne job including ~ocial his leg. He isn't macho. He has 
wo_rker, marriage counselor, emotions to deal with and in 
and violence defoser. · .that respect the . show is ,well 
Furillo 's officers a.t the Hill written," M ikolaities said . . 
precinct. like their Captain, are -· "The Blues portrays people 
n\)t al~ays angels. They make _ as they are," said Ross, 
mistakes, they have problems, ·-·making mistakes, not going by, 
and the\' have io deal with the book a-lways. The show is 
tensioi:i from their jobs. · less rosy and fiction orien.tcd 
"It's not just another crime and is more believable." 
show," said. Kerri M ikolaities. The talents of the supporting -
"The_ show is excellent at cast of "Hill Street Blues" also 
showing reactions to.things the · are a l~rge · part of 'the show's 
characters do. One of the recent success. , The . late ,Michael ' 
·plot lines i<S an officer named Conrad's portrayal. of Sergeant 
Mike who accidently shoots Phil . fsterhaus, a' ·silver 
and kills a yo_ung boy. Mike ..:.. tong'ued, silyer haired, yet still 
k~eps feeling the kid's 'ha,nd ow vibrant man will be sorely 
missed ih future episodes. The 
pairing of redneck Andy 
Renko ; (Charle~ Haid) and 
educ_ated, gentle black- Bobby 
Hill (.Michael _ Warren) adds 
humor. - Lucy Bates (Betty 
Thomas) is continually trying 
to prove ' herself to be ~ts goo<;J _ 
an officer as the rest of the guys. 
J.D. Larue (Kiel Ma.rt in) hit 
ro~k bottom during early 
episodes · ·of the show as an 
al~oholic. He still · struggles 
with the problem. It is the 
c~ar~cter .Mick B~lk~r though 
that 1s the biggest hit with fans. 
C Belker, _- f ~equen_tly uridercover 
in crazy ·situations, does 
anything to get his - man, 
including biting their ariklcs or 
growling a characteristic·· Dog 
Breath" or .. Hair Ball". Helker 
is protrnyed by actor Bruce 
Weit1., a short, - 11}eek looking 
man. 
"Belker is gruff, but at the 
same time he's kind. He makes 
me laugh when he growls ·at 
people,,'' said Mikolaities. 
Next_time you're looking for 
somethmg to watch on a 
Thursday night try the soap for 
ed,ucatcd peoplc, .try the "Hill 
Street Blues." /'"' 
-----------------~-------BULIMIA~~;...._----------........ ----
(c~ntinued from page 2) 
herself. Usually the woman denies how r 
· things affect her and has a low ·self-
' . esteem, Shar added. Ideally, treatment 
should last at least a year or two, she 
;5aid. _ . . . 
Congdon and Clauss said they have 
been treating bulimics for six or seven 
years. Shar sa"id she saw her first case 
five years _ ago. They agreed· the 
problem is o-n the rise. Congdon said 
. patients are seen once a week and are 
, usually included in an eating disorders 
group with six to eight participants. 
Congdon said most bulimics 1 eli-eve 
it. is crucial to be a high achiever, 
crucial to be attractive, and appear to 
be well functioning. "They creat, a 
facade of.well-being," he said. "This is 
whv ·the disorder is difficult to treat." -
Berlin said she feels she is a 
perfectionist in many ways, "I don't 
feel good about myself unless I've done 
it to the max, that includes vacuuming 
_ and ·dusting or just accomplishing the 
19&_3 
things I set out to accomplish_," she 
said. "Sometimes though I just gettoo 
tir_ed,.like I set myselfuptofail,and ifl 
fail I can .punish myself. 
"Instead of saying, hey you're not 
superwoman, I set my goals so high L 
can't live up to my expectations. If I 
fail, I_ suppose that's where the food , 
comes in. So many people tell me,-we 
love you the way you are, try to accept 
your faults .as well as good things. I· 
can't accept the way I am. I just keep 
wanting to be better and better and I 
get so tired of trying. 
·~This carries over to my body. I 
realize I'll -never have a perfect body 
' but I want to bt ihe best that I can." 
Shar said it is important to stress 
there is hope; "When they are going 
through it they think they will!ha\/e it 
their whole life;" she sa·id. "lt does end. 
It takes time and commitment and 
willingness to look at what goes on." 
Berlin agrees. •• As much as 11 
__ Cl)rtstmeLS 
10 AM-6 'PM 
Dec. 8 & 9 : 
.Crafts. 
: .• t:··:_:~. ·· r.- a1· ·r 
-• ., .J ' 4 • . ,_.,.,. 
'V-: 
<"J . . . 
Granite State Room 
, Memorial U nion,.~{!NH 
Gift Wrapping A~vailab/e ~ 
.,, '-.) ., ~ .,, .,;: "'2 ' --: : ~ "{; ::-:, iS 
..... .. 
struggle, I've got someth.i!}g I can't just 
:stop or just cure," she said : "I've got to 
overcome-- I'm not this wonderful 
per.son. 
and trying to be better, but not to the 
extent I try .. 
"Each day I learn to like mvseif a 
little more. I look forward to the day I 
can say, 'Okay kid, you're okay and 
food1.~n't important.'To the day I can _ 
say, 'Hey, I'm in control':" 
.. I feel I'm doing a lot better and 
the-re is that light. All in-all it is the way 
you ·perceive yourself, and accepting 
yours.elf. You've got to keep learning \ 
READ .FEATURES!!r 
Coniing Tuesd~y-
Review of C~evy_ Chase's latest, "Deal 
of the ,P,.,~;,Jtury'' 
Record Reviews- Billy Idol, Adam·A:g.,t 
~nd Depeche Mode · 
plus more!!! -
'. ,---ry~ 




UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SPONSORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC AND 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE LIBRARY OF TRADITIONAL JAZZ 
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► GRAY SARGENT 
'GUITAR C 
► JACK BUMER 
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AVAILABLE AT MUB TICKET OFFICE , 
-(862-2290 FOR -RES ERV AT IONS) 
AND AT THE DOOR. 
.. · STRAFFORD ROOM 
MEMORIAL UNION , 
DURHAM, NE~ ~AMPSHIRE 
s 
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Give The-Gift Of Music. 
-If you have any music lovers on your shopping list, 
give them something they'll' really appreciate. · 
Come to Tweeter. You'll be able to choose from · 
New Englands best selection of quality home 
stereo, car stereo and video components. From 
$18 headphones to Bang-& Olufsen turntables 
to complete home video systems. We've got 
the best, and we guar~ntee you won't find 
the same p·roducts cheaper at a local, 
authorized dealer within 30 days of pur-. 
chase - or we'lt refund the difference. 
Heres a small sampling: 
. High Fidelity Radios" 
Proton -320-AM/FM digital clock radio with 
· two alarms, each with different sound -
perf~ct for partners. $95 -
Advent 420S FM stereo radio with twp 
speakers, turntable input. $1~ 
Proton 300 digital FM table radio with Schou 
tuning circuit, two-way bi-amplified speaker. -
. . . $279 
Kenwood Cassette Deck 
Kenwood KX-31 cassette deck with soft-.fouch 
cqn~ro_ls, Dolby noise redµction."' $149-
Bang & OlufsenTurntable 
Bang & Olufsen RX "no-knobs, one-
. touch" turntable with B&O cartridge. 
Terrific suspension. .$219 . 
-i I.::: •~:j:: f:.-4 ~,,;. t[ :-~ :..•'. ,F~ 
- Give The Gift Of.Video ~-~ · _:, -,, - -
Maxell T-120 or L750 videotape. $9.95 
Allsop video head cleaning cassette, beta 
orVHS. $27.95 -
_. Maxell Tape_ 
Maxell's top-of-the-line UDXL II C-90 cassette 
tapes:-Two.for $5.98 · . 
:~•;-;,:-·-········•;••·· 
?=:~r=~~:::·· 
· Personal & -Po_rtable Stere0 
· Kenwood FM-32 "personal" FM stereo. 
Miniature receiver & headphones. $59 
Aiwa HR-S02 miniature headphones with 
built-in AM/FM stereo radio. $65 
Aiwa HS-P05 "personal" cassette stereo . 
Miniature cassette player-& h~adphones. $69 
Aiwa SCA-2 speakers for use with per-
sonal stereos (any brand). Built-in booster 
amplifiers. $80 pr. . 
Aiwa CS-200 AM/FM stere.o/short wave . 
radio with stereo cassette recorder and built-iri 
microphones. Great va·1 ue. $99 _ 
Kenwood CR-50 miniature AM/FM stereo 
· cassette recorder with two mini extension 
speakers. Neat little package. - $145 
Aiwa CS-250 "big sound!' AM/FM stereo/short 
· wave radio with cassette recorder and detach-· 
able two-way speakers . . -$149. . 
Aiwa CS-360 AM/FM ste~eo/short wave radio 
with cassette recorder-=all in sleek, compact • 
· ~nit. Big soand, light weig~t. $175 . . 
Kenwood System-Special 
Kenwood KA-31 amplifier, 30 watts RMS. 
per channel, Kenwood-:KT-31 matching . 
AM/FM stereo tuner, Kenwood KD-21R 
semi-automatic turntable with cartridge, 
Kenwood three-way floor-standing speak-
ers. More fe_atures and performance for the 
dollar_than ·any s_ystem we've sold. $399 
Headphones· & Accessories 
Allsop head deaning cassette. ·$14.95 
· Discwasher Discset. Record cleaner, stylus ,, 
cleaner, fluid, wood storage tray. $24.95 
. . 
Signet SK-305 electronic stylus cleaner. 
The best. $31.95 · . -
Sony MDR-20T stereo headphones. $18 
Vamafia VH-3 stereo headphones. $40 
Signet TK-22 stereo headphones. $85 
· Audio Control uoctave" 10-band electronic 
. "equalizer. $149 ,: -
! 
*Picture measure~ (iiagonally. . 
- . 
NEC 734-E-beta-style video recorder with 
5-hour record tim~, programmability, 
_remote control. $399· - -
NEC 1901A 19-inch* color TV monitor with 
134-channel electronic tuning, computer 
inputs, stereo speakers, remote control. :$649 
Kenwood KV-903 VHS-style video recorder 
with four-head record system, 8-hour 
record time, programmability, wireless 
. remote control. .$699 
Proton 600T/600M 19-inch* color TV monitor 
with component tuner. Without a doubt, the 
very best television we have ever seen. With 
(emote control. $995 
· OPEN 
The Land ~f the Chosen Few e ·C. ' -' -' " 
-~ _ - : ry, t . i ; i. ~ ;#1 ;, , ;~. • '·, .~ ~ •i' •, : ·:,:~·' "- , _, -;. • _;J: 
-520 Amherst St. Rt. 1p1~ The Mall of New Hampshire The Fox Run.Mall , 




I'P LIKE to MAKE" ANOTHER 
APPOINTMEN·i, LIZ 
B.C. 
YOUR SOLE M1E31TiON 
tN LIFS./51b CSRAZ5? 
© Field Ei\larpn .. a. Inc .. 11113 
48 
52 
45 - ring 15 Tristan's beloved 
ACROSS 47 Sympathy ' s partner 17 Neighbor of Uruguay 
I Rows of cut grain 48 New Testament. book (abbr.) 
7 A'ctress ~ason 50 Range tYP? 22 Heretofore (2 wds.) 
13 Shaving creams 51 Shouts of discovery 23 Width . of a narrow 
15 Vaca l i zes 52 Cl ass i c TV comedy road {2 wds.) 
16. Big Eight team series (2 wds.) 24 Well-known airline 
(2 wds.) 57 Poe girl, et al. 25 Being evasive 
18 Estrange from a 58 Name for a terrier 28 Prepare for 
. habi-1" \ 59 Born first 30 Fess Parker role 
19 Spanish gqld , 60 Movie · part 12 wds.) 35 Pitcher Paige 
20 Part of Fred Fl int- - 36 t1ake believe 
stone phrase 37 Sills 
21 Military branch DOWN 38 Earthquakes 
(abbr . ) I Decelerate 39 Art lover 
22 Fastened with a pin 2 Sees t.he light 40 Candle fat 
26 Map part (2 wds.) 41 One of · f.amous 
27 Part of a golf game 3 Nationa l league musical group 
29 Smearers team 4_3 Talked disrespect- · 
31 Conference with the 4 Comparison ~~ord fully 
enemy 5 Amused expression 46 ScarleU..' s clos~ng 
32 Accompany / 6 Sellout sign word 
33 Everything 7 Telephone-dial 49 Brake part 
34 Bout decision trio 51 Feed the kitty 
35 - cord 8 From - Z 53 Eithers· par tners 
38 Fishing nets 9 Round: Fr. 54 Part of NNP 
41 \.Jithout exception 10 Gym shoe 55 Ca l endar abbrevi-
(2 wds . ) II - T. Gillis at i on · 
42 Hemi ng1-1ay, et al. ... 12 Analyzes 56 F.~xpression of 
44 Sunmer in Sedan 14 Like Los Angeles 1-1on~errnen,t 
CROSSWORD ANSWERS; page JO 
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By JOHNNY HART 
,. 
... WH~ IM .NOT ~UNGRY I L.IKE 
-TO ~Ft:'Se ·FOR CA'v'G ORA~N&S . 
By JEFF MA CNEL_L Y -
- "· 
BLOOM COUNTY 
By BERKE BREA THEO. 
W?/'l 
AL-l~ATE 
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(continued-from page 3) ' 
no Honors Convention 
ceremony is p}anned until May. 
The December ceremony is 
not open ·to the public, due to 
space limitations in Lundholm 
Cvmnasium. where the 
ce~emony will be held on 
Sunday, December 18. Degree 
candidates may receive five 
guest ticket~ each. 
The ceremony will begin at 2 
p.m. The Parent's Association 
_ 1 plan to sponsor a reception at 
I -
1 New Hampshire Hall, with 
refreshments, from 12:30 p.m. 
•· until 2 p.m. 
··in general, we've had verv 
nice ceremonies," Keesey said. 
• • T h e re 's bee n a h i g_ h , 
representation of student 
interest in the planning." 
Sec· ond . 
. . amin 
/'/ 1 \ ) 01 H Sl·.lHl:."'.1 /·R II.IOI 
,\()JJ 
Tiu· TASK (Training in Aradt'mk 
Skills) {'t•nter is an·epti-ng applka-
t ions· for thl' position of 
Tutor/Counsl'lor for the Spring 
Senwster. 1 
I 111 .. 1 ( 111111,,·l11r,-ar,· 1r:1in,·,d 10 pro{ ick 
, 1 11 d , , k I I I , a , , i , I a n c ,· ;1 11 d 
p,·1,1111:11 ;1.-:uk111ic · a1hi,i11g lo t·'.\11 
,11i.k111, b111l1 11Hli,id.11;1II _, ant i" in 
11 111 k,111,p, !\111,1 lw ;1 '"Ph"mor,· ' "r 
it1 1111·,1 111_111 1, 1111,:1,·,tnl i11 ac;ukmio . 
·(,.,.11f <,I'\ 1,q11irnl al,ing \\ith 
11111~ ,111tl, ,1. 1111, all1l\\i1tg up l!l 10 
1 .. ,111 ,. :1 11 ,·,·k 
Apply at the TASK Ce·nter. 
Stoke Hall 350 
by Monday, December 5. 
SHEAR 
PLEASURE 









( continued from page I) 
"mi,Iitary reformers" -in , a . He also said he has heard Hart would include . the 
congn~ss where, \.if' ym-!'re reports that · the number of British and the French in the 
liberal, you're for s·pen'ding less, ·· Amerifatr" ~old'iers killed was negotiations. . 
if you're con·servative,' you're not 21, .but closer to 80 or 100 . . Hart said legislation on acid 
for spending rnore, and n·obody He . c0mpared the - recent rain: 'wh-ich mandates·, over the 
asking how the money's being events in Grenada to-· the : war · next decade, a 50 · percent . . 
spent.,, between Britain and Argenfin:a .- reduction in sulfer . dioxide 
The debate between the two "Everybody)ays if we ' had . emmissions" should be ·passed . , 
democratic presidential front- the big Ameiican aircraft . It sould . be paid for by- ,the 
runners centers ·· on ,"whose carriers down.there, boy would polluters , themselv:es'~ i The 
policies of the past ; were the we haye ~-P1ashed: those:: Reagan -administration does 
worst," Hart said. Argentinians'.; :· I don't believe _not "care about ~- national 
Their attacks i ri c"I u d·e that the conflict of the future ·is commitment to environment · 
"Wa_lt_et Mondale saying about. going to be the United States ·· quality," he sa_id. ·.,c:< .. 
John Glenn that he is forgiving versus the Arge.ntinian Navy. I · In his speech at Phi Mu, Hatt 
the Pen.tag on a . blank suspect, if itp)mes;.i.t w,illbe the • .. said he was a strong supporter · 
check ... and Glenn says about Soviet Navy which ·:bas: about of.' equal rigl:Hs for · woµi·en 
Mondale, "all he wants to do is three times more .~shh.marines ca-lling it ''the most ppwerfur 
. cut the defense budget' ... and to than we -do-.''' · ~--. , .. :? · political moveme11t -,in . this 
a degree they're both r'ight.~' Hart sa·id The US Marines in country:" · · 
President Reagan is Lcbanonshouldbereplacectby _ 
underfinancing mi ·litary the United Nations· peace-· ....... -----------~ 
personnel in the areas of pay keeping ,[9rce. - - . · 
and be11efits, a9d ed ucafion of "It is rrhpossib.le for -a major .e · 
the officers, Hait ·said': ·-'· "' ,. power, one of the two. super 
His defense spending plan powers, to try to play a peac~-
woul? . cancel production _of · .. keeping role ( ii) Lebanon)," he 
s~me ·we·arfo1fs·:: \\,;iflli mzfre:J ost ,, · said . - ·•· 
effective alternatives, .. On arms control, Hart_ 
\ Overall, . he · would · i •.scale {. blamed the Reagan administra-
d,own the military build~up by _r tion for the recent faifoie of 
$_):00 billion" over two to tfuee ,;: mid-range nuclear a~ms 




; Hart ,;cr-iti-cized · the invision 1 Reagan wanted full deploy:.. 
of Grenada saying it may (iave J ment of the Euromissiles and 
been justified if Afileri.ta n 'lil ves ! was not willing to (;:0mpromise- .• SKIERS 
;J~1tk~~~!~ ........ ;lio~ l9n..t~'efiin;- pre'siificiit, I ··~c~;~- nd ;~: 
::~:~-~'./ ,. . . 
Americ~n troops SI~ tcr10 J·ays _woud.not C".''°'~d 't'he Pcrsh1ng 5 da) $87 .75 
' \ . :~ 
.. _: .... ,..··. :.:· 
to~ comfu~r;:. !(ln_ is'larid- with the · wo,uld .. 1:,~\:,s~~.upurnrny deter . 
size anctdefense capabilities of - that," Hc1.rt;said . ".I would limit Rate includes food & lodging 
Gr enada. . . ;;, the grotuitl . : launch - cruise _ per person 
J Ask ~yourself, first· of a-13°, is -:•. missiles to the first round of . 1.1111 " r,w 11i r 
th\at' ·t-bc~ w_av .. \lou deinonstra-,te deploym_ ent:r.:0+,l:1i-s -w_.ould be, an_.··.. 10 1111 " !! l llllr rn r .i c i l) I I/, 
.,,, .1 ; • Iron Mountain House · 
mrlitary stre_"'ngth? Seco-nd~ if it interim :act of goo.d fai_th _ µ'rltil . . _ . , . . . .~t ~6,Jaclc_s,on, -NH 03846 
Step ln~o 
.Th-e· Land 
· _of Comfort •. ·· 
Walk, hike, work in the comfort of Birkenstock 
Natural Footprint Sandals. It's like _walking 
barefoot on the sand. Soothing! cushioned 
comfort .;s yours-, ~hanks to the remarkable 
footbed of cork and rubber that shapes and 
. molds to 'your feet, after just :a few wearings. 
-If you walk · a lot hike ~ lot _ Q.C work a lot 
(standing~·upJ, it's time yciu stepped into our 
shoes. 
MACRO POLO Inc. 
89<Ma,r-~e-1 Street., Portsmouth 
.: operi _daily 'tH 8.:00 1s~ why_ did ifta~e us so Ion~{' ;: an agr,~ement cou):4I<:,.~,~ ._. __ 1~~83.,9020 °,· 
Hart asked e.; · ·· s,, ·: reached . .,,~_.·.· - ·- · -·---·---·---.,...~F---,t. ------.. -, ----------,,:~- ~- ----~-.-~ --:; -lallll!J-~----
j h ,G,~ #\ .iY~- t~, 1.¥'~ i ._ i · t ·1);., .. ~ • . • ~ •• -- ••. ..- • ·/>:.[•'""·· ·~ ~,-:-, 
~~ wwwYJfiifdti;;-§Jiiiw-tff~ifl~YJUf~ifJW~WYJYP 'WW ill I 
~ .· ,· ·.·.· .,,._ . · . ·:· . -~ 
t ·:eamPM~ ~JIPU ~ · · - -1 
~ , . . --- '. ~ 1Dorla.mi NH ~ 
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ICHRISTMAS · GIF.l\ IDEAS; ; 
~ . --·· , .. -·.: , 
~ ; -~ 
~ *Engraved Glassware S_election . ~ 
-~ ~ ~ - -_ Playful Unicorn c- ': ~ -
~ Special pricing-· for organizations o~deri.ng quan,tity · - · 
~ *UNH - Old Man of the Mtn. Medals -
~ . - ~ 
~ Key Chains and pendants. by New England itrt medals -
§ *Special Edition Ne'w .Hampshire Decals . , . 
· Enter.tainment . . . . -: § Designed by Rick Shaw - Shllw Brothers ; .· 
~ *Christmas Letter Stock ~\ . F .d s- ff & s· h 
~ , i . - r1 ay- ni___; · crate, 
~ *New HampShire NaturaUy - Collectors Item -: Saturday- ~•il~.,,W ~•r~· Rlln I ... Rick and~? Shi2}~.:-:~rithcrs ·; ~ •,. __ ::1~ ~.• >'.'~:-·p•.&,----i!,... _____ ~"-~-""":~-· -: ~!~
0
.,,, .. 1-_  """l"""~--~•· e-~f,:ii!!:i'-i!~!'!l!l;~!'l!"{:- ·-~--
~ ,. -. . ~ Resumes:, Buy 20 and get 5 extra -
. j . Your choice oLpaper • 
~ -/ -
~ 5¢ copy · Why pay more?? I 
~ ..• an~ less!!! . Any size or col_or . . ~ 
§ Thesis - Reports - Manuscripti 
- ~ ~ 
~ 100 . I -$3 95 ~ 
Friday- Lunch and · Dinner Specials . 
P & P (Mexican ,~tyle Pizza.) 
copy spec1a 
1
J,_. ;>;,>- • __ - -. 
-~ - J :,, , , r. - - ,;. , __ , ~ · . - - . ,· -.. ·-
. ~ ·Offer Good Only W,ith This Coup9j)~,.. ~~~;,L_.~-'- ,. Expires 12/31/83 \ ;;:~ ::: . :~~.,.-~, 
Take out orders welcome 
Main St. Durham N.H. 
868~9691 
. ?~6!~fJi~~fJMJ!~~¢.t1Uf:1&tR.~fB~(J!~~fft.~fft.~(JUJ~~J?: _ --____ -.--:::._::::;:_-~~- -_. -· --~-------._....._ 
.c· 
.___A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_fo_r_~_fl!...;..nt--J [ • l 
Large single room with separate entrance 
, available in Portsmouth . Apartment' 'fbr , 
spring serne·ster 1 / 1 / 84""'' flirough 
5 / 31 / 84 Must be cle'an'and responsible. 
. Nice location o'r-\'K -Van . $1 80/ month plus 
. elecrr,t Call 431-6448. Keep tryin'g. 
Female 'Roommate needed to sl~c1re 3 
room a,pt . in Durham .for spring semester! 
Great locat ion. 3 blocks from Main St ., 
and cao,pus . Nnn smoker preterr--ed, Call 
anytime, 868-2979 .. 
Must sublet 2 female roomares w,mted 
to share a cozy two bedroom apt . in 
Durham -- less than 1 mile to campus. 
Very irtexpensive, rent negotiable, heat is 
included. Call 868-1913 ask for Peggy 
Quiet wint erized house on Mendum's 
Lake to sublet December. Perfect for 2 or 
3 students. Nine miles to campus No 
pets. S375 / montn . Nice _location . Call 
during week 664 -2282 
Third female roommate wanted to share 
spacious 6 room apartment in✓ Dover. 
Located on Both Dover A and B Kari Van · 
routes . Own room $1 50 mo. plus heat and 
electric. If you have tendencies to be quiet 
but can be rowdie (which we've been 
known to be occasionally), call 749-
9372. Easiest to find us later at night, but 
keep trying. · 
Looking for two males Jo ·sublet a room in 
Webster House Apt . C-2. For information 
' Call 868-1725 
2 ROO,MMATES NEEDED in Newmarket. 
$150/ month · each person, utilities 
included. · Spacious house apt., each 
· would Fiave own bedroom. Close· to town 
and on K-Van r.oute. Quiet ar·ea . Call 659-
5959. Ask for Dana or Drew. 
Fourth roommate wanted to share large 
duplex apartment in Dover. On Kari -Van 
route . Own room $125/ month · and 
utilities. Call Tim at 749-9310. 
Looking for a female roommate for spring 
semester to share an apartment in 
Durham. Great location--only a five 
minute walk to downtown. $200/ month 
includes evervthina but eler.t.ricitv.· Own 
bedroom. Call !(athy or Heth 868-1987 . 
Room N.eeded in Durham. For spring 
semest.er . Please call Mark at 431-4790 
after 6:00 p.m. 
Two male roommates wanted for 5-
person, all male house in Newmarket . 
Kari Van stop 20 feet away. Own room 
(each). $115/ month rent plus electricity 
(oil heat). For more info call 659-2682. 
Tired of living in a dorm or commuting 
from home? We're looking for a f_emale 
roommate for the· spring semester to 
share an apartment at Strafford Manor in 
Durham. Great location . Nonsmoker 
preferred. Contact Donna at 868-1420 for 
more details. 
Third female roommate wanted to share 
spacious 6 room apartment in Dover. 
Located on Both Dover A and B Kari Van 
routes. Own room $150/ mo. plus heat 
, and electric . If you have tendem: ies to be 
qu iet but can be rowdie (which we 've· 
been known to be occasionally), call 749-
9372. Easiest to find us later at night, but ' 
keep tryiAg. · · 
Room for rent: Shared bath. Residential 
area. Off street parking. Two miles from 
c a m p u s . A v a i I a b I e · D e c .· 1 5 t h . 
$16000Yrnonth. Call 868-5477. , • 
=::3f-it..! ,- - 'TV13\lJT ~OA.S 
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CLASSIFIED 
MUSO needS a proje~ionist for Sunday ,f-OR SALE BY ORIGINAL-UVVNER:7~, .. -crai_g, Adam, Joe, Ted, Malcolm, and Tim 
night film ·showings second semester. : 'two . door Chevy Vega hatchbac~. : Next time you kidnap me, let's really go to · 
. Tnose interested, please come_. JP t_he : Creampuff ·condition! Recently ~ebu1lt Maine. · · 
· MUSO office. Rm. 148 in the MUB. Ask . · engine with steel · sleeves, new pistons, 
for Chri~. ~elson:- : rings and bearings. Later model head ~as 
i Field. ~Exp···e· rie· rice·. The- New ·Hamp-·shire . hydraulic lifters for quiet running engine. 
Starting to get into the Christmas Mood? 
Maybe a Christmas concert will help. 
Come see the New Hampshire Notables 
and the New Hampshire Gentlemen sing 
songs of the holiday season . Concert is 
Dec. 2nd at 8:00 p.m. in the Strafford 
Room in the MUB. $1 .OOadmission at the 
door. 
, New muffler system, four good tires ~ith 
Small Business Development Program is - Mustang hubcaps. Low mileage. Asking 
seeking mature, responsible junior and · : $1,100.00. If you are serious and want to 
senior Business majors to act. as small' ; talk call 868-5494 (OR 868~9650 and ask 
business field consultants on a volunteer ; 1 for Bamb). Leave your name and number. 
bc;1sis during Semester II. Contact Cindy: \ I'll call you back (I'm imp(?SSible to catch at • 
Hayden, Room 110 McConnell, .862- , home otherwise). P.lease call betwee.n 5 Need an inexpensive way to give 
3556. · i p.m. and 1 O p.m. · 1 Christmas gifts to all your friends? Order 
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED 'F.OR i CAMERA EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Canon your Goodwish Candyc anes at the 
MAJOR COLLE G I ATE TRAVEL AE- 1, 55 mm lens, 85-210 200 mm . witt- D_E_V_IN_E_D_E_S_K_!_~-------
COMPANY. COMMISSION & TRAVEL · macro (& case) and Canon Speedlite. To the typical SAEBro: Thanks for a great 
BENEFITS. PHONE NECESSARY. SEND ' 155A Flash. Also selling Kodak 650 1-: P.D .. did you get er-10ugh sleep??? Let's 
APPLICATION TO: MA. LEE, 26 COURT · . slide projector. Call Claudie at 2-1091 get together and work on those steps 
ST., SUITE 2312, BKLVN, N.Y. '11242. . days or 859-3051 eves. for prices anc 1,2,3-1,2,3 ... theri/s still an unopened 
MUSO needs a projectionist for Sunday infq. bottle of champagne7 Imagine what R.W . 
night film showings second semester. · would think of th e weekends S&M 
Those interested . please come to the · IBM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER FOR SALE. studying!!! How··s the new ·car??? The 
MUSO office Rm. 148 in the MUB. Ask for · ' TOP CONDITION. BEST OFFER. PERFECl slide was fun! Hope Mondays exams 
Chris Nelson. · . FOR A STUDENT ORGANIZATION GRAD weren't too bad!! Love ya, your Nun . 
· STUDENT . PROFESSOR OR . ANYONE 
Part time employmem With excellem ' . WHO ·NEEDS PROFESSIONALL y I Yl-'t::tl 
earning potential for' January and into ' MATERIAL. WILL GO FAST. A UNIQUE 
February 1984. Nationwide inventory : . CHRISTMAS PRESENT. CALL 868-2435 
service interviewing students to take : TUESDAYS OR THURSDAYS BETWEEN 
: inventories .for established acounts in · · 12c3 'p.rjf . OR 5-7 p.m . •· 
.AttontiAn StwiP(lt SPnMors ;:rnrl Power 
Alley Personell: The Seaco.ast Lounge 
T.V. in the MUB has been willingly 
donated by STVN. But do .they get 
recognition for this noble deed? Not save 
here! ---· -- = --,,,,._ , 
· Central and~ Southern NH and Northern · 
Mass. Weekend and weeknight . , ARCADE SIZE AIR HOCKEY GAME FOR Wanted: Housemate;-l'Tiale.or female for 
availability imperative. Some weekday . SALE. EXCELLENT CONDITION. BESl second semester (Jan .-June). Rent 
hours available. $4.75 per hour to start. ' : OFFER. PERFECT FOR A FRATERNITY OR $135/ month plus utilities for nice house 
. Must be 18 or over, have phone and SOMEONE WHO WANTS TO MAKE A in Durham, one block ·from campus. If 
transportation. Group interviews in · UN I Q U E ADD I T ION TO · THE I A interested, call Susan or· Chris at 868-
H ·11 b h R (MUB) Th d ,.GAMEROOM . NEED A UNIQUE 1 s oroug oom on· urs ay, . CHRISTMAS PRESENT? CALL 868_2435 5823, if unavailable leave your name -an
d 
December 8, 1983 at 9:30 a.m., 2:30p.m. : VS number, we will get back to you . 
. and 4 :00 p.m. lnterviews)o last about 1 ¼ TUESDA OR THURSDAYS BETWEEN Hello there funky pledge squire, thanks 
hrs. each. ·· 12-3 itm. OR 5-7 p.m. · 
REPRES·ENTAT.I
VE WANTED FOR ✓Motobecane Bicycle 23" frame, blue for all the wild times. I'm still waiting to · see that ultimate sleazy dance move you 
ivl A JO R COLLEGIATE TRAVEL Sugino at crankset, sealed bearing hubs, do only when you are really out of control . 
COMPANY. COMMISSION & TRAVEL alloy wheels S 175 or beSt offer. Excellent The P.O. was the best ever . Love ya, 
BENEFITS. PHONE NECESSARY. SEND commuting bicycle. 868-1117. Batwoman. 
APPLICATION TO: MS. LEE, 26 COURT 1973 Plymouth Satelite, green, very good Third female roommate wanted to share 
ST., SUITE 2312, BKLYN, N.Y. condition,$550.00.ASkforJ. Hanssonat . 
11242.12/5. S62-2141 between 9_4 :30 p.m. spacious 6 room apartment- in Dover. Located on Both Dover A and B Kari Van 
Positions available for open minded · 1975 Toyota Corolla. New brakes, routes. Own room ·s150 mo., plus heat 
professional nutritionists who are · -exhaust paint over $290b.OO invested. aod electric. If you have tendencies to be 
interested in possibly making $30,000 to · Must sell, runs great, good winter car. quiet but can be rowdie (which we've 
$35,000 in their spare time. Call 895- . $1300.00 868-1195/868-2009. been know to .be occasionally), call 749. 
9960. 1972 Honda CB-750: Selling in winter at 9372. Easiest to firid us later at night, but 
. Accepting applications for full time and · reduced price. Good mechanical bike, fast - k_e_e_p_t_ry_i_n_g_. _________ _ 
part time instructors for the 1983-84 . only $600.00. 868-1195/868-2009. • Th~ ghost of Paul M . is watd1ing you even 
season at Cannon Mt. Hiring clinic Dec. 3 1976 Capriz sport: U-6 am/fm stereo as the last of the "old school" leaves 
& 4. Wrir-e: Franconia Ski School, Box cassette, new tires, brakes, good student television .- But leaving lets larger 
351, Franconia, N.H. 03580 or call 444- _condition . Asking $2000.00. 868 - things happen--for the both of us. Just 
5523 or 823-8593. 11951868_2009 
don 't get involved with petty power 
Spend spring break in sunny Florida, .. 3
M" . COPIER FOR SALE SINGLE p_o_li_ti_c_ia_n_s_
1 
______ _ ___ _ 
Bermuda, or the Bahamas--be a campus COPIES. EXCELLENT CONDITION. BESl L.B .: So whose a-t-r-s-a-ewas it anyhow? 
rep. Call Terry at (617) 449-6860 (9-5) or · OFFER. PERFECT FOR A STUDENT Have fun at 'the dinner this weel<end. By 
(617) 444-7863 (6-10). ORGANIZATIO.N, PROFESSOR OR , the way, I hope it snows so.on because.I 'm · 
. OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/year round. ANYONE WHO HATES DISHING OUT getting - thirsty , See you ·S~riday . 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia : All. DIMES FOR COPIES. Wl~L GO FAST. morning???(Maybe). So how's a con, uh 
-fields. $500-$1200 monthly Sight - CHRISTMAS IS COMING. CALL 868- huh, no a con, or is it Chiffon? SLM : 
seeing. Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-NH. 2435 TUESDAY O.R THURSDAY, Who 'sgoingtocookgreatmealsandkeep 
Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625. . BETWEEN 12 - 2 p.m , ·OR 5-7 p.m. . us in l ine if J. Wat9 le? ve~s'.~s~.D?.,l;'lned if, I 
WORK STUDY STUDENTS: The TASK ~--- know: Wesurea.rego10gt0·rn1ssy9t1 .. anti 
Center is taking applications for the ···:_i ::_·.· 1 ~.-. ·.a..- Ind R....,. __ ·_ • ,.' ~- I · . Deb, we're going to miss h eiter'seeii'tg you 
position of Tutor / Counselor to work . ~Y"-'Sa "',-. (except when there are notes to copy). 
spring semester 8-12 hours/week. Soph. And Jen, good !uck · at the new 
or Jr. standing. You will be trained. $3 .35- apartments ... all of you come visit often 
$4.10/hr. Call 2-3698 or stop by for an . Typing of term . pap~riC manuscripts, . OK?. Lov e, the old faithfuls a) 28 Y.D. 
application before Dec. 5th. STOKE 35D. theses, etc. by professional typist. Will DEVINE HOUSE COUNCIL IS SELLING 
. Part - flme·· sport1ng "goods and cross pick up ' and· tleliver if necessary. GOO.D WISH 'cANDY CANES . That's 
k. 1 c 11 1 · Reasonable rates. Call 
207-439-4141 right!Foronly50centswewilldecorafea 
• country s Isa es. a or-app y m person at , . _anytime. Ask for .Carol:' 
Putn·am Sports, 102 State St., · cat1ay cane with a ribbon and your · 
Portsmouth, 431-7764. TYPING. on an IBM personal computer. message and deliver it anywhere on 
· Experience the wonders of floppy disc. campus. Hurry over to the Devine Desk 
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer/ year round. Per page, $1.50; . revised page, $.75_ . .. and order your Candycanes nowt 
· Europe; S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $500-$1200 monthly: Sigh't- Ta b.l es of contents, i
nd exes, The assistant director for both_ 7he Indian 
. seeing . Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-NH. · footnotes ... no problem. Let me take some U ·a111s 1he Bronx and Sisler Mat)' lx11{lf iu.1 
" Corona Del Mar, ·cA. 92625. . . . of the hassle out Qf your dissertation or bplains /1 All For You is Monique St . 
t -::- -ll~t 
term paper. Call_ Dorothee (207)676- Amant. Elizabeth Jones Scholar for 1983-
9442.12/6 . . 84. . 
D2, Pattie and Robin: I'll miss you this 
weekend! Don 't party too hard: see you 
Sunday! More. 
Need a SUMMER SUBLET for summer 
1984? Come lease early--beaut.iful, well . 
kept apt. on Main St . One minute from 
campus. Very LARGE apartment . Female 
wanted. Free bed in Durham's · most 
luxurious apts. Call ANN , eve. 868-
· ' ureat cnnstmas stockm~f'stuffer: "Acid, 
Electroni-c repair: E><;pert service on 
computer and ste~eo equipment. Factory 
authorized repair ~enter for Epson dot-
matr ix printers ·and specializing in 
. Northstar, Zenitt, and TRS-80 
microcomputers. A-B serial switches 
$75.00. Call field technical service at 
603-664-5058. , . " 
'Midge! Yes, you Kath! Your very own 
. personal! It's been .great getting to know 
you and I know we'll have TONS more : 
great -times! Love, Marie. : 
1880.12/ 6. ' 
-Oon't Rain . On Me!" bumpersticker. · 
$1.00, with self-addressed. stamped· 
envelope to: FM Novelties, Box. 562', West 
Lebanon, N.H . 03784. · One half of a large double
 room with bath 
available to female student for 1983-84 
sec.ond semester. Ten minute walk from Vital information about "UFOs": Booklet 'I ·1·-~--· · · 
' T-Hall. Furnished with private e·ntrance. · ,conde11sed from thesis- -sophisticat ed J p · .. 
$650 for- semester. Including uiilities. · intelligence analysis : Ask for WHAT YOU \ ersonals ·. • 












or t.:. _ _ .. . _ · , __ ·_ . . __ . . . 
Tired of living in a dorm or commuting · 0 swa , · · : LOST: CB winter jackel--purple With blue 
from home? We're looking for a female Box 652, Hamp;on, N.H. 03842). Arrange trim. Last seen at Sigtr\a Beta . Was a gilt--
CBK: I· LOVE YOU MUCHLY!! D.B.E. 
GREGG : WILL YOU BE ·THE NEXT -MUB 
PUB PROGRAMMER? LET'S HOPE YOU 
ARE SO I CAN SIT ON YOUR LAP AND; 
HELP YOU BOOK .BANDS. GOOD LUCK, 
, OLD SPORT! Love, Miss MUSO. 
roommate for the spring semester to free, group meeting with aut~or (write, or . has · ser-itimental value . Reward will be 
silare an apartment at Strafford Manor in call 926-6395 after 5:3o p.m·.). . given. No questions ~sk,ed. Call 2-1605. SKI FOR FREE THIS WINTER! Work and 
Durham.~ Great loc_ation . Nonsmoker 1972 Ford E-200 Van, V8 std., 3/ 4 ton, · Ask for Erin . · .·} ski in a ski resort from the beginner to 
PTeferreq. Contact Dorina at-868-- 14 25) .fQr, -~ PJ0.,eer ,RM cassette ster eo, GUStomi:ied · OVERSf!J,i.S Joss; S~);ti_01~.r/year ~ound., "'-,. ~?vanced skier. Let my brnchure tell you 
r'ljl ore defails. ' for camping, snow tires; some 'rust, exc. Europe, !<S. Amer.~ Ai.ist~a:1,•a, , Asta. All -._ .p pw to be a successful ski bum. Send $1 
Earn some ex tr a money, set your own 
hours and most importantly, G'AIN 
VALUABLE MARKETING EXPERINCE. 
Become an Advertising Associat~ for the 
1984 Granite. Applications are now 
available in the Granite office, room 125 
of the MUB . 
Kathy J. : You cute copyreader you! It's 
been a great semester, right. When are 
we going to trim ihe tree? I can't stand .all 
this work, yuk! Love & kisses, Cih. 
Great room available! January 1. Tudor 
Hall rent can be negotiated, all utilities · 
paid, 2 · bedroom· apartment with 
kitchen / living · area combination. Call 
868-542'9 ask for l,.aurie or Maureen. 
(a little late but..) HAPPY ANNIVERSARY 
GARY!! Year one was just for fun. Year 
two our love was true. Year three we 
struggled ,free. And year four? 'Forever 
morer Toujours, Heidi . 
Marie: You looked so beautiful the other 
day in the 1.ibrary. I wanted to say so but 
couldn't get it out. Hope I see. you again. B 
in Cale. I. · 
Get psyched for Christmas! · Start th€ 
holiday season with a Christmas concert 
featuring ·the New Hampshire Notables 
aru:t fh_~.l)lew HaATI 13s-h i re'6-ern·fe me n','p I us 
specia l·gue·sts! Concert is oe·c, 2nd in the 
Straffo•rd Room in the MUB---8 p.m. $1 .00 
admission at 1he door! 
M:- 1 really miss, your fr .ench toast.' When 
are you going to make it for me again? D. 
My dearest MARIANNE: Looks like we 
made it ... through ouJ toughest challenge 
yet. Get psyched for Part II of "Love in the 
Biggest Little State.'.' I'm looking forward 
·· tofhe best est Christmas ever ... and seeing 
you under ·that tree! Good lu_ck on your 
final and FIi see yo.u on tl1~ 17th! Your 
POOP always, me. P.S I love yo.u! 
. Swense and Ganer :- Hope your national 
Phi Kappa Th eta convention :was fun . Is 
Phi Kappa Theta psyched for next week 's 
Blood Drive? See you there' Love, Rae. 
Aldo : Don 't let all those labs get you down. 
You should have been an English major, 
not an en_gineer! Keep smiling! Love, your 
recreational therap ist. , ',_"' 
We'll try .it again ... Schmotty and Pete, can 
you make dinner 1his Saturday evening at 
the Young Drive castle--get back to me .,. 
and we'll plan something . . The dacquiri· 
queen. · 
Christmas Concert! Featuring the New 
· Hampshire Notables and the New 
Hampshire Gentle_men--plus special 
guests! Dec. 2nd, 8 :00 p.m., Strafford 
Room in MUB . $ k OO ,adJrli~_sio.r at the 
door . .,; · 
HAPPY BlRTHDA Y 
·· /;11r,< 
'/'/,,, /;'i/ .\'11r.•w.~ 






self-addn•ssNI t•nnlope to: 
l>aHnporh dq>t. l>-3 
· 11>17 L Walnut #10 
(o1umhia 1\10 65201 
1 
1.J 
' Room tolrent Private:bat.h . Some~1icKei\f ,,.- l i.JRn:ingloll~·r ~,1 OOO_qr t>.g.,- 868--2952 . 1 fiel?S. p50~-s 12,oa~~,mq'f.it_tii.v,';:,<~Jgh.t=,~:., !D Box 783, Quechee, Vermont 05059 
i;>rivilege,j,. In _home just off camp11s in .,.1975 PEUGEOT 504 Diesel Sedan. 4 · seeing. Free info. WIii~ IJG(·0a9x- 52-NH .- -,......,.. _ ___ _ _____ _ ____ ...:._ ___ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ "---,
 
l;)urham _; Available Jaouary 1., $L2DO , · speed, ,maropn,.,sunroot amdm, radials. Corona Del Mar, CA. 
9-2625_.:--' · . · · PART Tl mE· •·· IIJORH 
semester. Must be non -smoker. . Female , -Mechanical and body condition excellent. Dear Students: I Cari:( much I concerned ' ' . 
preferred . . Call 868 -2628 evenings and $3300 or best offer. Call 749-9311 , : because your educations are grossly ·. 
weekends . evenings . · · distorted through serious . misi.mder-
Rentals · Apartments and efficiencies MPl32enlargerwith35mm&2¼x3.¼ standings regarding the UFO 
Two-three room units. From $70 weekly. neg. carriers, lens. board, filter holder, · . phenomenon. The[efore, I urge you to 
Securit y required--kitchenettes--private color filters. $70.00.•Also Kodak Ektaflex contact Town & Campus, Inc . .for the 
bath. Atlantic Motels--Hampton Beach, · printmaker $70:00. $130 for set up.i . condensed version of my thesis. Ask for: 
N.H (603)926-3292 (603)528-3536 evenings . ·· WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW. 
-H-elp w_anted __ J[m 
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED FOR 
MAJOR COLLEGIATE TRAVEL 
COMPANY. COMMISSION & TRAVEL 
BENEFITS. PHONE NECESSARY SEND 
APPLICATION TO MS. LEE, 26 COURT 
ST , SUITE 2312, BKLYN, NY 11242. · 
. Earn some extra money, set your own 
,fl ours and most importantl y, GAIN 
1
VA LUAB.LE __ MARKETING EXPERINCE. 
Become an Advertising Assoc1.ate ior 1he • .-
~.1984 Granite. App lications are now 
~ va il abl e in the G'ranite offi ce, room 125 
,df ' tlie.:, M tJ B_:_, .,_··_ : ____ ....:··:a.=.'• '""-. -'"-'',._,__.,_, 
Jo bs ' for Chri st ma s brea k · See 
adve rt isem ent on pg. 10. 
This Friday, Dec 2nd and Saturday, Dec. 3rd at 7:30 p .m. 
Admission only $1.00. 
PARSON LJOJ . 
- j: • . .:.---...... ~~-¥: ,::,,!~ ~- ~ ... 
"A ll /\ r,•(I Jlf 
P.-oi/l'llllllllill '! Hourd pn•.st•11/u/ion .. 
I. .!i.-' ;;' ~ ~'flt ,;, ~-'"l·.~,p _.:.i;,,,~ 
We are accepting applications for our Part Time _Weekend 
·shift. The Hours are from 12 midnight Friday to 12 noon 
Saturday·, and from 12 noon Sunday to 12 midnight. 
Sunday. Work 24 hours and be paid for 28. Earn between 
-$5 .6 7 and. $7. I 3 per hour. These jobs do not include 
benefits. Only people seeking part time employment will be 
considered. We will not consider applications from current 
full time employees looking for a second job. 
File your applications in the Personnel O ffice at: 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, DEC-EMBER 2, 1-983 
Joe, as I look around ine, I notice all of 
those "little th ings" that matter so much . 
I'm continuously overwhelmed by your 
incessant romanticism; you·r quiet 
subtleties, your sof.t innuendos: .. ! can 
hardly stand it. Love, Dari XO. · 
Hey Ga ls! Tired of look ing at the same ol' 
face in the mirror every day? Well then, 
how about a new one, and just in time for 
the holidays? I will come to your dorm 
room or apt. and give you & your friends a 
. new look--no obligations whaJsoever . 
Phone 749-6828, ask for Wendy. 
Christ.mas is coming! So why not get in 
the mood and come to a · Christmas 
concert featuring the N.H. Gentlemen and 
-the N.H. Notables. The Mt. Holyoke V-8 
and the Yale, S 0 .1;3 . will be joining the 
Gentlemen and the Notables for a great 
evening of song . Tonight, Friday Dec. 2nd 
at 8 p.m . in the Strafford Room. Memorial 
Un ion . $1.00 at the door . 
D. DeJager, you're th e BEST!Thanks for 
all your thoughtfulness . I can't wait for 
Europe now, but in the meantime, New 
York City, look out! I'll make it out there 
so111 ehow, someway and sometime and I' 
may even bring Mattnoxious with m e, so 
be prepared ... Love RAP. 
Thank you to eiler.yone who made my 20th 
birthday excellent! Than.ks C::hi . 0 , Robin 
and Amy P.-.~Moneme and my P-0 .D. Jim_! 
Thanks Corin. couple_, all the presents 
were great eve11 Jack Frost . Jim ·and Ann 
weren't those " french grunts" great? 
Thanks to the lihes cataloging dept . · 
OH,OH,OH special thanks to my SQUAT 
family in Tudor Hall , Rumcake yum , yum, 
yum , and last but never least thanks 
Mom, Dad, Gram, Gramp. Aunt Marge 
and big sister Heather. It's not over yet 
I'm so lucky to have such special friends .·lf 
I forgot to mention anyone I want to thank 
you tool 
X,O: D. Robbins from SDSU Hope 
everything ·s great and you ·refeeling fine . 
Don 't· have too much fun skiing in Maine 
Rho Bet'a ! ! Donald from Knottinghan . 
Anyone interested in the works of ·Ayn 
Rand or current obJe.ctivjst periodicals 
and writers, plense contact 749-4483. 
N.H. GENTLEMEN and N.H. NOTABLES 
CHRISTMAS CONCERT!! Tonight (Fridc1y, 
Dec. 2nd) in the Strafford Room, 
M emorinl Uri ion at 8p .m The Mt'. Holyoke 
V-8 and the Yale S.O.B.'s will be their 
guests . Come and get in the Chr·istmas 
spirit! Only $-1 at the door . · 
Every Monday 
Drinks ½ price for men. 
4:30 p.m. until closing 
WudWood 
_ - . · ·. · · ··10~ng2 . 
at ttie oew cnglQnd ccntc, , -, .. . 
. , OflQ fll 
.tl:rafford QU(ZOUC'l, durham, n.h. (601) s62-2s1s 
PAGE TWENTY-THREE ' 
26 year old di sc1bled per?on looking for 
personal care attendant: in or around the· 
Exeter . area . Must have experience 
working with th e dis<1bled. Call 772 -3803 
evenings . .. 
OVERSEAS JOB_S: Summer / year roun,!il.- -
Eur.ope, .s. Amer., • Australia, . Asia .· All 
fields . $500-$1000 monthly . Sight-
seeing Free info . Write IJC, Box 52 -N.H. 
Corona Del Mar., CA. 92625. 
Dear Students : I · am much concerned 
beca_use your educations are gr-eatly 
distorted through serious misunder-
stand ingsgs regarding the -U.F.O. 
phenomenon . Therefore, I urge you to 
contact Town and Campus Inc . for the 
condensed version of my thesis . Ask for: 
What You Need To Know. 
Sounds like the ideal' Christmas gift to me. 
To my happy Rour friends : The kaluha's 
gone and m&m 's eaten. we 've got the 
best.memories of both . Bc1rb, Brenda, Tim, 
Bob, and our newest Jon, you guys have 
given me enough great memories forever. 
I was. pretty lucRy stumbling into such a 
fine crowd . Want to wish you all the best 
of luck next semester . Bob, Jon, Barb 
congrats, I wish I could be there in May. 
Brenda you're more 0f a friend than I 
deserve. Tim, good luck with your open 
Greenhouses. r 11 miss you a11 in Europe, 
hope to see some of you climb off the 
plane. To end ... Bob, does your bed hold 
more than one, and okay, I don't hate you 
all. Love always, Gretchen. · 
L. MCGRfi,l H: Glad to -see you still read 
the best par"t of the New Hampshire (oops, 
did I just get in trouble?) Thanks for the 
roses, they're almost as sweet as you. Get 
psyched for The Comedy Connection and 
other adventures over XMas break. The 
return of the girls in 331 ... could be 
dangerous! Love and hugs, Robeen. 
Have any pians for tonight? (Friday, Dec. 
2nd). Come -spend the .evening at · a 
Chr_istmas Concert featuring the N.H. 
Gentlemen and the N.H. Notables plus 
their special guests! What bett~r way to 
get into the Christmas spirit! Strafford 
Room, -l\llerriorial Union at 8 p. rTL $1.00 at 
the door. -:·:· "" " 
Gentleman 's Night every ·rvrSA'aay,-4 ~30 
p.m . -until closing . Drinks half for men:-
Wildwood Lounge, New England Center, 
Durham. 
Dr . Robert Perreault , being a Georgetown 
dentist won 't save you I! We' ve heard your 
bed fits three comfortably .. .? Do you lock 
your door at night?1f not. don 't be starled 
- if we come to see your legendary rose 
cheeks, and those legsl? Do you shave 
. them? 
Tom : You have the pati~n-ce of a saint .' the 
wisdom of a wizard and unequaled talent . 
. And I'm indebted to you for making me 
less scared of spiders Love you . 
Are you . interested in ·plar.ining and 
coordinating various programs for the _ 
Student Television N.etwork? If so, pick-up 
applications in Rm . 110--MUB. Position is 
compensated and deadline is December 
9, 1983. 
" To all Care -Be ars " Do your "Christmas 
Giving " early at Red Cross blood drive and . 
w e will deliver for you! · Jarry Stearns, 
Yo ur o·u-rham Red Cross Mama Bear! · 
.A.CARROLL Thanks so much for . the 
ride!! Hope your Thanksgiving went well. · 
Next semester I should have a car so 
whenever you need to get -h ome, let me 
know! Robin. 
JEN V.: Congratulations on your new 
position! Does this mean you will foJlow in 
the footstepf of your p r"edecessors? I hope 
not . I thought of you on my birthday. -M . 
DRS. ALIE & MENARD 
OPTOMETRISfS 
• Eye Examii1Utions 476 Centra l Ave. 
Dover, N. H. 
74'2-571 9 
'°' Pcrmulcns extended wcur lenses 




* Contact lens replacement 
:* Tinting and repairs · 
Dover Hours: 
Mon. Thurs. Fri. 9-5 
'it · Tues. 9-6 




Thurs. Fri. 9-5 : ~ 
r. ,,.,--.... 
MSB, sound famili-ar? 
Stoke 1st Floor Girls : Thank you so much 
for all the help and support you gave me 
this semester . I couldn't find better 
friend~ anywhere! I love you all. Get 
psyched .for Christmas break, and get 
ready for· the wildest second semester 
ever . Luv ya, Linda . 
Sue T.: Congratulations! Graduation is 
just arnund the corner, I bet you thought it 
would - never_ _. come. This . was my 
opportunity to say thao~s for everything . 
You were always there when I _r;ieed you, 
that meant a lot to me. Remember" to come 
back and visit, who knows maybe we'll ;IT 
get together in Long Island to play chug -a-
lug . Congratulations again and the best of-
everything .· Love, Linda 
To Randall 119--E & M . Thanks for a great 
time at Dining Out and Congratulations 
on becoming brothers of Acacia--we 
knew you could do it! Love, CJ and Trace. 
Another Area Ill Programming Board 
· Presentation! ''9 to 5" starring lots of 
great people. Please do come. 7:30 p.m. 
Show only in . Parsons L 101 , Admission 
only $1. 
Good Luck UNH Women '•s Ice Hockey at 
Northeastern tonight. Go for it ! Get 
poy o h od {or Prov idonoo! 
Bruce, thanks for -making my lights 
blink!!! Mar . 
Looking for a male· roommate for second 
semester. $205/ month includes heat 
and water . Lots of room . Convenient 
location to campus . Call Joe or John at 
868-5314. 
Win dinner for two at Riversmere 
restaurant in . Portsmouth and tickets to 
the m usical " She Loves Me" at Theater 
By The Sea; or a $25 gift certificate 
toward a pa ir of Nike sneakers; or a $1 O 
gi ft certificate to Town & Campus. Buy a 
ticket tor the Mortar Board raffle on sale in 
the MUB . 
Hey Bri, I heard you were sick . .Please 
don't come down with what l had. I am 
. just getting my strength back now, My 
roomies can 't stand it. But it is time for me 
to talk and be loud . Do you want to come to 
a NH staff party next Sat .? Think about it. 
You know they are fun . Spice. · 
Linda, are you going to make it two more 
weeks? · 
New Hampshire staff party ne~t Saturday . 
! ! Get psyched it is . the end of the 
semester. · 
o ·ne more paper to put your personals in . 
Deadline is Fr iday at 2 pm. Get them in . 
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Dec . I - Dec. J I 
Share the Gift of Live Thea-ter. 
.... 
. . 
Give a gift certificate for this 
romantic musical; or for any other 
fine show this season . 
"" S tud~nt R ush : ~--_,:_~.:.2~·~:.:_ __ ~_-1_:_:_ ---- ,, . 
T ickets .a va ilab le - - - - - - · 
½ .hour befo re'' ~i'.t" r-~,. 
everv pe rfo rma·n·cc. 
ONL'Y $5.00 ." 
s.-Sun. Noon to 9 p 
w St., Portsmouth, 
,. 
[(.I, 
. r. ·•·1 
Careers Do~'-t Begin 
After_ .College 
They Begin At 
STVN· 
There . are ,··-.lw'c, ;s_:i ~Qmpensatcd I 
. , -· , ' - • "'' j ' _ . 
. ptls-i~ions o~~-f-?){a:r .rogti,~~~~ing -
Manager - and 1_ '.·a/:.Prod-uction 
Director at STVN. These positions 
are open to any full-time students 
and applicatfons arc avail~hle Ill 
the MUB, room l l 0. 
Applications must be recieved by 
December 9, 1983. 
.J 
f · , 
r 
THE NEW. HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2; 19-83-- - -~ - ;: -
-STRIKER-
. ·~ou_s Neel~.1 ,. -11 .C ,._ t -~, . 
'\, V H(>l\'d \\itli '" . '-< (, 
~ l\ll· "st;i1idurd li11l· 1d (). 
~ ,!2;<>1<1 , ·lwi11s s1ild ;it l'\"lT_,- _k\\l·lry 
SIOI\' .ll'l"( ~<-;S till' l'(>ltlllry·,> 
For th<>sr whci\rnnt something 1miqtte 
- Uncl heu'utiful, f>l.l.Tiotts l'\e~·klace . 
offers um1s1ml gold chains and 
necklaces from nround the world. 
Hy ,q>poilllllll'lil (>Iil~-




( continued from p~e 17) 
drinks but make rhemselves 
scarce afterwards. This can be a 
plus when y'...ou are drinking 
·with groups and don't'want to 
- be ·disturbed.- The .. wait-
persons" -also serve as 
bartenders so they have a lot to 
do . . 
There was no music but the 
hubbub of the customer's 
voices. It's entertaining enough 





91 Market St., Portsmouth 
open daily 436-8887 
Dec. 6 -
open daily 43(1-8887 
Paying for College? 
ALPS Makes the 
Climb Easier.-
ALPS-Alternative .Loans for Parents 
and Students--is a new program 
that makes college financing easier. 
Developed by the New Hampshire Higher 
Education As.sistance Foundation, ALPS -· 
lets you borrow up to $10,000 per year 
for educational expenses and take up to 
12 years to repay. 
, As a non profit organization, we can 
offer ALPS loans at rates far lower 
than the c_ost of conventional · 
'consumer loans or tuition 
payment plans. (.J~~ 
~o make thing.s_~yen ll• ~ 
easier, you can app1y . 
- for your ALPS loan 
entirely by mail. ALPS 
finances education for 
· New Hampshire resi-
dents ·attending in-
. state or out:-Of-state 
schools; and out-0f-
state residents attend-






. ~ . . 
~,- ALPS .can 
· make your climb 
easier. Call 
. for our free 
brochure. · I~S00=-235-:-1\LPS 
in New Hampshirb; · · 
1-800-525-ALPS-
-out of state. 'Ask for-Cathy." 
complete and 
mail this coupon. 
'l'\\' 11;,mpshit\·'s stutl~•p_~ 1~/ilr . 
1;u-;mlt'l ' ;igl'll_l"'- .,met· 'J·q4i 
. So you're rend the ' story, now what? 
Writ,~ n fott,,r to th,:, editor . 
.Suln11it fott,~rs to A,fl!B room 151. 
*.t~*@,~\*-{{ff>.t,,*<t*"tf*,":· '°* ;·l;, *~ ·· -{}* 







Simply Superb ... ,/.; 
. ~ 
. - * 0 Complimentary hot apple cider q~ 
. JA(f . _ Sf rved _?" Sa,~., De~_. 3, f~~-m: ., }~ 
· i8, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. to celebrate -~~~1--j Dur_ham 's Christmas Fair Day! . -~\i . ~ 
·r◊--,· , _ , Hours * 
-4~ii Mon.-1-ri. 7 a.m.-7 p.m. * * _ '----- Sat. i a.m.-6 p.rr{' ,_ · -i:1"<' 
fe11 ====---a, • • • 1a • • _ • . · rt;..,i\-
el' ·. - ..... ~ Sun. 8 a-.m. -7 p.m. *'''  · 
. ~ ., . 
*•~,._:@.-*·{i·*®@*1f _*,r 0 * -~{;, *o.·~): o* 
----------..-.--.----,,;;;-. ·- ' . ' ·' . - ------------~•--••y .... -~~'!!'• ~~,_>:.iii,~< .. •• Iii/,: .. ... • •>!iiii:l''""',~A• .,;,,;•••~• ~. •, • , ... ~• •-~~--~•••: • - ·. ,,,. ---. : ·-:~:· -
: EX~LUSI~[ .\;_:·::--:~ /~;,- .. ; -
. FROM BLOOM .COUNl"Y~~ .--
. . ,_ . : •AMERICAtlt./:'_ . ;t . 
. -HOTTEST:CARTQ~gRJP'" ·:/ 
. . ; ' - -~ ---:· -- :·· - ·.-·\ .· 
Thc ·world ofOpus and Friends 
. appears for t.he first time 
orJ T-Shirts ,and in a :hook. 
.. !. ~ ' 'J • ,., ;. -;. -~ 
·P-,nguin Lu,I {-5hirl 8,% 
l't.'tlguin Jt•rst•; ~-·!{9:; 
·'. \ t:~•·_-_::·_:r_:~.::,::-:::::~:;t. ~: .............. 
, _ • Jlloom C nun!\· .Rook 
· /si~,:1<· c,~py · ,;,9,; 
· -_This offer brc.mght to you- by: 
-The New Hamp$hire . r---------~--~---~---- . . s M I, XL I 
I Bloom County T-Shirt - D D □ □ 8.95 ca . __ . _ 
Jrn)ofll Co_unty Jersey □ □ . □ _ □ 9 .95 ca. _ I 
Pt:nguin Lu~t f -Shirt O -O i. O O X}.J5 ca.· - -- , 
. l\:11guin_ Uist Jcrsc~ □ □ b O 9.95 ca. --1 
Bl lorn ( ount\ _Book D q D , □ :'i .95 (.'.t. --
1
-
Total - -====I plus SI .00 per item for postag;; and handling. I 
; . (ir;ind Tot.ii ____ I 
Ma il to: i\ amu~ I 
• -· .... a i . . Opus-T/NH . -~ _ a 
.,. 1 .,/ I _ 5_446 H1glrna:- 200 \\ L'st Add T s ____ -:-------~-3 
A<as.!i,o!\i,;i~~-t~ ..... ~-~\-~~sj~~·lol\.-'.,·· .. ·!: ~·~~ .:'.:":.: ':::::::·~~i;",~; ;.:.;·:;;•!; ,.,._ _ - - J ""£'1& ___ .... ..,,, _ 
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. (.continued from paJ!(' I) 
huilt. "It\ not nice. I doµ't wish that 
--·1 he Me11l(i·ri:tl ll11io11 on anybody." he said. "I don't 
Building means a i;rcat deiil c\'l'll wish that on thc-cncm, ." 
lllOl'L' than just "the Mub" said Leahy ~loes,n\see the woi·ld 
Jeff Onorc. director of MlJB situation as partkularly stable. 
st udcnt acti, iries. "It\ just one big powder keg. 
"I think it\ special to .l,td. Sure: I watched 'The Dav 
heca use .lack is a cont L'l1lPOl'<l 1~ After.' I hope it never comes. 
to sor-l1L' New Hampshire When I saw it,. I said give mean 
riti1ens who ga\'e thL·ir liH''> old- fashioned 500 pound 
dcl'cndin.!:,! our country." 01101l' bomb. hut that isn't good 
-.aid. '"He hroLtght .a sense ol ....,--cither. Unless it's a war of 
history. ·a sense of responsihi- dcknsc or a battle for some 
_lity. It's -.omething we nc,er outstanding prin_ciplc, war 
stop to think about. People · shouldnYexist." 
, look at Veteran\ Day as 'Hey. "We m~1kc commitments to 
it\ ,1 da\' off'." · count1:ies. The\' ask us to come · 
i\ssist.,lllt to the Dean ·01 over and t lwn.~110 ':·,c, :~ \11 c'n \Cd 
St udrnt i\ff,1irs Ron Hassell inc quicksand_._ · ~ ~~ ~; 111 c n 1 ca 
\\ orkcd v-. ith Leahy when he 1.cahy. · 
wa-. the Hoard of Governors Leahy supports women\ 
clwirpnson in 1981. advancements- in American 
"I thin-k the hig thint; .hick society since he was in college. 
did \\ as hL· hnn1ght ll rcll I " We have women in public 
commitment and caring about office . I think they should he 
-i:hc MUB and the Universitv." there. This was a ·school that 
llasscltinc said . "He is a real wa~- shy of girls when I first 
student achornte ." came here. No· (some) 
In ,1 letter to . Leahy currici-ilums arc 50-50. The 
!Tspond ing ll~ his rcsignc:1.tio!1· picture's changing. Why not'?" 
present ch,11rpcrson Kcv111 he asked. 
O'Brien wrote that I .eahy .left He commented that people 
the Board "with a greater don't seem to know their 
u n de rs ta n d in g or how neigh hors as much as they used 
time io hang out the wash and 
talk to the lady over the fence 
while she's hanging out her 
wash." said Leah,,. 
When Lea}~y ~ was first a 
student at UN ff, be took things 
"rather light heartedly." His 
advice ti) freshmen is "find out -
where the library is before. you 
,graduate. An inc6ming college 
freshman has a lot of'frec time 
on his hands. 
"There\ no yellow bus to 
pick him up and bring him back 
at two in the afternoon." He 
continued, "No one has to 
come here and he like they arc 
in a monastic order, but if you 
have an eight o'clock class, get 
up. have your breakfast and go 
to your eight. o'clock class." 
Leahy said he is active in the 
University because "tha t\ lifo 
Get involved. Don't sit on the 
- fence." 
Although he hasn't given any . 
thought to retirement yet. he 
said that when the time comes. 
he may want to go back tn 
school again . 
.. You've got to want to learn 
and lca-rning is something that 
never stops. · I learn everyday. 
There's always something new 
o'ut there." / itnportant the 'memori,11' to. "It's just the speed of things 
dement of'the Memorial Union today . You just don't have the 
Building is." · ~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Leahy moved to Dover from 
(iilhcrt,1 ille, ~ -a1\ s-rin the si*\1~~ 
g.rade. and has madL' his home 
there ever since. 
He started at UNH 111 1940 
a!'tcr graduati-ng from Dc)Vcr 
High School. hut his education 
\\,ts interrupted in April l94J 
v. hrn he was inducted into the 
kdera I snvicc. 
"It v.as the da~1 of our junior 
(college) . prom." I~eahy 
recalled. and then added. in 
respect to the girls left 
stranded . "There was quite a 
crew v. ho didn't have any dates. 
... , here were soldiers going to 
class.·· l.eahy said. '"You were 
.iii your fatig.i1 2s: ·· y ou went to 
roll call in the mornings. The 
whole place was khaki." 
Part-tinH' (•mpl<,lnwnt with excellent earnin~ 
poknfotl for .JanuarJ· ~md into February I 984. 
Nationwid,· innntor)· su\'icc interviewing 
stmknts ' to takt· inn·ntories for established 
accounts in Cmtral and Southern N.H. and 
' Northnn '' Mass. W_(•t•kt-nd and . weeknight . 
nailahil11~ impt•rntiH. Some weekday hours 
a\'ai lahk. ,$ .. L75 p('r ho_ur fo start. Must be 18 fff 
o\'er, haH phofil' and transportation.' Gr~up 
interYit•,, ~ in 11 illsl>orough Room ( M lJ B) on 
ThursdaJ·.: Pt•rt•mlwr 8, 1983 at 9:30 AM, 2:30 
PM amf ·4:00 PM. I nkn1it•ws to last about I¼ 
CHRISTMAS BREAK HEL'P ..,..,,, 
WANTED 
Work anywhere in New England 
· Earll'" .. $200 to ? 
Pt•rmarw11t of Nt'\\' Engl:md will lw 
emuhu-ting interview!-i i,; tlw Carrol . 
Hc,om of the Ml!B Ttw!-lday Dt•c·.6 onlY -
.B::JOam or I O::JOam SIIAltP 1 • 
I nkn ic•w!-i wil I la!-il appro, imalt·I~ I hour. 
:\t•al appt•ara1u·•· arnl rt•lial,lt • Jran!-iporla.lion al 
· lw;nc. rt'«1tairt·cl. - -
Subs 






Call for delivery service 
·1 hursday-Sunday 
6:00p.m. to Mid night 
I ' Leahy, 'wh<') was in Advanced 
ROTC at UNH, serve.d 
overseas in five campaigns until 
1945. He earned two p·iirplc 
hearts and other -hrn1ors. 
Leahy returned to UN Hand 
majored in Horticulture in 
1946 . After . graduating, he 
SPECIAL OF THE WEEH 
. Ski Parka . Sale 
worked at a variety of 
h0rticulturally related jobs. 
In 1966. he began teaching 
Applied Plant Science at UN H. 
He received his Master's degree 
-in 197.1 from UNH. Now he 
Our 3 Most Popular Parkas At Special Prjces 
teaches one course a sem·ester 
in H orticult urai Practices. 
· Leahy met ~ his wife, Rita, 
while they were wo-rking with 
the New Hampshire Plant 
Growers Association. "You 
can see we had a floral . 
bcginnirig." Leahy said. They 
married in · 1955, and have two 
son's. Andrew and ·Mark. 
Leahy said Durham hasn't' ' 
changed that much, but he 
recalls a time when the town of 
Durham was dry, and students 
had to get their "liquid 
refreshments in the town of 
Dover. Now you have the 
equivalent of practically a 
nightclub here," he said of the 
Franklin Ballroom. 
Leahy, who donated ·$200 
towards one of the original 
completion of the MU B, said, 
"To me. a living memorial was 
the thing< as opposed to putting 
up a granite by a flagpole with 
two shrubs someplace." . 
Leahy's war experiences 
soured his conception of war. 
J ; J _, 11. l ~ ·' . . ; \. i- J; ·d _ ).-!'I;, 1! ; 
r , , 
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THE NORTHWIIID iHE CHINOOK 
By North Face By North Face - . . 
Reg_~~,e .tl~t ~50 Reg._·_$.J 3:5:~)o .:, $ale 115.0Q", · 
Sale 9~L.50 . ~ :~Mens· &-Womens . 
THE .SARATOGA 
- By Sierra Designs ·Reg. $127.00 Sal-e109.95 
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Icewomen dowll Harvard ----COLLINS------
. By Kathy Johnson 
The UNH women's hockey' 
team lived up to their 
reputation as . they defeated 
Harvard 5-1 on Tuesday. 
The team displayed its 
· . traditional winning style 
although they're still working 
on tyin_g .. up some loose ends. 
.. We're still experimenting," 
said UNH Coach Russ 
i . McC-urdy ... We exhibited good 
intciligcncc against the 
Ha-r..vard team." . 
""'f· UNH was 
able to take 
control from the beginning as 
Lorie Hutchinson scored the 
first.UNH goal with the help of 
Terry Strack · at 16:22 in th'-.' 
slow ti rst period. · 
Things picked up after _that 
as l.auren Apollo scored an · pL'nalty- riddcn· with two N Ii 
unas-sistcd goa-1 at 1 :51 into the · penalties and three calls on 
second period. After two lhtrvard for tripping. In the 
·Hanan.I _ penalti es , and a seconilUNH pov.er pla ~-. NH\ 
sc.orelcss · ll NH powerplay. Balducci was ahk to_ get a shot 
Hananl's lk11ise Starr v.as oil that eluded Tate for her 
ahlc to get a shot by Ul\H\ second goal of the game . 
goalie Kathy Karn1.iicr. ~ftcr '"It was a · 1carning game." 
that. the game was one ol the said forward Jane Mdlow. 
ll NH domination . '"We found out what we cpuld 
Bridget Stearns poked one :rnd .couldn't d{)." 
hv HarYard\ goalie · Cheryl "The freshmen played well,-'' 
·(ate; \\.'ith assists going to said McCurdv ... b1.1t it was the 
Hutchi.nson and Rohin veterans who-won the game.'~ 
Halducci ,at 11 :07. It was then UN H will play Northe,'istern 
Balducci · \\'ho scored next at tonight in what should be a 
17:10. aided by Hu~chinson tough game. UNH narrowly 
and Karnrnier. UNH was able defeated Northeastern in 
to get 24 shots on goal in this 20 overtime last year. 
minute pcri()d . 
Th c t h i rd per i o d w a_~ 
(continued from page 28) 
hurt until this season." he s,iid, us and told the team th.at we 
"Adversity strengthens, could finish- at 7-3. I believed 
though. I think everyone them, as did the' i·cst of the 
should -face it sometime. Beth . team: six straight · victor.ics 
kept telling me that the people . proved that," said Collins. 
who suffer a re rcwai"dcd by the He knew a great part of. the 
Lord: this kept me going." team's success came from him 
Curt Collins matured as a not being in the lineup. This 
person. His coach_es persuaded gave And re Garron more 
him thM they still believed 'in playing time to continue his 
him and that was really all that fantastic season. This was hard 
he needed. He hacf always to accept for Collins · but 
known his a'bilities and that Garron made it easier. 
Was enough ·ror him. · .. We arc good friends. We 
.. Coach Bo~'cs ·and Coach talked and helped each .ottfer 
Vaas told ·me' t'hc reas<rn I out as much as possible . It 
.wa s.·n't plaving· as much as past .1 h , h .J cou1d ave been a roug 
seasons was because Andre situation if Andre wasn't suc-h a 
Garron was doing so welL · 1t class guy," said Collins. 
had nothing to do with .me .Collins four years at lJNH 
Swimmers edged out by U,Rl. 
losing my ability," ~aid C91lins, established one thin}!: he is one ' 
..It took awhile 1or me to . of the top all purpose backs 'iri · 
understand this:"·· ~ lJ NH history. With 1927 
Collins ·finished the 1983 . rushing yards and 1164 
season with statistics that were _ receiving yards, he stands third 
i 
. l 
By Ann C Sullivan . 
' Gino Margarino cruised to 
three outstanding victories as 
the UNH men's swim .team lost 
by . only'-- three po~nts to the . 
U nivcrsity of Rhode lsland55- . 
58. . 
In the 200 freestyle, a race 
that came down to the finish, 
· Margarino touched out UR I's 
Chip Church clocking I :50.4 . 
.. The time is good for this point 
in the season . I took it out long 
and then I saw Church and · 
poured it on." Margaril)O said. 
Margarino also put on an 
outstanding performance in the 
500 free as h.e again touched out 
UR I bv one tenth of a second. 
.. It was very surprising how 
well we did on individual times. 
We're way ahead of last year." 
said coach Frank HclieS: · 1982 
~cw FnglanQ Coach Of The 
Year. · 
Senior - co-captain ·AJan 
Stuart swam to first place and 
an imprci-.sivc time of I :59 .4 in 
the 200 . butterfly. Stuart just 
missed first place by one tenth · 
· of a second in the 200 
· indiYidual mcdkv. 
F o II owing ·th c t cam's 
tradition of striving for 
personal best times was the 400 
medley relay consisting of 
Steve Moreau, co-captain 
Steve Warren. Alan Stuart and 
Bob , Schuler. Ai°I -four 
swimmers ·turned in bes-t -sp-li,ts · 
and an overall time which is 
three full seconds faster than at 
.,this point in last year's season. 
Schuler finished and surpris-
ingly spli.t 49.J _in the 400 free far below his usual standards: and second on the all -time 
rela.J"• Tim Hctmilton con.tinued ..,09 , ar·ds ,·ush,·ng 2..,6· vards 
_, .J, • • • ,, .J • ca rec_ r leaders, respcctivclv. · 
to displa>'' the team's n_atural as · · · d f t h J recc1vmg, an our __ ....., ouc - Through his determination 
he split a 51.0 on the free rcla\l. d ·v t th th t 
.J owns. 1 c , e season . a a n d persistence Cu rt· s 
_UN H rccn1ited talented startco so slowly came to an lcadrrship on and off the field 
freshman diver Tim Bryant and end too quickly for h'im. has helped sustain the Wildcats 
Philip Hugo, both adding a lot •·The team jelled in the perform to the best of their 
of depth · to the team. Bryant middle of the season and we ability _- just like he has always 
captured two victories in the took off. When we were a_t I-~• ,. done .. . 
one and three meter diving the coaches never lost fa1t~ _ ~P,-d!J/ 
contributing to UN H \ · fine _ __ ._ __: ________ ___ _:_ ______ __ _ 
performance. Hugo grabbed 
second in the l000 free 
( 10:42.5) and swam on the 400 
free relay. 
"We showed a lot of 
potential on behalf of the 
freshman, and Gino will show·a 
lot of promise in the distance 
events at New Englands," 
)~lerri, 'Christmas 
from Clllh ·109 
Stuart said. 'c. ;i --¾, 1....,,...~ --=-~=--~--'--c..,.--'----"':-~ =,..------ ~---,,.""'"'· •- :s:--';,:---,,-v-,-:,j:,--:---,,---;~~ f 
D~C q 
B=OOPM 
UN~ Fl~LD . ~OU~~ 
:Ending a brilliant career 
• \•' }. • '.:'l:·. ~- •• ,,J.--~ --i!'.'..,. ... ~;..,:._ I,, _.. ~ ~ 
Curt Corllin·,s: · .. ~lr, · 
renew-ed·- c,onfidence 
By Aaron Ferraris much ;-ushing yardage as he did. 
It just doesn't matter · his.first seas<)n but he had more 
anymore. The season is over: receiving yards . "I slumped a 
his collegiate career is finished. little but the team improved -
No matter what the coaches say that\ all that counted," said 
or do, it just doesn't matter Collins. 
anymore to Curt Collins. Last se,ison was a bad one 
This football season was for cveryc)ne: the tca'm, the 
going to he a banner year for players, the coaches, a~d _t'hc 
the team and himself ,i n the fans. UNH suffered ' ifs first 
mind of the 5 '-T', 175 pound losing sc~ts.on . in _i11<;>1:e· than a 
senior tailback from Hamburg, decade. One of the lone bright 
NY. But, foot ha II is an spots was Collins: he had oyer 
unpredictable sport. as anyone 1000 all-purpose yards. He was 
familiar with the game _knows: · figured to play a big n>le this 
anything can haJ)fK'll and it 1-cason to get the Wildc:1h: b:-ick 
usuaHv do~ ,,· , on the winning track. . .. . 
U-NiI in tl,e last four, years · •-curt is almost impo.ss1hle H1 
has g;HK 6-4, 7-J, 4-6, and this tackle one on one in the open 
season 7-J. Collins started in field. +Jc is an elusive: flashy 
every game hut one in his first .rimner who makes tacklers 
three scasrn1s. The 198-3 season, miss him with great moves," 
his last. was another story. said <-1t1arterback Rick . 
In Collin's freshman year, he LeClcrc" He's always · up 
stepped into the starting line- mentally, n'othing gets him 
u-p in the second g.ame and: · -down. He takes everything in · 
staved there until - h.is senior .stride." 
ye,~r. He di~ wc,11 enough tha t: · There came a time when this 
first year to he named EC AC . · ''always uf' Collins almost_ 
and Yankee Conference subm·erged beneath a cloud of 
Rookie-of-the-Year and pessimism and disappoint -
second team AII-YC. ment. 
The t-cam had a great season .. , was ready to come ,Ol!! · 
. his sophomctt:c yc,i1·. Thr,· went . blazing my _ senior year. I 
7-1 and narrow)\· ri1issed the wanted th ~ team to go 
pl;1yoffs. Collins ·didn't get as undefea ted and I 'wanted to 
' i i· - 1 ~ 
.._ I ',... 'l\• 
· · Curt Collins is the third leading rusher in UNH history. This was his last season at UNH. (Bob 
Fisher photo) · 
play in every game," said That wasn't the worst of it. long," said Colhns. 
Collins, ••1 Jove the game so His replacement began doing Thcr·e were n·agging 
much I just want to be on the the things he had done his questions that started popping 
field all the time." freshman year. People · were up. Collins started questioning 
It wasn't rrieant to be, che~ring a new name: Andre his ability for the first time .. 
though. Two weeks -before the ·Garron. "Can I still play? .Have I gotten 
season opener he sprained _his -Two weeks passed before he worse?" These haunted Collins 
right ankk in a scrimmage could take the field. It would be for weeks. 
against Yale, the first real a few more until he did. There were things that 
injury of his career. ••you know, I've always had helped him through the hard 
.. It was tough. I had started an overabundance of confi- times. His girlfriend, Beth 
every · game since the second · dence in myself. When I ws hurt Boudrot, and the Lord. '"Beth 
game of my . freshman year. . and not playing it was tough. hdped me not to be bitter: She -
Now I was standing on the When I could play and was helped me set thingli straight. 
Jidelinc on crutches," said · sitting the bench, it was The Lord showed me to be 
Collins. tougher," said the man whose patient. He showed · me thal 
picture adorns the Wi,Id~at · , h. · 
Media Guide (and stands third football isn teveryt mg. · -
I'm too competitive to ball 
Wre-stlers- get-comeback 'fin and second on the all-time down on anyone," said C_ollins_, career rushing and . receiving "Persistence and character are yardage leaders with 1927 lasting qualities for any field. I 
yards and .· 1164 ya rd s, learned a lot about these this ·. By Ray Routhier 
The . lJ N_,H wrcst)ing team 
came fronrbehind in their last 
two match.cs · .. to beat Lowell, 
19-17, on~Ivhtnd~}'~:Nov~ 22, for 
their second win of the seaso·n: 
In the 171' 1b. weight class, 
Greg Ludcs was defeating his 
opponent.. when_ he .:.was. called 
for an illegal hold . He therefore 
defaul-ted, ·_and Lowell was 
award-cd six _points, · leaving 
UN H down 16-10, with two 
matches to go. 
.. It was a deba ta hie ca IL" said 
UNH coach Jim Urquart. ••tt 
really put us in hole, but our 
wrestlers showed their true 
colors ." 
Neil Zonfrelli ( 190 lb.) who is 
a standouJ dtfc.nsi-ve.en.d on the · 
football iean\ ;'-'d1 s-i'J,~,.' deleatcd 
L<:iwcll's ·rinf· ·G-a-rkigl{e'I', 14-0, 
, set making tlie heavy weight 
"'niatch the deciding one..~ 
UNH\ heavy weight Con 
Madigan squeaked by . Mike 
Yenke, J -1 giving the Wildcats 
the two poirit victory "' 
... We should have beat them 
b~' more," said Urquart, ·•hut a 
win is a win . I'm just h~tppy we· -
won.'·' . 
This vear\ wrestling team is 
strong due to the fact that they 
have good wrestlers at all ten 
· weight classes . In .past years 
UN H has ha'CI trouble filling the 
first two weight classrs, but this 
respectively). " · · k · year. . . year's recrwtmg Joo . _qu~ of •'This ,year ,'I ,Jost,. *· ,fot ,qf. · ••The Lord is always there for-. 
that problem, . ' . ·. · ·. <Zon(idenc·e· earl\i in· the season: me. I thought he· must be· 
Now UN H doesn't forfeit _when I wasn-'t playing as. much testing me. I had. pla)'ed 13 . 
matches· because· they' · don't as 1n the pasClfs real hard to . vears of football and n~ver got 
have a wrestlfr in a particular be humble when you've -been 
weight class. · the center of attention for so COLLINS, page 26 
· .. There are no superstars on 
this team," said U rquart .. We 
have a full line up of solid 
wrestlers, and . of course we 
have some o.utstanding 
-wrestlers, like Paul (Scwern), 
David (Yale) and Neil 
(Zonfrelli)." 
Other: winners in the .Lowell 
mateh incfuded Scwern, a 
freshman, in the 142 lb. class, 
and Yale in the 167 lb. weight 
class. 
Women's basketball 
wallops · BC, 65-45 
By Ellen Praught shooting percentage fell from 
The University of New 52% to 35% whereas the 
Hampshire women's basketball Wi-ldcats stayed consistent at 
team boosted their_ undcf eated 46% compared to 44o/c. in the 
record to 4-0 by beating Bosfon second half. . 
. One shoot ing area in which 
College 65 -45, Wednesday the Wildcats have improved_is 
night. . free throw shooting. They 
The Wild.ca.ts.took cc~mmand- -fin is hed the game with a 
from the ~ta~t, ou~sc~nng,_,ij,_( .. ,., f<;m,mq 1da ble 77 .8%. , T,wo·, , , , 
32-? f ~uq n,g t~.e f 1r:~ t, hal!-·? -~~·::JJN'H.'players s'hol J"00%'fr.6.riC .'.', 
maJonty ?'.'~,N~. ?asket~,.}w.e~e·/:the..' Jihe.',.:.,..:. .freshm·a'n ,'Katli'y' · : > 
scored b~,~as_t .~r_ea~ ~- S.~,-~ .-[~q1:/Sl1orc'y'.' fo1<? · ·rpr" ,twq -' ~rf ·>:.· 
by the qmch1es-s~of tlie W_1•l_cl_e1:1 !·. _ Capta in-· corinne Gulas who · · 
backcourt. The Eagl_es were went three for three. 
simply unable t~- st op one .of UN H is still lacking the solid 
Ne"': England's _fmest gu~rds, -play from its frontcourt. Of 
Co rinne Gu las. . . their three forwards, two ( Kelly 
A fter . e s·t ab I I s h 1 ~ g a Butt er fie Id and De nise 
co mm_andmg lead t~e Wildcats Higgins) .h<;i,d fo ur fou ls each. 
were able _to rotate m younger, High s~f) rer of the game was 
less e~pen_e nced pl~yer~ . Some Corinne GwJas with a tota l of 
hopeful s include fem. Crete f i f t ee 11 po int s . s h c was 
who scor~d_ two bask~ts m ?nly fo llowed ·.liy Kelly Butt e_rfield 
three minutes playing t1m~. who had\ t.e n. · 
Anot_her S!roffg player ~s - Upcom.ing . games fo r _the 
Je n_nif _er M ~eller who · ._1s Wildcats foci ude the Lady Ute · 
: ,-b~~rn~1y g_ ' 1.h.1~ __ sea:.~.n .... , , 1-t(~ J> ♦ -, CJa~si.c ,-f~- - Dearnber. 2, .a,~-<k :,: 
. bcmg, ha mperea a ll.last; sea~@n ' \ Old · DoriHe.1 on on the tenth .- If · · · 
','. with . an· -ankre injury. . : > >: ·,_ the y ·caii:".i:mRrove' upon· -t~ei r : ,-:, : 
;,•,', l~ _, the · _se00-nd half J3o~<to;n;: fr6-i1tco'tlirt/1/heW ildcat.s;should·': ',', 
• . • .• , <~•;,I. I•< , , , , • ' > '/,\'.' ·..-: .. ::~ -, O Col lege tned to comt,: ,b.a¢k.ln:/,.',have· ·a ~chance at beating these·• ·:. 
UN H's Tim Weck worth wrestles _i~ . t~~ -~~,;'~)~,:~~.~~~:·· ,<~ ave Arbetter J}hot_:) : <: \ :;,:,:_:: <:>/.:: -:<- · ~~o.C?t in~g a·l_: ~·st_ t~ i~e ·a;~; mu~~) ;·J~·~g~ --?~ l>p~ents.;__ .. ; ; ~·},;;;.,.~·~ :_.~,,;_"~ 
• ,, _._ ._,. ',.J_~(,_,i:....'.,_.•_ .. • •... t· .. I.·.:·~: "'•.····.·'···'. """·-"··· ·•", , "'o,_"'.• 1, ., _ ~"--":r- ;-_z..;_i:;f.·,·.1 ·~ ~ ,: ~ ,. :.~· ,a.~ ~111". Jhc: ... ,f1_rst . b':!lf"' ~ TJ¾ep ,, ,_:_{ . .. ._,.. , _ ~.,.. ~ ~'>:}~( , •\,,.,: •· ,:,. i.:i:~:<;2:-:, !.J - ;._?:.:;. .;:<r:\, .. $t "'. ., "°" _... •~·~.,;~ 'L _,. -- r. ·,a. - 'Ito "" ~ - Si: - 1t:' - "' _, ... :,: 
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Spotts 
Icemen ,crush Cornell 5-0, 1st shutout 
By Ray Routhier 
For the first time in the 
young UN H hockey season, it 
wasn't even close. 
The Wildcats played a solid 
defense and corHrolled the 
puck, shutting .out Cornell 5-0 
on their own rink, Wednesday 
night. . 
Bruce Gillies got his first 
career shut-out, making 28 
saves. 
A good Cornell team came 
out aggressively agaiw,l u NI I. 
In the first period the Big Red 
forechecked well, and put 
pressure on the U_N H ~efense, 
keeping the puck m their zone. 
The Wildcat defense control 
the pu~k and things happened 
for us. 
UNH's first goal (the 
winning goal) came at 15:44 of 
the first period, from the 
freshman line. Allister Brown 
scored the goal with an assist 
from James Richmond. This 
line has been improving 
steadily, and all were prolific 
goal scorers either in junior 
hockey or high school. 
.. They ' re getting the 
opportunities," said K ullen, 
'"The goal scoring won't come 
overnight, but sooner or later 
they'll explode." 
About three minutes later, 
UN H's second goal came from 
the line that has been exploding 
lately, the gold unit. ( Doherty, 
Ellison.- and Chisholm with 
Robinson and Byrnes on 
defense.) Mark Doherty got 
this one, assisted by Chisholm 
and Bvrnes. Four of the five 
goals ~ere scored by this line, 
three in the final period. 
The Cornell crowd was 
standing and screaming when 
the teams took the ice for the 
.third period. UNH began_ by 
just dumping th_e _puck . mto 
Cornell's zone, similar to the 
first period. When UNH trie~ 
to control the puck, they did it 
skillfully and 1 or the rest of the 
game. · 
~- The final three goals came 
from Byrnes ( assists from -
E H is o n a n d C h-i s h o I m ) , 
Dohertv (from Chisholm and 
· Bruce Gillies makes another save as defender Kirk Lussier (3) stands liy. (Wayne Makecknie photo) 
Byrnes) and a_n open netter by 
Chisholm from Doherty. This 
scoring summary makes· it look 
like UN H only has one line, but 
the others just haven't started 
- producing yet. 
The Wildcats are 3-5 overall 
and more importantly 2-0 in 
the EC AC. This young team is 
developing steadily and still 
. have plenty ·- of potential for 
improvement. 
"We're winning, and its 
happening without any 
production from power plays 
or from the white unit ( Barton, 
R. Robinson, Potter. and Lee 
and Lussier on defense)," said 
K ullen, "You know that they 
can score goals." 
UNH travels to Providence 
Sunday night. 
UMass nips UNH -
. 
on Jumper 
By Steve Langevin 
UNH exhibited the type of · 
play they will need to 9e 
successful this season, but their 
rally from a twenty-two point 
deficit fell just short as U-Mass 
edged them 75-73, Tuesday 
night on a double-pump 
jumper by Carl Smith with only 
two seconds remaining. 
UN H's overall play was 
Q:reatlv improved from their 
opener againsl Brown, but it 
was their intensity level that 
almost carried them to victory. 
Playing before a boist1:_rous 
crowd at the Curry Hick Cage, 
UN H roared to an early six-
point lead. Sophomore guard 
Rodney Johnson opened the 
scoring as he drove the lane for 
a quick two points. Then 
forward Greg Steele, guard Al 
McClain and Johnson all 
scored on lay'.'"ups, two of them 
following steals. as UNH 
opened up an 8-2 bulge early. 
The teams traded baskets for 
the next six minutes and UN H 
regained their six..:.point margin 
on a driving lay-up by guard 
Andv Johnston . 
F~r the rest of the first half 
U-Mass went on a torrid 
_ shooting spree, making 20-26 
shots in the first half. During 
that spree. U-Mass outscored 
UNH in streaks of 15-0 and 13-
1 to open up a sizeable 14 point 
cushion at the half 46-32. 
The second half started as 
the first half eridea',,a I,, u ;Mass 
. upped their leaq to'. a: ,~e'ej-tjirgiy 
· untouchable 22 points: with 
15:40 remaining in the game'. 
Apparently no one told the 
Wildcats the game was over 
though. as they proceeded to-go 
on a tear of their own. led by 
the superb play of Dan Nolan · 
(24 points). who scored nine 
points in three minutes~s UNH 
cut the U-Mass lead to IO at 60-
50, with 12 minutes left. 
Then it was McClain's turn 
as he hit three bombs from the 
outside and rhen hit a runner 
off the glass to cut the lead to _ 
65-63 with still 8 minut·es 
remaining. . 
could not convert. Then with 
five minutes left l!-Mass' Craig 
Smith hit a short, turn-arom_1d 
jumper to put the lead up to 4. 
After a UNH time-out. 
McClain hit a 15-footer from 
the baseline and Rodney 
Johnson converted a lay-up to 
tie the score at 69-all. 
Then Nolan gave UNH its 
first lead 71-69 since the first 
half when he made a driving 
lay-up with under three 
minutes left in the contest. 
U-Mass' Donald Russell cut 
the margin to one when he 
made one of two free throws. 
But UNH's Ted DiGrande 
upped the lead to three with a 
powerful lay-up. 
Then with I :22 remaining 
John Hemp!,el of U-Mass shot 
a rainbow from 17 feet out . and 
was fouled as he released it, the 
ball hit the back of the rim. 
bounced high in the air and 
dropped _ thrnugh the net, 
cutting UN H's lead to one. He 
then ,tied the game as he hit his 
free throw. 
. UN H tried to hold the hall 
for a final shot but lost it with 
25 seconds left. It was then that 
Carl Smith made his 
miraculous shot, that Greg 
Steele got a piece of, that won 
the game. 
"I was really pleased with the 
peformance _ of · my kids 
tonight," commented UN H 
coach Gerry Friel, "their 
intensity level was great." 
.. '., .. ' ' L.;.....;;... ____ . .. -, _. · -· •--·· ·--· ., ... ·,·------~---<--•.ii!".·--·-\-------------
'flie-basketball team lost to l.JMass Wednesdav ni~bt on.i jumper with 't'wo seconds re~aining~ 
The Wildcats had several 
chances .to .. tie tl:tc _, g~.m.e b~t 
"Even though we lost this 
type of game it should help us 
when we get to the conference 
games later in the season." 
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